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Preface 

The U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (USAEWES) Explosive 

Excavation Research Laboratory (EERI.) was the USAEWES Explosive Excavation 

Research Office (EERO) prior to 21 April 1972.    Prior to 1 August 1971 the organiza- 

tion was known as the USAE Nuclear Cratering Group. 

This report was prepared by the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station 

Explosive Excavation Research Laboratory (EERL) to introduce the combat and con- 

struction engineer planner to the potential use of large explosive charges in the theater 

of operations primarily for barriers,  target destruction, and construction purposes. 

The study was sponsored by the Office of the Chief of Engineers,  under the staff 

supervision of the Directorate of Military Engineering.   The experience of EERL in 

modeling nuclear cratering explosions with chemical explosives over the past ten years 

and more recent experiments designed to develop more economical techniques of 

chemical explosive excavation are the primary sources of information for this report. 

The knowledge developed from the EERL research program has reached a level »t 

NKbich certain explosive excavation projects can be successfully and confidently designed. 

This report is written with the objective of documenting this technology < nd its potential 

for the Tactical Commander,   This task is part of EERL's mission of developing 

chemicpl explosive excavation techniques for military purposes. Although optimum 

procedures have not yet been established by field testing for the full range of possible 

excavation or target destruction situations,  improvements brought about by future 

research work will be documented by appropriate additions or revisions to this report. 

The Directors of EERI  during the preparation of this report were LTC Robert L. 

Laurenz and LTC Robert R.  Mills,  Jr.   The Deputy Director (Military) was MA.I 

Richard H. Gates. 
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Abstract 

Explosive excavation is a relatively new technology for creating barriers,  destroying 

targets, and constructing military aids (e.g.,  bunker emplacements) in the theater of 

operations.   This technology stems from research in explosive excavation performed 

since 1962.    It is acknowledged that the military engineer is in need of a military 

engineering tool that will satisfy his earth-moving requirements and increase his ability 

to defeat the enemy in less time,  with fewer  nun, ,md with less equipment. 

The report compares the advantages of various bulk commercial explosives with 

the Army's arsenal of conventional explosives.    Large-scale excavation with bulk 

explosives shows overall cost and time benefits.    Two military related experiments 

utilizing bulk explosives are presented — with an evaluation of the associated cost and 

time savings. 

The report describes the mechanism of crater formation, the characteristics of 

explosively produced craters, and the types of projects in which craters would be useful 

in the theater of operations (e.g., tank traps,  bridge destruction).   The report also 

provides design procedures for the emplacement of single charges and multiple charges 

for row craters.    It discusses geologic media and a variety of drilling techniques. 

There is research required to further develop commercial explosives for military 

applications. 
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Conversion Factors 

British units of measurements used in this report can be converted to metric units as 
follows: 

Multiply Bj To obtain 

inches 

feet 

cubic feet 

cubic yards 

pounds 

pounds per square inch 

pounds per cubic foot 

Fahrmhi it degrees 

foot-pounds 

2.54 

0.3048 

0.02832 

0.764555 

0.4 535924 

0.00681)476 

16.02 
__ I 

0.138255 

centimeters 

meters 

cubic meters 

cubic meters 

kilograms 

meganewtons per square meter 

kilograms per cubic meter 

Celsius or Kelvin degrees 

meter-kilograms 

a„. To obtain Celsuis (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit CFJ readings,  use the 
following formula:   C - (5/9) (F - 32).    To obtain Kelvin (K) readings,  use: K  = (5Tt) 
<F - 32) * 273.15. 
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MILITARY ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF 
COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVES: AN INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1   Introduction 

SCOPF 

Chemical explosive excavation offers 

the military engineer a practical sub- 

stitute for Atomic Demolition Munitions 

(ADM) to implement barrier and denial 

plans, to destroy large targets, and to 

perform large-scale excavations in the 

theater of operations.    The tremendous 

achievements by the explosives industry 

during the past ten years in developing 

reliable,  safe,  easy-to-handle bulk 

explosives have prompted the Explosive 

Excavation Research Laboratory (EERL) 

of the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment 

Station (WES) to initiate an extensive 

research and development program 

covering the use of commercial ex- 

plosives in military engineering applica- 

tions.    The use of bulk expl isives by the 

Corps of Engineers in civil works con- 

struction has been previously reported 

by the I'.S. Army Engineer Nuclear 

Cratering Group (NCG). 

Since 1962,  EERL (formerly the 

Nuclear Cratering Group) has executed 

extensive laboratory and field cratering 

tests and demonstrations with com- 

mercial explosives.   Some cf these 

experimental Corps of Engineers civil 

works projects,  such as canals,  water- 

ways connections, harbors,  and railway 

and highway cuts,  vividly illustrated the 

potential of explosive excavation with 

large charges. 

In 1971,  under the Military Engineer 

Design and Expedient Construction 

Criteria Program (MEDECO,   EERL 

received the task of evaluating  and 

suggesting improvements in the Army's 

capabilities for rapidly creating obstacles 

and barriers to defeat the advances of 

the enemy's armor and bridging cap- 

abilities. 

In late 1972 EERL's research into the 

military applications of this technology 

was formalized into the Military Engi- 

neering Applications of Comrrercial Ex- 

plosives program (MEACE). 

This initial report introduces the con- 

cept of using commerical explosives to 

satisfy military excavation requirements: 

in particular, barrier formation, target 

destruction,  and large-scale excavations 

in the theater of operations. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

As used in this report, the term 

chemical explosives refers to all non- 

nuclear explosive systems,   including 

those commonly used commerciaUv and 

by the military.   This term covers a 

wide range of products,   from high ex- 

plosives to blasting agents and oxidizers. 

The various types of chemical explosives 

•1- 
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are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

Kxplosive excavation will be used in this 

text to refer to techniques of moving 

earth and rock with chemical explo-ives, 

although the principles are the same when 

nuclear explosives are employed. 

The term military explosives refers 

to those explosives used pru. arilv by the 

military only,  such as Composition C-4 

and TNT.    The term commercial explo- 

sives,  on the other hand,  refers to prod- 

ucts  av.iilablc  on the open market that 

are not commonly found in the military 

inventory.    In particular,  EERL's re- 

search has been in the field ol bulk ex- 

plosives,  such as ammonium nitrate-fuel 

oil (ANFO),  nitromethane, and slurries 

or water gels.    Hulk explosives are easy 

to use in large quantities (i.e.,  several 

hundred pounds or more), are relatively 

much safer to handle than high explosives, 

are composed mostly of cheap,  widely 

available ingredients,  and,  in the case of 

slurries,  can be mixed to provide varying 

explosive energy. 

The applications and design procedures 

discussed in this report could be used, 

in principle,    ■ ith any explosive.    How- 

ever,  it is with bulk explosives that these 

applications and design procedures are 

most feasible.   The "ideal" bulk explo- 

sive would be one composed of two or 

three inert,   nonexplosive,  easily stored 

ingredients that could be mixed together 

in variable proportions on-site to pro- 

vide an explosive with properties best 

suited to the particular job.   The re- 

sulting mixture could then be pumped in 

any quantity into the emplacement cavity 

and detonated with a common gap and 

booster system.    Alumimzed slurry 

BVBtcms are very close to this ideal 

already.   It is to introduce the great 

potential of such a system that this re- 

port is presented. 

HAS1CS QT EXPLOSIVE EXCAVATION 

In most instances the tactical require- 

ment to create a barrier or to tieny the 

enemy access to an area,  to destroy a 

large target,   or to conduct some form 

of military construction employing ex- 

plosive excavation techniques impUes 

some form of cratering or the use of 

large explosive charges to produco an 

excavation by fracturing and ejecting 

large volumes of earth or rock.     An 

understanding of the cratering concept 

of explosive excavation and some 

nomenclature is essential to the apprecia- 

tion of the capabilities and the potential 

of the techniques discussed in thie report. 

A crater consists of three concentric 

zones known as the apparent crater,   the 

true crater,  and the rupture zone.   These 

are illustrated in Fig.  1,  a cross section 

of a typical crater in rock. 

The apparent crater is the net excavated 

volume below the original ground surface. 

Its radius,  oepth,  and volume are the 

basic criteria for the engineering design 

of an explosive excavation.     Its cross 

section has been found to be best approxi- 

mated by a hyperbola.    Its depth is some- 

what less than the charge depth of burial 

except for '-barges buried at shallow 

depths. 

The raised rim,   or lip,   .surnmnding 

the crater consists of uplifted material 

lupthrusti overlain with fragmented 

material that ha« been ejected from the 

crater.    The fragmented material,  ejecta, 

cover« the original ground surface out t" 

-2- 



Apparent crater boundary 

Original ground surface 
Eiecta 

True crater boundary 

Fallback 

Original location of explosive 
charge 

Fig.   1.    Cross section of typical crater tn rock,  showing nomenclature.' 

a distance approximately equal to three 

times the crater radius from surface 

ground zero. 

The true crater is the excavation that 

would exist if all of the hroken material 

were removed from the crater.   The 

cross section of the true crater has been 

found to be best approximated by a 

parabola.    During crater formation,  the 

true crater is partially filled with mate- 

rial, known as fallback, that forms the 

apparent crater.     Thus, the size and the 

shape of the true t rater are not easily 

discerned. 

Surrounuing the true crater is a 

rupture zone.    Within this zone material 

has been displaced slightly upward and 

outward and has more fractures than in 

the natural state.    The actual interface 

between the true crater and the rupture 

zone is poorly defined.    It is thought to 

be more a transition region than a 

definite boundary.   The outer limit of the 

rupture zone is also poorly defined.    The 

blast-induced fractures diminish in 

number with distance from the detonation 

point until there are so few that they are 

indistinguishable from naturally occurring 

fractures. 

In quantitative discussions of crater 

characteristics, it is nt< <ssary to have in 

mind the nomenclature that describes 

f< itur<s of the  crater and the notation 

used to represent measurable parameters. 

Figure 1 shows the preferred crater 

nomenclature.    Figure 2 shows the 

notations used for craters produced by 

single charges and for craters produced 
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Ljecta 

Fallback ^ "^SftLftfLzP 

Cross section of sinqle-charqe or row crater 

frue crater   lip  (uptnrust) 
Original  ground surface 

True crater boundary 

rSoundary of| 
continuous I 
ejecta        ; 

• W /^-Lip crest 
[     outline 

\ 
\ 

/ 

y 
/ 

Plan view of row crater 

Nomenclature which  ipplies only to single- 
charge craters 

R      - Radius of apparent crater measured at 
original  ground surface datum 

R.,  - Radius  of apparent lip crest 

R .   - Radius of outer boundary of continuous 
eject« 

0      - Ma»imt*ti depth of apparent crater below 
and normal  to original  ground surface 

Nomenclature which applies only to row craters 

•      - Width of apparent  linear crater measured 
a        at original ground surface datun 

W  .  - «Idth of apparent lip irest 

a      - Width of outer boundary of continuous 
m     eject* 

0     - Depth o* apparent row crater 

Nomenclature and definitions which apply 
to both single-charge and row craters 

H ,   - Apparent crater lip crest height above 
original ground sjrface 

V - Volume of apparent crater below original 
ground surface 

V ,  - Volume of apparent  lip 
d I 

V.    - Volume of true crater below orlnlnal 
groind surface 

DOB  - Depth of burst 

ZP    - Zero Polrt-effectlve center of e«plo- 
$1on energy 

SGZ - Surface Ground Zero (point on surface 
vertically above ZP) 

NSP - Nearest Surface Point 'point on surface 
nearest ZP; sw» *s S&Z for hormnul 
surface) 

Fig.  2.    Crater notations. 
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by a single row of several charges.    As 

will be see i later, these notations can 

be adapted for use with multiple-row- 

charge craters. 

In addition to the nomenclature and 

notations in Figs,  l and 2,  the following 

definitions will apply in discussions of 

the material properties of the media 

affected by a cratermg detonation. 

Rubble:   The material comprising the 

fallback and ejecta. 

Rupture Zone:   The zone of blast- 

induced fractures and displacements 

from the true crater boundary outward 

to the relatively undisturbed in situ 

material. 

Hulking Factor {HV):   The ratio of 

in situ or preshot bulk density to post- 

shot bulk density.    Hulking factor is used 

on military and civil works convertional 

construction projects to determine cut, 

haul,  and fill requirements. 

The crater shown in Fig.   1 is typical 

for a charge detonated at optimum depth 

of burial,  which is defined as the depth 

at which the detonation will excavite the 

largest net volume of material.   At 

optimum depth of burial an explosion will 

produce a large crater bv fragmenting 

a targe quantity of material and imparting 

sufficient velocity to eject most of that 

material from the true crater.   An ex- 

plosion at shallower depth will fragment 

relatively little material but will eject the 

matinal at high velocity.   Conversely,  a 

very deep explosion will fragment a large 

quantity of material out will eject very 

little of it. 

Characteristic features of craters 

formed by explosions at shallow, opti- 

mum,  and deep depths Of burial in ri>ck 

are shown in Fig.  3. 

(a) Shallow burial — 8 ft for 1 ton of TNT oi 
equivalent 

(b) Optimum burial 
equivalent 

— 18 ft for 1 ton of TNT or 

(c) Deep burial — 28 ft for 1 ton of TNT or 
equivalent 

Fig. 3.    Crater profiles for various depths 
of burial in rock. 

This report does not attempt to 

establish a specific charge-weight limit 

for military applications;  however,   it is 

conceivable that explosive charges 

ranging in size from about 100 lb to 

several hundred tons will be employed. 

in general,  explosive excavation in- 

volves charges buried at depths ranging 

from the surface down to a point at which, 

upon detonation,  there is little visible 

surface evidence of the detonation.    The 

depth of primary interest for cratermg 

applications that will be presented is the 

optimum depth of burial.    The design 

technique that uses charges buried at 

i 



depths greater than optimum will also be 

discussed even though this technique is 

still under development. 

Kxplosive excavation in the theater of 

operations will serve as an alternative to 

the standard conventional military engi- 

neering techniques employed during 

tactical operations as well as for military 

construction requirements.    Whenever 

excavating,  blasting, or removing rock 

are essential requirements, the use of 

large concentrated charges will offer the 

Tactical Commander substantial benefits. 

Among these benefits will be the advan- 

tages associated with rapid construction 

and the economy of men,  equipment, 

time,  and cost. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

initial research and testing,  both 

commercial and military,  indicate the 

following to be the most practical and 

beneficial projects for implementation 

in the theater of operations:   tank traps, 

road craters,  airfield destruction, bunker 

emplacements,  harbors,  sewage lagoons, 

large drainage ditches, quarries and 

expedient (blasted-into-place) dams.   The 

desire of the engineer staff to satisfy more 

efficiently the requirements for such 

projects under combat conditions demands 

an improvement in existing excavation 

techniques. 

PREVIEW OF CONTENTS 

Hefore the combat engineer employs 

explosive excavation techniques,  there 

are many questions to be answered. 

This report has anticipated some of these 

questions and provided some answers. 

However,  the state-of-the-art has not 

reached the point at which all of the 

questions are readily answered.    It is 

anticipated that this report will act as a 

catalyst to stimulate research and testing 

to take eventually the maximum advantage 

of the potential of chemical explosive 

excavation.    Following this introduction 

and a look at some of the applications in 

Chapter 2,  there are presentations in 

Chapters ? through 6 of many of the 

parameters affecting this excavation 
technique,  such as the explosives em- 

ployed, the geologic media, and various 

explosive design te- hruques.   Chapter 7 

is devoted to a technique for the sequen- 

tial minimization of cost or time for the 

rapid emplacement of single-charge 

craters using the information presented 

in previous chapters.    Appendix A pro- 

vides results from barrier demonstra 

tion projects accomplished to date. 

-6- 
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Chapter 2   Applications 

SCOl'K 

The employment of explosive excava- 

tion techniques in the theater of operations 

will provide a valuable nonnuclear 

military engineering tool.    During the 

past ten years bulk explosives have been 

used effectively in commercial and civil 

works excavation projects,   such as 

waterways,  harbors,   railway and road- 

way cuts,   channel plugs, and quarries. 

This chapter briefly reviews some of 

the engineering considerations for an 

excavation design and discusses several 

demonstrated and conceptual applications 

of large explosive charges to barriers, 

target destruction,  and military con- 

struction in both forward and support 

areas of a theater of operations (see 

Fig.  4). 

MILITARY USKS OF KXPUXSIVE 
EXCAVATION 

Cieneral 

Demolition in the military sense Ifl 

the destruction by any means (fire, 

water,   explosive, mechanical,  etc.) of 

structures,  facilities,   or materials to 

accomplish a military objective.    Dem- 

olition has offensive and defensive 

purposes; for example,  the removal of 

enemy barriers to delay or restrict 

enemy movement.   The military mt;!- 

neering applications of explosive excavation 

are in three major areas;   barriers, 

target destruction, and construction. 

Fig. 4.    Applications for commercial bulk explosives m a theater of operations. 

•^ 
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Harriers 

Tht principal advantage of using 

explosives in barrier construction is 

savings in equipment,  time,   and man- 

power.    The demolition of any target 

th;d. would impede the enemy's advance 

can creat».' an obstacle,    Kxplosively 

produced antitank ohstacles,   such as 

r raters or fallen trees, are used ex- 

tensively to tie in with other natural or 

man-made obstacles to form a harrier. 

More extensive obstacles are floods and 

landslides created by the demolition of 

dams or by the undercutting of steep 

lii 11 si ides. 

Target Destruction 

Kxplosives have proved extremely 

effective against military targets,   whether 

soft or hard.    Hard targets usually require 

some prior planning,  because charge size 

and placement are often critical.    The 

explosive power is designed to cut or 

pierce steel,   concrete or other materials, 

to apply great heat or pressure to some 

area,  or to ( reate craters and fractures. 

Kxaniples include the destruction of 

hr idges, fortifications,  culverts,  build- 

ings,   tunnels,   obstacles, and airfields. 

Soft targets,   which may include many of 

those listed above,  are those easily 

destri'yed by explosives.    Kxamples in- 

clude raptured   munitions, wooden 

structures,  hastily constructed obstacles, 

captured supplies,  <>r other targets in 

rapid denial operations.    BsplostVMI have 

also l.een used effectively against under- 

water target- 

C nstruction 

Kxplosives have proved to be quite 

versatile in many phases of construction 

work,    Kxplosives can produce large 

quantities of fractured rock for con- 

struction and yet still provide clean-cut 

rock faces when required.    Currently, 

the removal of rock outcroppings along 

road lines or other horizontal datum may 

be accomplished more quickly and 

economically with explosives,    Kxplosives 

have been used extersively in both 

clearing and ditching operations.    Me- 

search by BERL has shown that large 

and rapid excavations can be accomplished 

with explosives.    I arge excavation nroj- 

i i ti   accomplished to date includ«   rail- 

road cuts, harbor construction,  inUi 

deepening,  channel construction,  and 

quarrying.    The alnlity to create rapidly 

the^c large, predictable excavations has 

excellent potential in the military (in- 

struction field.    As with target destruc- 

tion,  explosives are quite useful in 

underwater construction and the demoli- 

tion of unwanted structures. 

In the remainder of this chapter there 

appear the discussions of applications, 

both tested and conceptual,  that are or 

appear to be feasible with explosive 

excavation technology m the theater of 

operations.   Specific projects that illustrate 

the applications are included to give the 

reader an appreciation of the size of the 

excavation that can be accomplished. 

HAHHIKRS 

A barrier system is a coordinated 

series Of obstacles.    Military ohstacles 

are features,  either natural < r man- 

made, that impede the maneuverability 
2 

• if military personnel and equipment. 

The basic   reason for the use of obstacle» 

and or barriers is to increase the 
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combat effectiveness of the forces that 

employ them.    Tht obstacles of specific 

interest for this discussion of chemical 

explosive excavation are tank traps and 

road craters.    The military engineer is 

vitally interested in the creation of ter- 

rain barriers that will deny or delay 

access of the enemy's tactical vehicles. 

To be effective,  these obstacles must be 

too wide for the enemy's track-laylng 

vehicles to span and too deep and stecp- 

sided for any vehicle to pass through 

them. 

Road craters are considered effective 

antitank obstacles if the tank requires 

three or more passes to traverse the 

crater,   thereby providing sufficient time 
2 

for antitank weapons to disable the tank. 

Single charges buried at optimum depth, 

as discussed in Chapter 1,  will produce 

road craters or tank traps of adequate 

size to be considered vital elements of 

any tactical barrier plan.    It is also pos- 

sible to fire several charges simultane- 

ously,  producing a linear c rater.   The 

design procedures for producing single- 

or multiple-charge craters are pre- 

sented m Chapter (i. 

I'mjcct   lank   Trap 

An excellent example of a tank trap or 

armored vehicle obstacle is the series of 

c raters produced at the Nevada Test Site 

and tested^n Project Tank Trap."    The 

purpose Of the project was to evaluate the 

trallicability of the craters produced. 

Project Tank Trap is discussed further 

m Appendix A.    An excellent example of 

an untrafftcable crater m hard rock is 

shown in Kig.   5.    The crater diameter 

from Up to lip meiisurea 310 ft,  and the 

depth at the center was  1 50 ft. 

Fig.   5.   M-fjQ tank unable to manfivcr in 
hard rock of Pre-Schooner crater 
(Project Tank Trap).* 

Project Diamond Ore HA 

Another series of craters was pro- 

duced under Project Piamond Ore 11 A, 

conducted at Fort Peck,  Montana.     Three1 

craters we're produced with slurry ex- 

plosives as a part of an experimental 

cratenng program carried out by KKH! 

and are discussed in greater detail in 

Appendix A.    Figure fi gives an indication 

Of the size of the crater produced bv 

10 tons of an aluminized slurry explosive. 

The lip-to-lip diameter of this crater 

measured 1 r»0 ft,   and its apparent depth 

was 36 ft. 

Project Armor Obstacle I 

As a followup to the Diamond Ore 1IA 

series.   Project Armor Obstacle I  was 

also conducted at Port Peck, Montana,  to 

determine the obstac le effectiveness of 

the three craiers produced m the Diamond 

Ore 1IA series.   This mobility study was 

also i .inducted by BBRL and is presented 

in greater detail in Appendix A.    Fig- 

ure 7 shows that the slopes of Crater 

il^-2 were insurmoe.itabie obstacles. 



Pig« fi.     Aerial view of Diamond Ore 
(rattr DA'S (vehicle to riyht of 
crater is M-4H tank). 

lie. 1,   M-4H tank MMMO t" t-xit Diamond 
('r<' Crater nA-2 (Projacl Arnmr 
ObaUrle H. 

TAHC1KT DKS! HITTION 

Althoiiph no experiments in the 

destruction of military tarpets have heen 

performed with bulk explosives,   it is 

ohvious thai f-ratering can he used to 

destroy any target for which the removal 

of large amounts of earth or rock,  on, 

or under,  the target would result in its 

demolition.    Thus, the military engineer 

can apply rratermg techniques to the 

demolition of tunnels,  bridges,   dams, 

and   other «arthen structures.    The 

following paragraphs discuss some of the 

conceptual applications of bulk explo- 

sives in this role. 

Tunm Is 

Railway and highway tunnels are 

extremely vulnerable to explosive 

demolition and therefore are considered 

prime military targets.    The damage 

criteria for large underground tunnels 

are based on blocking the tunnel for a 

distance of [iO m (100 ft) with the rock 

and debris from the detonation.    This 

blockage necessitates an extensive and 

time-consuming operation to clear the 
4 

tunnel.      One ol the most critical (actors 

m explosive tunnel demolition is the type 

of rock through which the tunnel is 

constructed;'   the weaker the rock,   the 

better the results. 

Hulk explosives in the standard T-design 

would probably be a very effective means 

of producing serious damage to a tunnel. ' 

As illustrated in Fig. H,   several 750-lb 

c barges of a high explosive are normally 

considered adequate in a T-design with a 

15-ft burden.    Mecause of the effectiveness 

of atuminiatd slurries (see Chapter i), 

it is conceivanle that these 750-lb charge.-, 
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M TNT rould he replaced with 450 to 

500 lb of a high-energy Hlurry. 

It is also conceivahle that tunnels with 

chambers outside the tunnel or in the 

roof and walls designed expressly for the 

purpose of future demolition could be 

readily destroyed by  placing  and  stem- 

ming bulk explosives in these chambers. 

The subject of tunnels cannot be dis- 

missed without the mention of the com- 

plex tunneling systems encountered in the 

Republu    of Vietnam.    Since the con- 

sistency of slurry explosives can be varied 

from a rigid gel to a liquid,   it is con- 

ceivable that slurries could have been 

pumped or poured into the openings of 

these tunnels and detonated,   neutralizing 

the tunnel network and trapping the 

occupants who failed to exit prior to the 

detonation. 

Fig.  H.    Typical T-design for tunnel 
destruction. 

Hndges 

Because of the many configurations 

and different materials used in bridge 

construction, there is no simple formula 

or general rule of thumb that predicts 

the optimum extent of demolition for 

bridges.    In order to effectively destroy 

a bridge with a minimum amount of time, 

equipment,   manpower,  and explosive, 

it is essential that the demolition team 

be familiar with the construction of 

various types of bridges and the location 

Of their most vulnerable points.    De- 

pending upon the characteristics of the 

bridge and the strategic placement of 

external high explosives on the bru'ge 

substructure or superstructure, an 

obstacle can usually be created by de- 

stroyii.c the bridge.    Because bulk 

explosives have not been tested as 

external charges,   it is difficult to pre- 

dict adequately their effectiveness in 

particular roles.    However,  as in the 

case of tunnel destruction, bulk explo- 

sives can always be used as a cratenng 

charge by burying an adequate sized 

charge beneath an abutment or pier. 

A promising technique presently under 

development for destroying bridge span> 

is the use of a water plume.    The bMlC 

idea is to detonate explosives beneath the 

surface to create a plume o! water with 

enough uphft force to knock a bridge span 

off its pier or abutment,    ligure " is an 

artist's conception of the water plume 

technique. 

Dams 

The size of many dams makes it very 

impractical to employ the quantity of 

explosive required to destroy the entire 

structure.    This  is tt..   ■ that these 
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Fig. B,    Artist's conception of water plumL' (iestroying span Of concrete hrulge. 

structures are likely ADM targets.    It is 

conceivaljle that large charges of bulk 

explosives could be used to destroy the 

machinery and the equipment that control 

Dam 
Typical section 

I-ig.   10.     Inspection gallery of dam used 
•8 explosive emplacement 

•. it\. 

the gates on the dam.    For concrete 

gravity or arch dams that contain inspec- 

tion galleries, is illustrated in Kig. 10,   it 

is conceivable that liquid explosives 

could be pumped or poured into the gallery 

and a portiur   of the dam could be de- 

stroyed.    Again, relying upon the excel- 

lent cratering ability of hulk explosives, 

it may he possible to destroy an earthfill 

dam by burying several charges in a row 

at optimum depth in the center of the 

con   as illustrated m Fig.   11. 

This brief discu.ssion of bulk explosives 

for destroying tunnels,  bridges,  and dams 

is by no means the limit (A targets that the 

military engine;r could destroy with these 

explosives.    However,   preliminary re- 

search indicates that the best results will 

occur when the charges are placed 

beneath the ground or water and the re- 

sulting cratering action is allowed to 

demolish the target.     I he possibility of 

broadening the scope of slurry usage as 

-12- 
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Impervious core—/ N—Slurry explosive charge 

Typical section 

Fl^i   1 I .    Typical earth dam with row of explnsivcK huried i.i core. 

external charges will he evaluated by 

EERL upon completion of a series of 

small-scale tests to be conducted by 

the Weapons Kffects Laboratory of the 

Waterways Experiment Station,    While 

slurry explosives may not prove to be as 

effective in this role as some of the 

Army's present military explosives (i.e.. 

Composition C-4,  TXT),  they could 

conceivably prove to be an advantageous 

su' stitute and,  in some particular cases, 

more effective because of their physical 

characteristics,  consistency,  and ability 

to couple efficiently their energy to the 

Jurrounding material. 

MHTIAHY CONS. RUCTION 

ANFO and slurries have largely replaced 

dynamites in quarries and nprn-pii mines. 

Production has I een increased as larger- 

boreholes and increased spacing have 

been used.    An artist's conception of the 

use of a row of several large-yield rlu-m- 

ical explosives in quarrying work is 

presented in 1' ig.   12.    A quarry produced 

m this manner would decrease consider- 

ably the daily requirement for drilling 

and blasting. 

Field l-'ottifications and StOTOgg 
Faril ities 

The capability to excavate material 

rapidly and to form a crater of pre- 

dictable dimensions is being refined. 

The applicability of explosive excava- 

tion tfi hniqurs is limited only by th' 

ingenuity of the engineer staff and the 

tactical situation.    However,  the use of 

explosives for military construction is 

currently restricted to quarrying work 

and related drilling and blasting. 

Cjuarne.1- 

Military operations usually require 

the upgrading of primary routes of com- 

mumcatton.    This upgrading obviously 

leads to a large demand for rock and 

rock products.    Within the I nited States, 
Fig.   12,    Quarrying work using larger 

yield chemical explosives. 
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a.   Excavate with explosives d.   Backfill 

b.   Shape excavafion with 
shovels to accommodate bunker 

e.   Finish by constructing roof, 
digging doorwcy, and providing 
drainage ditches 

c.   Erect bunker 

Fig.  13.     Portable bunker installation procedure.' 

The creation of emplacement holes haa 

always been a problem,  especially for 

the installation of bunkers or other 

structures that require the protection 

afforded by underground emplacement. 

I- IR.   14.     Krection of portable bunker 
walls in crater (floor is covered 
with loose earth at this stage of 
construction). 

Rapid excavation with explosives is ideally 

suited to situations in which environmental 

conditions preclude the use of heavy 

earthmoving equipment or in which equip- 

ment is simply not available.    Such 

methods may also be advantageous if 

hasty excavation is necessary due to 

immediate operations demands.    Explo- 

sives can create sites that have »table 

bases for the c onstruction of concrete 

bunkers or other buried structures.    The 

•"jecta from the resulting crater can be 

used as backfill material.    A portable 

bunker tested by the Waterways Experi- 

ment Station is an example of a rapidly 

constructed structure that could be placed 

in an explosive crater for tactical use' 

(see Figs.   13 and 14».    In addition,  as 

demonstrated in an KERL study of the 
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protection of HOL storage facilities, 

the crater configuration is ideal fur the 

protection and safety teatures required 

for the storage of POL products in 

standard steel tanks or in collapsible 

bladders in the forward area (see rigs. 15 

and 16).    Tests have also been conducted 

to evaluate explosives for producing 

instant foxholes. 

Roadway Cuts 

Row craterin^ with small charges can 

excavate ditches for construction drain- 

age,  culvert emplacement, or any other 

drainage structures.    In conjunction with 

row craters,  the technique of directed 

blasting may be employed.    It has been 

found that,   especially on side hills or 

sloped areas,  by varying the charge 

weights in adjacent rows and by using 

delayed firing the ejecta can be deposited 

in predetermined configurations downhill. 

This technique can result in cuts for 

roadways or other structures that would 

require little cleanup prior to completion. 

In road building,  especially,  this tech- 

nique could result in savings in time and 

equipment.    This procedure has been 

-   j   k . ■ Y 
(•) 

Original ground surface 

**?*?,»,)■»$ 

Fig.   15.    Single crater for emplace- 
ment of POL storage facility.8 

demonstrated on several projects by 

EERL.   Another possible application of 

directed blasting is the creation of 

temporary small dams either to divert 

streams or to hold them long enough so 

that culvert or bridge work can be 

accomplished (see Fig.   17).    In areas 

subjected to periodic flooding,  this 

technique could possibly be used to pro- 

tect critical areas or structures.    Small 

dams could also produce holding basins 

as water sources for water purifiration 

units operating in arid and semiand areas. 

Obstacle Removal 

Often in this mechanical age the fact 

is lost that explosives are efficient means 

of demolition,  and obstacle removal is 

often overlooked.    Explosives have been 

used commercially to safely demolish 

Backfill 

Fuel storage 
♦'■■»k 

Material used 
for backfill 

^i->''^-Point of M>- 
detonation 

Fig.   16.    Row crater for emplacem 
buried fuel storage tank. 

ent of 

Specified rock fill surfoce 

Postdetonation jS£. Potential 

failure 
surface 

, Approximate 
tru« crater 
boundary 

Fig.   17.    Cut-and-fill operation using 
entering techniques. 
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buildings,  bridges,  and other structures 

in populated areas.    Militarily, these 

same techniques can be used to clear 

areas for new construction, to remove 

obstacles to vehicular or water traffic, 

or to prevent damage to existing bridges 

from debris accumulation.    Kxplosives 

are uniquely suited for removing ice that 

threatens to clog or close ferry sites, 

harbors,  or other water facilities. 

The potential for explosives to sup- 

plement mechanical construction opera- 

tions is just now being explored.    Shaped 

charges can concentrate the power of an 

explosion into an energetic jet of metal 

particles sufficient to penetrate earth, 

rock,  and concrete.    Explosives can be 

used to cut steel and other strong mate- 

rials.    In certain media, drill holes have 

been enlarged by means of the "hole 
M 9 springing    technique.     Hole springing is 

a method of enlarging the bottom portion 

of a blast hole so that a large charge may 

be concentrated without increasing drilling 

diameter.  Successively larger charges are 

loaded and fired until the desired volume 

is obtained.    More exotic uses of explo- 

sives that may have military construction 

applications are soil compaction,  metal 

working and forming, and explosive 

welding. 

KHR1. Research 

Research conducted by URL hai. been 

concentrated on the applications of large- 

scale uses of bulk explosives in construc- 

tion.    The ce itral idea is that explosives 

can be made to do more work than just 

break up rock; various types of excavations 

can be designed and produced safely, 

quickly,  and in many cases,  more efficiently 

than by the use of other techniques. 

Studies, augmented by laboratory and 

field experiments,   indicate the following 

to be the most attractive practical proj- 

ects   at this time:   canals,   waterway 

connections,  harbors,  channel deepening 

and widening,  and highway and railway 

cuts,  ami quarries.    Limited studies 

indicate that expedient (blasted-into- 

place) dams and overburden removal are 

potential applications for explosive ex- 

cavation techniques.    These concepts 

and some of the actual experiments con- 

ducted will be discussed briefly in the 

following paragraphs.    For details on 

specific projects, the reader is directed 

to the list of references. 

Canals 

A canal constructed by explosive 

excavation can be formed by a linear 

crater created by one or more rows of 

charges.   The charges might be detonated 

all at once or in an ordered sequence, or 

the length could be divided into short 

segments and each segment detonated 

independently of the others.    The crater 

cross section could i e used with little or 

no modification.    The design would 

ordinarily specify a certain width of 

excavation at a specified depth. 

Important factors that will have an 

influence on the explosive excavation 

design include the route of the canal,  the 

engineering properties of the site medium, 

and such engineering requirements as 

length,   width,  and depth (navigation 

prism»,  and side slopes of the canal. 

An excellent example of a canal ex- 

cavated by chemical explosives is the 

I're-Gondola series of row < raters at 

Fort Feck,  Montana.     These craters 

were produced as a part of an experimental 
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{•ratenng program carried out by 

KKHL.    Figure 18 gives a good indica- 

tion of the size of the completed canal. 

Its total length measures 1370 ft.    The 

crater width at water level averages 

1 50 ft,  and the water depth ai center line 

averages 26 ft. 

Watercourses 

A watercourse is defined as a canal, 

channel, or ditch for the specific pur- 

pose of moving water from one geographic 

area to another.    Examples of water- 

courses include irrigation and drainage 

ditches,  floodways,  and spillways. 

The shape of explosively formed row 

craters is well-suited to some applications 

of this type.    The craters for a water- 

course would he similar to those used for 

the canal.    A navigation prism would 

ordinarily not he required. 

The primc.ry design consideration in 

these applications is the discharge 

capacity of the watercourse.   This capacity 

is established by project criteria and is 

reflected m the cross section,  depth, and 

gradient of the channel.    Side slopes must 

be stable.    CXher factors important in the 

design include those discussed for a 

canal. 

Spillways or connecting channels 

associated with dam and lake projects 

are typical types of watercourses that 

have been studied and found to be ame- 

nabh' to » xplosivr excivation technology. 

Projects of this type can be accomplished 

by means of the design criteria pre- 

sented in Chapter 6. 

Harbors 

The construction of a harbor for 

Bmall-to-medium-sized boats,  on land 

adjacent to water or offshore in shallow 

water,   is within the capability of chem- 

ical explosive excavation technology.    A 

harbor complex will normally consist of 

a mooring basin, a turning basin,  and an 

inlet channel.   The major considerations 

in harbor excavations are the required 

size and depth of the basin and channel. 

In certain regions the tidal range will be 

an important factor in fixing the required 

depth. 

An example of a harbor produced by 

explosive excavation is Project Tugboat, 

a small-boat harbor excavated offshore 

in coral material at Kawaihae, Hawaii, 

by EKRL in April and May 1970,10 

Figure 19 is an aerial view of the harbor 

site.    The design requirement was for an 

entrance channel 12 ft deep and 120 It 

wide,  connected to a berthing area 12 ft 

deep and 240 by 240 ft in area (see 

Fig,  20)     The coral,  a low-strength 

porous rock,  was under ü ft of water. 

The excavation design used a row of 

eight. 10-ton charges for the channel and 

a square array of four 10-ton charges for 

the berthing basin.    The results shown 

as the shaded area of Fig, 20 proved this 

design to be conservative. 

Fig.   18.    Completed Pre-Gundola canal 
(boat is 42 ft Iri length).1 
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Fiß,   IM.     Aerial view of Project Tugboat Site,  Kawaihae Hay,  Hawaii,  showing 
areas excavated with explosives. 

Channel Improvements 

Kxplosive excavation shows great 

promise as a means of widening and 

deepening existing river and intracoastal 

w;iterway channels and of removing 

navigational hazards,  such as rock out- 

crops and shoals.    The depth and width 

of the navigation pnsrr are the principal 

criteria affecting an explosive excavation 

design.    These criteria,   in turn,   are 

:• [icndent on ihe vessels using the water- 

ways and the traffic plan,  and will be 

influenced by local site conditions to 

include meteorologic,  hydrologu,   and 

geologic data in the same manner as 

harbors.   Smgle-row craters may be used 

in some instances,  but it is expected that 

M pr ejects of thi;- type will t,v ümlrr- 

water rock-removal projtfCtl requiring 

multiple rows of charges fired with de- 

lays between rows. 

Highway and Kail way Cuts 

The principal criterion for the develop- 

ment of an explosive excavation design 

for highway or railroad cuts is the re- 

quired width of the cut at the finished 

grade elevation.    The required width at 

a specified depth criterion is somewhat 

analogous to the navigation prism re- 

quirement for canals.    Proper drainage 

measures must be provided throughout 

construction. 

Highway and railway cuts mav be 

excavated wit'i single-   ir multiple- 

n w-charge rraters.    The fallback and 

ejecta are potential sources of subgrade 

material.    If the rubble material It 
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suitable quality,  the coats of producing, 

hauling, and placing aggregate from 

another site can be eliminated. 

A railway cut was excavated by EERL 

in December 1970 at the Trinidad I)am 

and Lake Project in Colorado.       The 

design used two parallel rows of charges. 

One row contained eighteen 1-ton charges, 

which were detonated simultaneously. 

The second row contained twelve 2-ton 

and two 1-ton charges,  which were 

detonated simultaneously 150 msec later. 
3 

Approximately 18,000 yd   of sandstone- 

shale was excavated leaving a broad, 

relatively flat-bottomed crater more than 

400 ft long and up to 300 ft deep virtually 

coincident with the predicted sii.e and 

shape.    Figure 21 shows a typical cross 

section resulting from the detonation. 

This cut is an excellent illustration of 

the capability of explosive excavation for 

projects of this type. 

Qua rnes 

A variation of explosive quarrying is 

the "bulking" or "mounding" o. rock with 

Actual excovatii'n limits 

Designed excavation limits 

II'O 
C Boat ramp 

*     * 

20*0« 

• »0-fon charges 

• Depth (MLLW) 

I   * 

i 

Fig.  20,     Planned area of excavation and final 12-ft depth tuntwiirs after remedial 
detonations.   Project Tugboat.10 



•Apparent crater surface Railroad centerline 

6310 

6270 

1001020 

Scale in ft 

Fig.  21.    Typical cross section of Project Trinidad railwaycut (at Station 'J4+60).1 

charges detonated at or near quarrying 

depth — sec Fig.  3(c).    TJie broken mate- 

rial can he removed from the true crater 

by conventional means.    This approach 

appears to be more economical than 

cratenng when the material excavated 

must be used for fill.    For mounding 

detonations,  it rnay be possible to control 

the limits of fracturing by controlled 

blasting techniques,  such as presplitting. 

Further testing i.i required to prove this 

concept. 

An example of a quarrying application 

in Australia was reported in Ref. 12. 

According to the report,   300 tons of ex- 

plosives were used to pr     ice 1.5 million 

yd3 of fill for the Ord River Dam, 

Overburden stripping with single- or 

multiple-rows of explosive charges has 

great potential for exposing mineral 

deposits and quarry rock.    Hy careful 

control of the position and detonation of 

the charges,   deep deposits of ore or rock 

can be exposed quickly with a possible 

savings m time and labor over conven- 

tional means.    The depth of the deposit, 

the surface relief,  and the geologic 

thara» tcnstics ..; the overburden are 

the important considerations in deter- 

mining the excavation design.   Time de- 

lays between the firing of rows of charges 

may prove to be advantageous in this 

concept.    Testing is required to develop 

the technique. 

ANALYSIS OF FNGINFFRING 
PROPFRTIFS AND HFHAVIOR 

Each explosive excavation design must 

be based on the engineering properties 

influencing the behavior <>f the geologic 

materials.    Geologic investigations, 

materials testing in the field or in the 

lai)oratory if time permits,   and   t ngi- 

niM-ring .»nalysis and judßmt*nt - all ron- 

tribute to the explosive excavation. 

Slope stability,  settlement,  and 

seepage are three aspects o. interest 

when one is considering the behavior of 

the geologic materials.    The long-term 

ijehavior of an explosive excavation is 

controlled mainly by the environment 

and the nature of the material.    An 

explosive excavation in clay shale or soil 

is more adversely affected by weathering, 

water movement,  and frost-heave action 
toan an excavatior m rock.    Fxplos ve 
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excavations in rock are relatively stahU 

and resistant to environmental factors. 

The engineering properties of strength, 

compressibility, and permeability are 

analyzed in the following paragraphs as 

they influence the behavior; i.e., slope 

stability,  settlement,  and seepage. 

Strength and Slope Stability 

Slope stability analyses commonly 

include field observations, comparisons 

of the behavior of other slopes in the 

same materials,  and calculations to 

determine a factor of safety.   Although 

influenced 'ly settlement and seepage, 

the stability of rock slopes is primarily 

determined by the shear strength of the 

material when tne unconfincd compressive 

strength is greater than approximately 

3000 psi.       The same is true for soils, 

except that the limiting value of uncon- 

fined compressive strength is much lower. 

The factor of safety is often expressed 

as the ratio of shear strength to shear 

stress.    Average values of shear strength 

and stress along an assumed failure 

surface normally make up thi    .•atio; 

however,  with the advent of the computer, 

values are sometimes assessed for dis- 

crete incrt'ments all along the assumed 

failure surface.    If the shear strength is 

greater than the shear stress, the slope 

is stable, and the factor of safety is 

greater than one.    The degree of stability 

is related to the amount by which the 

factor of safety exceeds one. 

This section will relate shear strength 

and shear stress to the stability of the 

fallback and rupture zones and will pro- 

vide an evaluation of the state-of-the-art 

ir the assessment of slope stability. 

Strength and Stress 

In order for a slope failure to occur 

in a crater,  large masses of material 

must be displaced.    The displacement 

nust involve sliding between the dis- 

placed and intact rock m      - and must be 

of sufficient magnitude t       ipair the 

engineering use of the ex     .ation.   Mere 

surface movement does not ordinarily 

constitute slope failure,    in general,  the 

resisting forces along a failure surface 

are partially frictional in nature and 

partially due to cohesion.    The frictional 

portion is predominant,  except for clay 

slopes.    For a rubble mass, there is no 

cohesion; therefore, the only contribution 

to strength is friction. 

Stability in Fallback Zone 

A strength analysis of the fallback 

zone is primarily an assessment of the 

stability of cohesionless rubble slopes. 

Since strength is a function of the angle 

of internal friction and the stresses are 

a function of the geometry,  a factor of 

safety for a dry cohesionless slope can 

be expressed as: 

F.S. tan o 
tan .i (1) 

where 

0     angle of internal Inction 

ß     angle of deposition or slope 

inclination. 

If the angle of repose is substituted for 

^,   and the angle of deposition,  3,   is 

measured,  the (actor of safety can be 

calculated.   The factor of safety for 

dumped large aggregate,  a situation 

roughly analogous to the formation of 

crater slopes,  normally varies between 

1,1 and 1.o. 
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Stability of Rupture Zone 

For other than very weak rocks, the 

strength of the rock mass in the rupture zone 

is governed by the spacing and the orientation 

of the natural and blast-induced fractures; 

therefore, careful site documentation is nec- 

essary.   The materials near the crater have 

beenhighly fractured by the explosion.   In 

the rupture zone, natural discontinuities 

are disrupted and large subsurface dis- 

placements are common. 

In general,  blast-induced fractures in 

the rupture zone will be clean, and the 

potential strength along the fracture can 

be compared to the frictional resistance 

of rock against rock,    Kxceptions are 

possible where existing clay-filled 

fractures are widened by the blast. 

Analysis of data for dry materials in- 

dicates that an existing throughgoing 

clean discontinuity dipping toward the 

crater would have to be inclined steeper 

than about 30 deg to develop an unstable 
1 6 block,       A postdetonation throughgoing 

plane of weakness steeper than 30 deg 

'8 unlikely because of the uplift of mate- 

rial toward the surface.    This unlikely 

situation plus the added stability pro- 

vided by the fallhack at a relatively flat 

crater slope makes it most probable that 

the rupture zone will be stable.       A 

separate slope stability analysis would 

be required for any modification of the 

initial loading,  such as cutting the toe of 

the crater slope,  building of structures 

on the slope,   or the development of 

ail<litii>nal pore-water pressure from ram 

ur freezing. 

Compressibility and Settlenunt 

Knowledge of the settleme it vhar- 

actenstu s of the fallback is required to 

determine the suitability of fallback 

materials as a foundation for such 

engineering structures as road and rail- 

road beds,    Thvs knowledge is also 

needed to determine the potential reduc- 

tion in the total height of an embankment 

and the subsequent effect on the integrity 

of any impermeable surface material. 

There has been little documentation of 

either the measured settlement or com- 

pressibility characteristics of crater 

fallback materials.    Limited observations 

have been made, and the general pattern 

of behavior for cohesionless fallback is 

similar to that experienced for crushed 
1  o 

rock and dumped rockfill materials. 

The major portion of the' settlement 

will occur immediately following depobi- 

tion of the fallback in the crater.    Addi- 

tional  settlement of the fallback with the 

passage of time will be slow.    Increased 

saturation or loading (particularly 

dynamic> can initiate a marked and sudden 

increase in settlement as in any other 

fill.    The degree and extent of settlement 

will va *y with the weather and geological 

location of the excavation.    In areas of 

high precipitation,  water can saturate 

the excavated slopes and accelerate the 

crushing of rock points by the weakening 

of the rock and the inducing of larger 

settlement.    The crushed rock would then 

continue to settle at a decreasu.^ rate. 

Settlement wil1 tend tu steepi- i the fall- 

back slopes,  but also will ten)  »J increase 

the density of the materials witn a result- 

ing increase m shear strength.    The 

former effect is detn nental to stability, 

hut the latter is beneficial. 

Analytical methods of assessing the 

magnitude of potential settlement involve 
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determining the compressibility ihar- 

acteristics of crater fallhack material, 

determining the stresses involved, and 

applying the stresses to the compres- 

sibility  charaf tt-ristics.     Techniques 

for laboratory measurements of com- 

pressibility of crushed rock have recently 

been developed,  and research to extend 

this work is continuing.        Most of the 

information presently available on the 

settlement characteristics of large 

masses of rock aggregate is based on 

empirical data.   Compression tests have 

shown that compressibility (1) increases 

with decreasing rock hardness,  (2> is 

greater for angular,  rough-surfaced 

particles than for rounded,  smooth- 

surfaced particles,  and (3) increases 

with decreasing uniformity of particle 
19 sizes. 

For the construction of an expedient 

(blasted-into-place) dam,  the magnitude 

of total settlement may be estimaced by 
19 

the equation     ; 

S     6.8 X 10"5 H1,84, 

where 

S   - settlement,   ft 

H     height of dam embankment,   ft. 

If a need develops to evaluate the 

compressibility ol the rupture zone for 

foundations of projects such as bridges 

or spillways,  the standard methods of 

testing m situ rock masses can tie used. 

These techniques,   including the pKte 

jack test,  pressure chamber tests, and 

borehole deformation tests,  are dis- 

cussed in Ref.  20.    The compressibil.tv 

of the rupture zone will be greater th. 

that of the m situ rock mass because of 

the blast-induced iract-inng. 

Permeability and Seepage 

Seepage and permeability character- 

istics of the excavation are a function of 

the local geology as well as of the dis- 

ruptive effects ot the explosion.    The 

increase in permeability of the medium 

from the detonation can be expected to 

reduce the buildup of seepage pressures 

and pore-water pressures in most 

materials. 

Permeability determines the ease of 

drainage and thus is an important factor 

in assessing long-term stability of 

excavations.    Direct measurements of 

the permeability of fallback and ejecta 

materials have not been made in con- 

junction w.ui postshot investigations of 

test craters to date. 

Permeabilities have been estimated 

from grain-size curves,  porosity, and 

certain empirically established relation- 

ships.    In general, the permeability of 

the fallback is orders of magnitude larger 

than that of the preshot medium.    Prior 

to the detonation in a relatively impervious 

rock,   water flow,  if any,   is along fractures, 

Moth the porosity and the permeability 

are increased significantly by the in- 

creased fracturing caused by the detonation. 

It is a logical assumption that the per- 

meability of the rupture zone will appmach 

that of the fallback near the true crater 

boundary,   and that rupture zone per- 

meability will decrease with distance from 

the crater in a manner similar to the 

decrease in fracturing and effective 

porosity (see Fig.  I». 

Seepage data are required for all 

types of slope stauility assessn ents and 

for the analysis of the flow-through 

characteristics of dam embankments. 

Present knowledge of crater seepage 
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pressures us limited,   hut additional 

information is available in Refs. 21 and 22. 

On the basis of the permeabilities of 

the various crater zones and investiga- 

tions of craters in clay shale,  it is 

predicted that the grounowater surface 

for craters in rock will be depressed 

below its initial position.    Such a de- 

pressed water table would be favorable 

to the potential stability of slopes.    Flow 

from the water table into the crater, 

however,  could cause an unstable draw- 

down condition to develop adjacent to the 

rupture zone.    The water in or below the 

apparent crater will eventually reach ;in 

equilibrium level,   with inflow from 

precipitation or by seepage from the 

surrounding area being equalled by out- 

flow and <\ apor.it ion.   If UM rraltr is 

composed of rocks that are susceptible 

to rapid disintegration due to weathering, 

the gradual breakdown of the rocks may, 

in time,   fill the voids in the fallback and 

ruoture zones.    If such filling material is 

not washed out,  permeability will be de- 

creased,   and the level of the groundwater 

surface may rise causing a less stable 

condition. 

SIMMAMV 

The methods and procedures involved 

in postshot evaluation and the anmunt of 

additional construction required aiter an 

cxpb'.sive excavation are dependent or. the 

nature of the nuttenal and the proposed 

use Of the excavation.    Decisions of what 

data to c ollect must be made,  methods of 

data collection must be devised,  and 

knowledgeable individuals must be avail- 

able to interpret the meaning of the data. 

Data collection can be simplified through 

the use of a list such as is presented in 

Table 1.    The principles of soil and rock 

mechanics,  engineering experience,  and 

judgment are the essential elements in 

predicting the behavior of an excavation 

and the amount of postshot remedial work 

that may be necessary.    Postshot con- 

struction methods are similar to those 

applied to projects accomplished entirely 

by conventional means. 

A majcr portion of the work of K'KHl. 

has been for civil works applications; 

however,  the concepts and techniques 

may be applicable to present and future 

roles of military construction.   Some of 

the suggested techniques presented m 

this chapter for using explosive excava- 

tion for producing obstacles,  destroying 

targets,  and supporting possible tactical 

military construction requirements have 

been tried and proven.    Other applica- 

tions of commercial explosives are still 

conceptual.    The military engineer would 

conceivably have the option of under- 

taking an excavation or demolition project 

with the concepts that have been presented 

as alternatives to conventional explosive 

and mechanical excavation techniques. 

In many cases,  both techniques will appear 

to be feasible; however, the final selection 

will depend on such factors as construc- 

tion time available,  available manpower 

and equipment,  explosive requirements 

and availability,   location,  and the threat 

of enemy action.    I'ndei  MWM tactical 

conditions,  the use of expl  Mvt excava- 

tion or demolition techniaues could be tr.o 

only logical choice. 

Kxplosives are a general tool m the 

military construction inventory and they 

should be utilized to the fullest extent. 

With a few exception«, the information 
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Table 1.    Project criteria and site data required to develop preliminary designs ana to 
analyze feasibility of usinj; explosive excavation techniques. 

Application 

i 
Criteria or data required 
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A.    Project Criteria 

Project width at project depth 

Alinement limitations 

Gradient limitations 

Subgrade specifications 

Cross-section area requirements 

Plan dimensions 

Volume requirements 

Gradation limitations 

x x x x x 

x      x       x x x x 

x x 

X XX 

X X 

XX XX 

XX X 

X X 

B.   Site Data 

Project topography 

Hydrographie survey data 

Currents 

Tides 

Wave statistics 

General regional geology 

Local geology (as necessary) 

Type of material 

Density 

Moisture content 

Strength 

Seismic velocity 

Medding att tudes 

Structural discontinuities 

Joint and fracture pattern 

Water table 

Nearby structures survey 

Structural characteristics 

Wind aloft velocitv statistics 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X 

X X X 

X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 
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F 
required to evaluate a military construc- 

tion or demolition project using slurry 

explosives is the same as that required 

when these tasks are to be accomplished 

by conventional methods.    As a result, 

little alteration of present data collection 

plans is required to study the feasibility 

of using explosive excavation techniques. 

Giving adequate consideration to the time 

available to completethe required mission 

and the local enemy situation, the engineer 

staff could utilize Table 1 to develop pre- 

liminary designs and to analyze the feasi- 

bility of slurry explosive excavation. 
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Chapter 3  Explosives 

SCOPE 

This chapter discusses explosives 

end the feasibility of their military 

employment.    Explosives are surveyed 

in general, with particular emphasis 

placed on existing military explosives. 

Several nonmilitary explosives,  including 

ANFO and other commercial explosives, 

are investigated with regard to possible 

military applications.    Hoth types of 

explosives are then compared to deter- 

mine where these nonmilitary explosives 

could fit in the Army's family of explo- 

sives. 

EXPLOSIVES ANOTHEIK PROPERTIES 

Ex£l osives 

Chemical explosives are oxygen- 

bearing compounds or mixtures that 

react violently (i.e.,  detonate) when sub- 

jected to sudden shock and heat,  and 

within microseconds are reduced to a 

mixture of gases at high temperature 

and intense pressure.    Chemical explo- 

sives may be categorized as primary 

high explosives,   secondary high explo- 

sives,  and propellents. 

Primary high explosives arc very 

unstable substances that are extremely 

sensitive to ignit'cn by heat or shock. 

The critical or minimum diameter at 

which detonation occurs is microscopic 

for primary high explosives.    Sensitivity 

is the measure of the ease with which an 

explosive can be initiated.    Primary high 

explosives are so sensitive that they 

must always be handled with caution, 

st >red m small quantities,  and stored 

separately from other explosive material. 

The three major primary explosives 

(lead azide,  mercury fulminate,  and 

lead styphnate) are the essential elements 

used it: detonators.    Detonators,  such 

as fuses ^nd delay blasting caps,  may 

also contain timing and safety mechanisms. 

Lead azide,  being relatively insensitive 

to flame,  is a poor primary explosive for 

fused initiators,  but is excellent for 

exploding bridge-wire electric blasting 

caps.    Lead styphnate is used as an 

additive to improve the flame sensitivity 

of lead azide.    A mixture of mercury 

fulminate and 10 to 20"'o potassium 

chlorate is used in fused blasting caps. 

Secondary high explosives are sensitive 

substances that in practical application 

require the use of detonators and some- 

times boosters for the initiation of 

explosive action.    A detonator consists 

of a heat-sensitive primary high explo- 

sive and is used to initiate the main 

charge,   whereas a booster is a sensitive 

secondary high explosive that reinforces 

the detonation wave from the detonator 

and delivers a stronger shock wave to the 

mam explosive charge.    Although the 

practical use of secondary explosives 

requires detonators for initiation,   it is 

possible for secondary explosives to 

detonate by means of flame,   friction,  or 

other heat sources or shock.   In some 

cases,  detonation does not follow ignition 

by flame or heat,   unless large masses of 

explosives are heavily confined.    Mlasting 

agents art secondary high explosives that 

are primarily mixtures of inorganic' nitrate 

oxtdizers and carbonaceous fuels and mav 

contain additional ronexplosive substances. 
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such as powdered aluminum or ferro- 

silicon.    Slurries,  sometimes called water 

gels,  contai/? high proportions of ammo- 

nium nitrate in an aqueous solution and, 

depending on the remainder of the 

ingredients,  can be classified as either 

blasting agents or explosives.    Secondary 

high explosives are of primary concern 

for military engineering applications. 

Propellents,  or deflagrating explo- 

sives,   can be initiated by an igniter, 

flame,   spark,   or priming agent.    De- 

flagration ,3 a reaction in  which the 

reaction front is moving through the 

unreacted explosive slower than the 

speed of sound for that substance in con- 

trast to detonations in which the front 

is moving faster than the speed of sound. 

The major distinction between   these 

agents and high explosives is that they 

do not undergo the transition from de- 

flagration to detonation under normal 

conditions.    Hlack powder,   nitrocellulose, 

and dinitrotuluene are propellents. 

Properties 

Knowledge of several explosive prop- 

erties is necessary to determine how 

they may he best utilized.    Among these 

are critical diameter,  density,   detonation 

velocity,   detonation prcMOre,   .ivailable 

■ n. rgy,   wati r rcsisr.uK »■,    md fum« 

class. 

Critical Diameter 

Any explosive has a "critical diameter" 

below which detonation cannot he main- 

tained.    The critical diameter is related 

t" the thickness of the reaction 7one that 

exists directly behind the detonation wave 

and is usually the same order of mag- 

nitude.    Confining the charge underground 

or in a strong jacket helps reduce the 

critical diameter,  since the lateral 

expansion of the gaseous products is 

thereby retarded. 

At charge diameters slightly above the 

critical diameter,  detonation velocity 

and energy release are below values 

produced by a larger charge.    At larger 

charge sizes,   detonation velocity and 

energy release cease to be a function of 
charge dimension and a condition called 

"ideal detonation" ensues.    Wtienever 

detonation properties depend upon charge 

size,  the detonation is termed "nonideal." 

Density 

The density of an explosive is usually 

expressed in terms of specific gravity 

(the ratio of the density of the explosive 

to the density of water under standard 

conditions) or cartridge count (the number 

of I-I/4- X 8-in, cartridges in i fiO-lb box). 

Cartridged explosives are encased for 

convenient handling and for protection 

against accidental ignition,  release of 

fumes,   and moisture intrusion.    The 

specific gravity of commercial explosives 

varies from 0.6 to 1.7 with corresponding 

cartridge counts of 232 to 83.        The 

density of free-running explosives is often 

expressed as pounds of explosive per 

foot of charge length in a given size blast 

hole.    Denser explosives almost always 

prfxluce higher detonation velocities and 

pressures.    An explosive with a specific 

gravity of tess than 1.0 or a cartridge 

count greater than 140 will not sink in 

water. 

Detonation Velocity 

The detonation velocity of an explosive 

is the speed at which the detonation wave 
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travels through the explosive.    It IK 

tiependent on the density of the explosive, 

the ingredients and their particle size, 

the rharpe diameter,   and the degree of 

confinement.    Detonation velocity may he 

expressed as either a confined or uncon- 

flMd value and is usually expressed in 

feet per second (ft sec),  or meters per 

Bccond (m sec).    Decreased particle size, 

m« reasi'd charge diameter,   and increased 

confinement all tend to increase the 

detonation velocity. 

Kxplosivcs are available with confined 

detonation vi-W-ities on the order of 

1,500 to 7,r)00 m'sec.    Since it is usually 

not possible to provide complete con- 

finement with cartridge explosives,   con- 

fined detonation velocities generally are 

not attained,    llnconfmed velocities are 
24 usually 70 to 80% of confined velocttieE. 

Some explosives,   particularly blasting 

agents,  are more sensitive to diameter 

changes than others.    In charges with 

large diameters, the velocity may be 

high,   but as the charge diameter is 

reduced, the detonation velocity is re- 

duced.    For charges with diameters less 

than the critical value,  detonation is no 

longer assured and misfires are likely. 

Detonation Pressure 

The term brisance is often used to 

describe the property now attributed to 

detonation pressure.    Hrusance is defined 

as shattering action,   or the ability of an 

explosive to demolish a hard object when 

fired m direct contact. 

Detonation pressure,  probably the best 

indicator of the ability of an explosive to 

break solid hard rock,   is proportional 

to the product of density and the square 

of the detonation velocity.   The detonation 

pressure is an important exp'osive prop- 

erty because it affects the strength of the 

shock wave transmitted into the medium. 

The reflection of this shock wave at a 

free face is an important mechanism in 

rock breakage, particularly in hard rock. 

The relationship of detonation velocity 

and density to detonatb n pressure is 

somewhat complex.    It has been approxi- 
21 

mated by the following equation:" 

4.18 X 1 
,/      S     I)2       \ 

where 

I) 
detonation pressure, kbar 

.2, 

D 

H kbar      14,504 lb in') 

specific gravity 

detonation velocity,  ft sec. 

Kxplosives are available with detonation 

pressures up to 300 kbar. 

Available Energy 

The energy per unit mass releas.   1 

when a chemical explosive detonates is 

called the heat of detonation and is 

measured in calories per gram.   The 

ability of an explosive to perform work 

depends on this energy,   which is maxi- 

mized when there is sufficient oxygen 

for a complete reaction but not an ext ess 

acting as a diluent.    Total energy is 

comprised of two components,   shock and 

bttbbtl energy.   Shock energy resi lt.- 

from the transmission of the detonation 

wave into the surrounding medium,   while 

bubble energy is the work associated with 

the expanding gases sometimes referred 

to as  PV (pressure-volume) work. 

Water Hesistance 

The water resistance rating of an 

explosive it an indication of its ability 
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to withstand water without deteriorating 

or losing its sensitivity.    Water resistance 

is expressed as excellent,  very good, 

good,   fair,  or poor.    If the time period 

an explosive is to be exposed to water is 

relatively short,  a rating of good is 

adequate.    If longer periods of exposure 

to water arc required,  a very good-to- 

excellent water-rated explosive is re- 

quired. 

Klurnr Class 

In addition to water vapor,  carbon 

dioxide,  nitrogen,  and undesirable 

p< isonous gases (fumes),  such as carbon 

monoxide and nitrogen oxides,  are 

usually formed when an explosive is 

detonated.    The fume cla^s indicates the 

type and qjantity of these undesirable 

prises.    The better ratings are given to 

low fume-producing explosives. 

Sensitiveness and Sensitivity 

Sensitiveness of an explosive «>r blast- 

ing agent is a measure of its propagating 

abilitv.    It is not to be confused with 

sensitivity,  which is the measure of 

ease of initiation.        Increased sensitivity 

does nov necessarily lead to improved 

propagftion characteristics or blasting 

action.    It can,  however,  lead to decreased 

safety requirements because these com- 

positions generally are not handled m 

equipment or with methods developed for 

sensitive explosive compositions. 

Kxpl"Mve ingredients 

The ingredients used in the manufac- 

ture of secondary high explosives are 

i 1 i-Mfied on the basis of their functions 

a« explosive bases,  combustible«,  oxygen        Charactenstu s 

< arners,  antacids,  absorbents,  sensitt/ers, 

and flame depressants.    Since some 

ingredients perform more than one func- 

tion,  they fall into more than one class. 

An explosive base is a solid or liquid 

that,   upon the application of sufficient 

heat or shock,  breaks down into gaseous 

products with an accompanying release 

of heat energy.   Oxygen carriers and 

combustibles are added to an explosive 

to achieve oxygen balance.    A combustible 

combines with excess oxygen in an explo- 

sive mixture to prevent the formation of 

nitrogen oxides.   An oxygen carrier 

assures complete oxidation of the carbon 

m the explosive mixture to prevent the 

formation of carbon monoxide.    The 

formation of nitrogen oxides or carbon 

monoxide is undesirable because these 

fumes are poisonous and their formation 

results in a heat of detonation lower than 

does the formation of carbon dioxide and 

nitrogen.    A lower heat of detonation 

means a lower energy output and less 

efficient blasting.    An antacid is added to 

an explosive to increase its stability m 

storage,  and an absorbent is used when 

needed to absorb liquid explosive bases. 

Nonexplosive sensitizers improve the 

ease with which high-density slurry 

blasting agents will detonate,    flame 

depressants lower the heat of detonation 

Of permissible explosives used m under- 

ground mines and,  therefore,   minimize 

the chance of ignition of gas or coal dust 

m the atmosphere of a mine.    Table 2 

lists some of the ingredient» used in 

explosives. 

Mil 1TAKY KXI'I.OSIVES 

Many explohives have been studied for 

possible suitability for military use,  v«*t 
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Table 2.    Ingredients used in explosives. 

Ingredient Function 

Ethylene glycol dinitrate 

Nitrocellulose (guncotton) 

Nitroglycerin 

Tetranitro-diglycerin 

Nitrostarch 

Organic nitrocompounds 

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) 

Mlack powder 

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) 

Lead azide 

Mercury fulminate 

Ammonium nitrate 

liquid oxygen 

Sodium nitrate 

Potassium nitrate 

Ground coal 

Charcal 

Paraffin 

Sulfur 

Fuel oil 

Wood pulp 

Lampblack 

Chalk 

Calcium carbonate 

Zinc oxide 

Kieselguhr 

Metallic power 

Sodium chloride 

Explosive base; lowers freezing point 

Explosive base; gelatinizing agent 

Explosive base 

Explosive base; lowers freezing point 

Explosive base; "nonheadache" explosives 

Explosive base; lowers freezing jjoint 

Explosive base 

Explosive base; deflagr; tes 

Explosive base; caps,  detonating fuse 

Explosive base; used in blasting caps 

Explosive base; once used in blasting caps 

Explosive base; oxygen carrier 

Oxygen carrier 

Oxygen carrier 

Oxygen carrier 

Combustible 

Combustible 

Combustible 

Combustible 

Combustible 

Combustible; absorbent 

Combustible 

Antacid 

Antacid 

Antacid 

Absorbent; prevents caking 

Fuel-sensitizer for high-density slurries 

Flame depressant (permissibles t 

only a few have been found acceptable for 

such use and some of these have certain 

characteristics that are considered to be 

serious disadvantages.   Rt-quirtmcnts are 

such that only a few explosives can 

qualify for standardization.    Properties 

essential to their functioning are as 

follows: 

(1) Relative insensitivity to shock or 

friction 

(2) I>etonating velocity adequate for 

the purpose 

(3) High power per unit of weight 

(4) High density (weight per unit of 

volume) 

(5) Stability adequate to retain useful- 

ness for a reasonable time when 

stored in any climate at tempera- 

tures between -HOF and ♦165,K 

i 
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(6) Positive detonation by easily pre- 

pared primers 

(7) Suitability for use under water 

(8) Convenient lisfl and shape for 

packaging,  storage,  distribution, 

and handling by troops 

(9) Capability of functioning over a 

wide range of temperatures 

Principal Military Kxplosives 

Military explosives are used to 

accomplish a large variety of objectives. 

Table 3 lists the characteristics of the 

principal explosives used for demolition. 

A wide range of characteristics is avail- 

able.    Some of the more important explo- 

sives and their utilization an 

TNT 

27. 

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) is one of the 

most important of military explosives. 

It is a stable,  cap-sensitive compound, 

although not extremely sensitive,  and has 

good water resistance.    TNT can be 

either cast or pressed.    In cast form it 

has a density of 1.56 g cm    and a con- 

fined detonation velocity of approximately 

23,000 ft sec.    When the TNT is in 

pressed form, densities and velocities 

arc slightly lower.    Molten TNT may be 

combined with other products to forn. 

different explosive mixtures.    Hecause 

of its high detonation velocity,  TNT is 

used in cutting and breaching and as a 

main or booster charge for general 

demolition   n combat areas.    It may be 

recast to form a charge to fit special 

munitions.    It can be burned in the < pen 

in small quantities without exploding.    If 

an attempt is made to destroy it by burn- 

ing when it is confined or in large quan- 

tities,   it will explode.    Detonation may 

be accomplished by military electric and 

nonelectric blasting raps.    TNT also 

serves as the base explosive in determin- 

ing relative effectiveness factors of other 

explosives. 

RDX (Cyclonite) 

HDX is the base charge m the MfJ and 

M7 electric and nonelectric blasting caps. 

It is highly sensitive and brisant and is 

the most powerful military explosive. 

Composition C-3 

C-3 is a plastic explosive consisting 

of 77  } 2% HDX and 23 t 2% explosive 

plasticizer.    It is a yellow,   putty-like 

solid that iias a density of 1 .60 g/cm   . 

Hecause of its plasticity and high detona- 

tion velocity, Compopilion C-3 is ideally 

suited for cutting steel structural 

members.    It may be easily i lolded in 

close contact to irregularly shaped objects 

and is an excellent underwater charge if 

enclosed in a c( ntainer to prevent erosion. 

Detonation is accomplished with military 

electric and nonelectric caps.    Com- 

position C-3 has several drawbacks, 

however,  such as its hardening at -2!,°, 

anü its slight volatility and hygroscopicity 

at normal temperatures.    These draw- 

backs led to the development of Composi- 

tion C-4. 

Composition r-4 

C-4 contains the following ingrt'iiicnts: 

Percent 

HDX 

Polyisobutylene 

Motor oil 

Di-(2-ethylhexyl I sebacate 

It is a putty-like material <»f dirty-white 

to light-brown color that,  because of its 

'•1 

2.1 

1.6 

5.3 
men 
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Table 3.    Characteristics of principal U.S. military explosives. 

Nam« Prinfipaluse 

Smallest cap 
required for 

detonation 

Relative 
eflec 

tiveneis 
o> 

eitemol 
churge 

100 

Velocity 

of 
detrna 
tion fpi 

23.000 

1  

Value 

OS 
crote'ing 

charge 

Intensity 
of poison 

out 
fumes 

Water 

resist 
once 

(>cel 
lent 

(.eel 
lent 

Gooc 

Pockogmg 

TNT 

Momcho'gf 
booster cdorgf. 

cutting ond 
breochirg 

ctiorge general 
and military 
use m 

lor*ordoreos 

Specioi 
blasting 

cop, electric 
or non 

electric 

Special 
t ostingcap. 

electric or 
nonelectric 

Good Danger 

ous 

Danger 

ous 

Danger 

ous 

1 lb. 50 or 56 

tobo. 

Iftrytol.AM.M? 170 23 000 fair 
I6 2ilb 
blockt m 
wooden bo« 

Composition C3 
M3,MS 

1 34 25000 ficellent 

l6 2ilD 

blocks m 

wooden bo« 

««Al 

Composition C4 

MI12 

134 

0 42 

1 14 

26 000 dcellent Slight 

{■eel 

lent 
74 2J lb 
blocks in 

wooden bo« 

nifrotr 
(crotfnng 

chofg«) 

Crotermgand 
ditching 

14 800 

24000 

{«ceiient 

Poor 

ous Poor 
401b 
charge in 
metal con 

Sh««t e»pio .i»t 

Wie6 VMS 
chorg» 
demolition 

(See C-41 (SeeC  4) Sligh' 
he* 
lent 

80,* 
slie»'S bo« 
73 lb roll 

Military 

dynotni»« 
Ml 

Quofrying 
slumping 
ditching 

(SetC 4) 0 92 20 000 Good ous 
i lb 100 

Good   to bo« 

Stro^hl       40% 
rtynomite SOS 
(Comnwrciol) 

60S 
Land clearing, 
crater ing 

quarrying and 

aenerol use m 
'ear areas such 
as ditching 
dnd slumping 

No 6 com- 

mercial 
cop elettr« 
or non- 
electric 

0 6S 
0 79 

0 83 

15 000 
18 000 

19.000 

Good Ooiger 

out 

Poor 

Good 
(•eel 
lent 

102 
103 

106 

Stickt 
per 
501b 
bo« 

AmmoniO      40"n 
dynomi'f  50"!, 

(Commercal) 
60% 

041 

0 46 

0 53 

8900 

11.000 
12 700 

{«ellenl Danger 

ous 

GoH 

Good 
Good 

no 
110 

no 

Stickt 
per 
SOlb 
bo« 

40S 
C*lotin          WS 

(lynocnite 60"* 

0 42 
047 

0 76 

8000 

9.000 
16 000 

Good 
Good 

Good 

Slight 

Good 
'.Vy 
Good 
Very 

Good 

130 

120 
no 

Stickt 
per 

501b 
bo. 

HTM Oetonoiing 

cord 

SPKIOI 

blasting cop. 
eleclr« or 

nonelectric 

166 20 000 
24000 

NA Slight Good 

M 
lent 

Blastmg cop 

■— 

Booster chofg» 

NA 

w Special 

Wosiingcop 
••eclric or 

nonelectiic 

1 25 23 400 

25000 

16000 

1310 
Mo. 
Oe 

pends 
on Con 

fine 
menl 

M Danger 

ous 

CompoMio«! 

Amo»o!K)?0 

P • i 
torpedo 

- do 

IMCW 
WoO.iigcap 
eleclr« or 

nonelectric 

135 

i 17 

Good 

(«cenent 

Danger 

out 
Danger 

out 

lati 
lent 
Poor 

M 

HockK,*dn 
Time 
Wasting 

«uje 

NA 0 55 »OH Doogc 

Out 

Pber M 

HttrosttKCtl Sutl.t'i/tt 
«or TNT 

Special 

blos'ing cof 
t<ei»r<or 
■ooeteclf« 

1 

0 80 15 000 Good Dor9e« 

out 

Sa*t 
i k 

focks 
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high detonating velocity and plasticity,   is 

used for cutting steel and timber or 

breaching concrete.    It may be formed in 

sheets with an adhesive compound on one 

face for attachment to targets.   Composi- 

tion C-4 is slightly more powerful than 

C-3 and does not have C-S's dis-advan- 

tages.  It performs well under water and 

may be detonated by a military electric 

or nonelectric blasting cap. 

Sheet Kxplosive 

This plastic erplosive comes in thin 

strips with an adhesive compound on one 

face.   After the protective cover strip is 

pulled off,  the sheet of explosive may be 

quickly pressed against any dry surface 

at a temperature higher than 3?0F.   A 

supplemental adhesive has been developed 

for colder,  wet,  or underwater targets. 

It is particularly suitable for cutting steel 

and may be used in bulk or cut to accurate 

width and uniform thickness.    A military 

blasting cap is used for detonation. 

1'ETN 

Pentaerythnite tetranitrate is one of 

the most powerful military explosives, 

almost equal in force to nitroglycerine 

and RDX.    In various degrees of granula- 

tion it is used as a priming composition 

in detonators,  as a base charge in blasting 

caps,  and as a core in detonating cord. 

When used in detonating cord,   it has a 

detonation velocity of 24,000 ft sec and is 

relatively insensitive to friction and shock. 

Other Kxplosives 

Composition H,  Amatol,   Pentolite, 

Ednatol,  and Tetrytol are explosives 

formed with different combinations of the 

previously mentioned pure explosives. 

They are used in special purpose demo- 

lition equipment,  such as bangalore 

torpedoes and shaped charges. 

IJynamites and Ammonium \itrate 

Although classified as military explo- 

sives, dyt amites and ammonium nitrate 

(AN) are characterized by low-to-nedium 

detonation velocities and are less effective 

as external charges.   Ammonium nitrate 

is used as the main ingredient in cratenng 

charges.    Dynamites are used for excava- 

tion,   cratering,  and general demolition 

in rear areas.   Dynamites are not gen- 

erally used in forward areas,  but are 

acceptable in emergencies when other 

more suitable explosives are lacking. 

Dynamites of both commercial and 

military formulations arc available. 

Commercial types of dynamite are 

straight,  ammonia,  gelatin,  and 

ammonia-gelatin.   All commercial 

dynamites must be handled with caution 

because they may be exploded by flame, 

sparks,  friction,  and sharp blows,   in- 

cluding impact from bullets or projectile 

fragments.    They must also be inspected 

and turned periodically to avoid separa- 

tion of the nitroglycerine from the porous 

base. 

Straight Dynamite 

Straight nitroglycerine dynamite con- 

sists of nitroglycerine,  sodium nitrate, 

an antacid,  a carbonaceous fuel,  and 

sometimes sulfur.   Straight dynamites 

are named according to the percentage 

by weight of nitroglycerine they contain. 

Because of the tendency of nitroglycerine 

to freeze at low temperature,  a substitute 

explosive oil usually replaces part or all 

of the mtroglvcerne.    Due to its high 
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detonation velocity,  straight dynamite has 

an excellent shattering action, though 

poor fume qualities make it unacceptable 

tor underground use or in poorly ventilated 

areas.    Higher grades resist water well, 

but this resistance depreciates in lower 

grades.    Fifty percent straight dynamite 

is commonly referred to as ditching 

dynamite.    It has proved advantageous in 

ditching operations where sympathetic 

detonations between adjacent charges 

eliminate multiple cap or detonating fuse 

operations.    High cost,  sensitivity to 

shock and friction,  and high flammability 

have contributed to the curtailment of the 

use of this type of dynamite in recent 

years. 

Ammonia Dynamite 

Ammonia dynamite is similar to 

straight dynamite except tnat a portion 

of the nitroglycerine and sodium nitrate 

is replaced by AN.    Ammonia dynamite 

is also classified by an equivalent per- 

centage of nitroglycerine even though it 

contains little or no nitroglycerine. 

Ammonia dynamites are generally lower 

in detonation velocity and density,  and 

have better fume and shock sensitivity 

characteristics.    One of the most widely 

used cartndged explosives,   it works best 

where the rock is not extremely hard 

and water conditions are not severe. 

(ielatm Dynan.ite 

(lelatm dynamite is a dense,  plastic 

explosive consisting of nitroglycerine or 

other explosive oil gelatinized with nitro- 

cellulose,   an antacid,   sodium nitrate, 

carbonaceous fuel,  and sometimes sulfur. 

The percentage ratings of gelatin dynamite 

indicate its equivalence to straight 

dynamite.    Gelatin dynamite has been used 

in very hard rock and as a bottom charge 

in an explosive column.   The more 

economical ammonia dynamites have re- 

placed gelatins in most applications, 

though gelatins are still used in under- 

water blasting and in deep well shooting. 

Ammonia-Gelatin Dynamite 

Ammonia gelatin is a straight gelatin 

with a portion of the nitroglycerine and 

sodium nitrate replaced by AN,    Percent- 

age classifications of ammonium gelatin 

are identical to ammonia and gelatin 

dynamites.    It has better fume qualities 

and water resistance than gelatins,  making 

it suitable for both underground and under- 

water work. 

Military Dynamite 

Military dynamite Ml is a general use, 

medium velocity blasting explosive to re- 

place commercial dynamites in military 

construction,  quarrying, and service 

demolition work,    Because it contains no 

nitroglycerine, military dynamite is safer 

to transport,   to store,   and to handle than 

commercial dynamite and is relatively 

insensitive to friction,  drop impact,  and 

rifle bullet impact.    It will not freeze in 

cold storage,   nor exude in hot storage. 

Primary ingredients are: 

RDX 
I NT 
Grade SAK No. 10 oil 

plus polyisobutylene 

Cornstarc h 

Percent 

75 t 1.0 

15 : 0.5 

5 t 0.5 

5 t 0.5 

Military dvnamlte may be detonated by 

a military electric or nonelectric blasting 

cap or by detonating cord. 
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Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonium mtrate is the least 

sensitive military explosive.    Because 

of its insensitivity,  the 40-lb cratering 

charge is provided with a TNT booster 

to permit priming by ordinary means. 

The rate of detonation of AN is affected 

by its particle size,  apparent density, 

degree of confinement, and the efficiency 

of the booster charge.   The detonation 

rate is increased by decreased particle 

size, decreased apparent density, and 

increased confinement.    Ammonium 

nitrate is inefficient for rutting or 

breaching operations because of its low 

velocity and low shattering power.    On 

the other hand,   it produces a pushing or 

heaving effect,   which makes it an excel- 

lent cratering and citching charge. 

Readily absorbing moisture,  AN becomes 

less efficient and less sensitive to initia- 

tion as saturation increases.    Not toxic, 

AN iß, however, a fire hazard, since it 

is a powerful oxidizing agent and will 

increase the intensity of combustion of 

any flammable material mixed or adjacent 

to it. 

Nitramon 

Nitramon is a sensitized AN,  which 

was first introduced in n'32 by iXil'ont. 

It is very similar to AN but by sensitizing, 

it achieves a better oxygen balance thus 

allowing a higher total energy to develop. 

Special Purpose Kxplosives 

The explosives discussed thus far are 

UM principal military explosives.   Sev- 

eral of these explosives are used in 

special configurations to ach.eve certain 

effects.    Included in thih category are 

special mini- clearing charges,  such as 

the bangalore torpedo or the projected 

charge demolition kit.    To produce a 

highly penetrating jet of metal,   I 5- and 

40-lb shaped charges are available. 

Military explosives can also be used to 

improvise charges,  such as package or 

pole charges.    The wide range of char- 

acteristics available with military explo- 

sives makes it possible to choose at 

least one that can accomplish a task with 

the likelihood that several others could 

also perform the same task adequately. 

COMMERCIAL KXPLOSIVES AND 
BLASTING AGENTS 

General 

While military explosives encompass 

a wide range of properties,  there are 

many explosives in use tnroughout the 

world that are not classified as military 

explosives.    Primary among these are 

blasting agentt. that are cap-insensitive 

chemical compositions or mixtures co.,- 

taining no explosive ingredient and re- 

quiring a high-explosive primer for 

detonation.   These agents fall into two 

gt' eral categories: dry blasting agents 

and slurries.    Some of the blasting 

agents are actually classified as high 

explosives in that they contain high- 

explosive ingredients.    Another category 

of commercial explosives is the new 

component high explosives.    Sensitized 

and unsensitized mtromethanes are also 

used as explosives. 

Dry Blasting Agents 

Ammonium nitrate is currently the 

least expensive primary ingredient for 

cratering explosives.    A common 

fertilizer,   AN can be detonated only when 

properly confined and strongly initiated. 
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In dry powder form AN is susceptible to 

spontaneous combustion and possible 

detonation if stored in large quantities. 

For explosive applications,   AN prills 

(i.e.,  pea-sized pellets with very high 

porosity),  are usually employed because 

they are more easily handled and are more 

stable. 

Pure AN contains an excess of oxygen. 

When detonated,  it produces N,, H20, and 

0„ and liberates 327 cal g.    Oxygen 

balance can be achieved by adding 5.5% 

fuel oil,  which is readily absorbed by 

the prills.    A mixture of 04.5% AN prills 

and 5.5% fuel oil is termed ANKO and 

is the least expensive cratering explosive 

currently available.    Upon detonation 

A NFC) produces H-O and N'    and liberates 

800 cal g, or approximately three times 

as much energy as pure AN.    Numerous 

firms manufacture ANFO commercially 

at prices ranging from 2 to 10 cts lb. 

The cratering characteristics of ANFO 

are very similar to TNT and 60% gelatin 

dynamite.    The cost of ANFO,  however, 

is less than a third as much. 

ANFO has two major drawbacks: 
3 

(1) its low density (0.8 to 1.0 g cm   ) re- 

quires larger and more expensive em- 

placement cavities than more dense ex- 

plosives,  and (2) its hydtoscopy — ANFO 

readily absorbs moisture,  which rapidly 

increases its decomposition rate and 

destroys its capacity to detonate.    For 

example,  dry ANKO will detonate satis- 

factorily in a 1-in. steel tube,   but with 

5% water,  the critical diameter for this 

degree of confinement is increased to 

about 4 in.    As a result,   if groundwater 

is present,  ANFO must be placed in 

sealed packages, thereby raising emplace- 

ment costs.    I'ropert.es of AN and ANFO 

are listed in Table 4. 

Metalized Ammonium Nitrate 

Powdered aluminum in AN ideally 

produces HgO,  ALOg,  and NL upon 

detonation and liberates up to 1075 cal g, 

which is about twice the energy release 

of ANFO.    An oxygen-balanced mixture 

of AN and Al contains 18.4% aluminum 

by weight.    More aluminum can be added 

if additional oxygen is available.    Water 

is sometimes added to provide extra 

oxygen.    Dry mixtures of ammonium 

nitrate and aluminum are called 

"ammonols." 

Table 4.    Properties of AN and ANFO, 1 

Composition 
Density 
(g (•m3) 

Detonation 
pressure 

(kbar> 

Detonation 
velocity 
(m seel 

Ht-at of 
detonation 

(cal g) 

A N powder 1.07 44 4.100 3 27 

lYillod AN 0.81 33 4,100 327 

91% prilled AN 
2% fuel oil 

0.80 40 4.1 00 570 

•4. .% prilled AN 
5.5% fuel oil 

0.03 60 4,560 890 

90% prilled A M 
10°: fuel oil 

0.80 45 4,100 760 
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The aluminum reaction is very com- 

plex and does not produce A120„ directly. 

Usually AUO is formed initially in the 

reaction zone behind the detonation wave 

and the more stable AUO, is formed 

later in the detonation process.    The 

time required for the aluminum reaction 

depends upon the surface-to-volume ratio 

of the aluminum particles or flakes.    A 

low ratio (i.e.,  large particles) can actually 

actually reduce detonation pressure as 

the aluminum initially acts somewhat as 

a diluent.   Since the reaction continues 

well behind the detonation front,  relatively 

high explosive pressures can be maintained 

for a long time,  the result being a detona- 

tion wave with a low peak pressure com- 

pared to ideal explosives but a compara- 

tively flat pressure profile behind it. 

Once transmitted into the medium, such 

stress waves decay less rapidly than thr 

spiked shocks produced by nonmetallized 

explosives so that their influence can be 

felt over a greater distance. 

Although 18.4% aluminum in ammonol 

is the theoretical requirement for oxygen 

balance, the aluminum particles most 

always contain surface oxides.    Depend- 

ing upon size distribution and quality. 

o | 
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Rofio of aluminum to available oxygen 

22.    Effect of aluminum on under- 
water shock and bubble energy. 

between 20 and 2 5% aluminum is actually 

required to achieve oxygen balance with 

dry ammonium nitrate. 

An important result of the aluminum 

reaction is a large increase in gas bubble 

energy.   This reduction of the ratio of 

shock to gas bubble energy is desirable 

for cratering.   The effect of aluminum 

on energy partitioning when the de:onation 

is under water is shown in Fig,  22.   Prop- 

erties of some ammonols are listed in 

Table 5. 

Slurry Explosives and Mlasting Agents 

The various nitrate-based explosives 

previously discussed (AN,  ANFO,  am- 

monol,  etc.), typically suffer from one 

Table 5.    Properties of dry aluminized explosives. 

Composition 
Densitv 
(g cm-M 

Detonation 
pressure 

(kbar) 

Detonation 
velocity 
(m sec) 

Heat of 
detonation 

(cal g) 

Ammonols; 

H0% AN 
10% Al 

«0% AN 
20% Al 

^•0% AN 
■10% Al 

1.2Ö 

1.27 

1.27 

115 

130 

,11 

6,100 

6,400 

5,800 

990 

1,470 

',370 
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defect or anjther such as poor water 

resistance, excessive sensitivity,  or 

poor storageahility.    Their desirability 

as explosives is thus impaired. 

Through the addition of water,   stabiliz- 

ing agents,  and gelling agents,  not only 

are most of these problems overcome 

but the handling of the explosive is sim- 

plified.    Such mixtures are called slurry 

explosives when they contain high- 

explosive ingredients; they are called 

slurry blasting agents when they do not 

contain such ingredients. 

Slurry blasting agents contain non- 

explosive sensitizers or fuels (such as 

carbon,  sulfur or aluminum) and are not 

cap-sensitive,  whereas slurry explosives 

contain cap-sensitive ingredients (such 

as TNT) and the mixture itself may be 

cap-sensitive.    Since the majority of the 

slurries presently manufactured are not 

cap-sensitive,  all slurries, even those 

containing TNT,  are often loosely referred 

to as blasting agents.    This grouping is 

incorrect.   The definition of blasting 

agent,  established  by   the National Fire 
28 Protection Association,       requires that 

the mixture contain no ingredient that is 

classified as an explosive.   The chemically 

active ingredients in most slurry explo- 

sives are AN,  TNT,  and water,   while in 

slurry blasting   agents they are AN. 
water,   and som«times sodium nitrate or 

ilummum. 

Slurries are thickened and gelled with 

a gum,  such as guar gum,  to give them 

considerable water resistance.    The 

gelling agent in «lurries serves two 

purposes:   (1> to insure a homogeneous 

mixture and to prevent the settling of 

components,  and (2) to facilitate handling. 

The blurry and gelling agent can be mixed 

while the explosive is being pumped into 

the emplacemont cavity where the slurry 

cures to a rubbery or jellv-likr solid, 

which is water-resistant.    Kxcrllent 

coupling with the surrounding medium is 

thus assured,   and void spaces within the 

explosive are minimized.    Most slurries 
3 

are heavier than wat^r (1.2 to I .ß gem   ) 

and,  being highly water-resistant,  may 

be emplaced under water (see Fig. 23). 

Some slurry emulsions have also been 

developed with similar properties. 

Typical slurries contain 40 to 75^0 AN, 

15 to 25% water,   1 to 5% stabilizing and 

gelling agent,   plus aluminum or high 

explosive,  or both.    The addition of large 

quantities of aluminum produces an ex- 

plosive with very high energy release at 

moderate detonation pressures.   The 

presence of al iminum lowers peak pres- 

sures but provides higher sustained gas 

pressures during the expansion.    Energy 

release per unit weight can exceed twice 

that of A NFC),   and these slurries can 

excavate up to 80% more volume per unit 

weight than A NFC) or TNT.    However, 

Fig.  23,    Emplacing slurry explosive 
under water (used by permis- 
sion of IKFCO Chemi< 
l.ake Cltl i. 
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energy release per unit cost is atx'ut the 

same as nonaluminized slurries and 

approximately one third tha. of ANFO, 

Nevertheless,  aluminized slurries are 

often the best choice uhen emplacement 

costs overshadow explosives cost. 

Slurries require adequate priming with 

a high-velocity explosive to attain proper 

detonation velocities.    Also, high- 

oxplosive boosters spaced along the bore- 

hole are often required to assure com- 

plete detonation.    The consistency of 

most slurries ranges from fluid near 

380C (100oF) to rigid at freezing tempera- 

tures,  although even at freezing tempera- 

tures some slurries maintain fluidity. 

Ammonium nitrate slurries are fre- 

quently shipped and stored in plastic 

bags (see Fig. 24). They can be stored 

in most containers, including aluminum 

<r steel (unless ifNGL is a constituent); 

however, because the slurries are new, 

effects of long-term storage are not well 

known. Slurry blasting agents are very 

insensitive to flame and normally cannot 

Fig. 24.     Prepackaged slurries in plastic 
bags i used by permission of 
IHFCO Chemicals, Salt Fake 
City). 

be detonated with a No. 8 bit Uing cap. 

Their compressibility is low and thus 

they can be used under hydrostatic loads. 

Unconfined critical diameters are usually 

about 3 in.    Properties of some selected 

slurries are given in Table 6. 

Component Fxplosives 

Component explosives generally refer 

to explosives that can be created in the 

field by the mixing ot two separate non- 

detonating components.    Moth liquid and 

solid component explosives have been 

developed yielding a variety of explosive 
2'» characteristics.        While most applications 

of this technique have been in the mining 

Table |,     Properties of selected slurry explosives and blasting agents 1 

Deto- 
nation Del j- Meat of Per- 
pres- nat on deto- cent Con- 

m* 
Consist- DtMitjf sure velocity nation alumi- tains 

ency (g cm*) (kbar) (m/sec) (cal g» num HI? 

i Liquid 1.40 1 '!* .Vi50 7 50 0 Ves 

I iquid 1.40 104 6,050 730 o Ves 

Cel 1.30 60 4,300 750 2 V 

Gel i.33 66 4,500 1,1 10 8 v 
Cel 1.20 85 5,700 1,4 50 20' No 
Gel 1.30 81 5,000 1,!'50 35 No 
Gel 1.65 N 3,200 2,050 

_b 
Ve» 

8 Gel I.t8 8!' 5,500 2,250 _b Ves 

Mrand names have been omitted. 

Aluminized,  but percentage unknown. 
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Table 7.    Confined detonation velocity and charge concentration of ANFO« 

Horehole diameter 
(in.) 

Confined velocity 
(ft'sec) 

Charge cnnrcritration 
(lb ft of borahol«) 

1-1/2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

7,000- 

8,500- 

10,000- 

11,000- 

I 1,500- 

12.000- 

12,300- 

12,500- 

12,800- 

13,OOO- 

IS,200- 

13,SOO- 

ft,000 

9,900 

10,800 

11,800 

12,500 

12,800 

13,100 

13.300 

13,500 

13,500 

13,500 

13,500 

cu:- 9,1 
1.1-   1.3 

2.5-  3.0 

4.4-   5.2 

I.»-   8.2 

9,9-11.7 

13.3-15.8 

17.fi-20,8 

22.0-26.8 

27.2-32.'i 

33.0-3".4 

39.6-4ß.8 

and quarrying fields, some high- 

performance liquid explosives have been 

developed.   These explosives with high 

detonation velocities, densities,  and 

energies compare favorably with the 

most powerful military high explosives. 

They may be shipped and stored as non- 

explosives.   Additionally,  component 

boosters are available that offer the 

same transportation and storage 

advantages. 

Uses 

Nitrate-based explosives, especially 

ANFO, have largely replaced dynamites 

m oper.-pit-mlnmg and quarrying opera- 

tions in which large boreholes are used. 

The specific gravity of ANFO vanes from 

0.75 to 0.95 depending on particle density 

and sizes.    Table 7 shows how confined 

detonation velocity and charge concentra- 

tions of ANFO vary with borehole 

diameter.    Pneumatic loading give- even 

higher values partu ularly in boles less 

than | in.    Advantages of insensitive dry 

blasting agents are their safety,  ease of 

loading, and low price.    In the free- 

flowing form,  they have a great advantage 

over cartridge explosives because they 

completely fill the borehole.    This direct 

coupling to the borehole walls assures 

efficient use of explosive energy.    As a 

cratermg explosive,  ANFO is the best in 

terms of cost and is slightly more 

effective than TNT.    For bulk operations 

ANFO can be true;-deliver   d to the 

sites.    Though ANFO requires additional 

priming,  it presents a continuous explo- 

sive column; this characteristic- ■impiiflci 

the problem.    Numerous methods have 

been devised to use ANFO .a wet holes, 

although these methods tend to irn r>-.t K 

cost.    Additional drawha<ks of ANFO 

include increased drilling and loading 

costs due to low borehole pressures and 

low densities. 

The dr k-elopment of slurries is con- 

tinuing as a means to overcome th»- dis- 

advantages of ANFO iri i ertain mining 

and quarrying operations.    Hemg dens<-r 
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than water and water-resistant,  slurries 

have proved most satisfactory in wet hole 
30 or underwater demolition.        When 

pumped downhole they displace the water 

with no loss of oxplosion effects.    The 

detonation velocities of slurries range 

between 12,000 and 18,000 ft sec,  depend- 

ing on ingredients used,  charge diameter, 

degree of confinement, and density. 

However, the c'otonation velocity of a 

slur-y is not as dependent on charge 

diameter as that    f a dry blasting agent. 

Slurries consequently give the same 

advantageous direct Imrehole coupling as 

dry blasting agents as well as a higher 

detonation velocity and a higher density. 

Savings in costs realized by drilling 

smaller holes or using larger burden and 

spacing will often more than offset the 

higher cost per pound of explosive. 

Adding powdered aluminum as a sensitizer 

to slurries greatly increases the heat of 

explosion or the energy release.    Alum- 

mized slurries are used m extremely 

high-strength rock with excellent 

fragmentation results. 

Slurries have also been used quite 

effectively to produce large craters and 

mounds m the experimental programs and 

civil works conducted by  RKRL.   One 

advantage of slurries is that their higher 

densities result in low charge lengtb-to- 

diameter ratios, thus allowing for more 

compact charges and less crater degrada- 

tion.   Slurries are also very easy to 

handle and load.   They are packaged in 

plastic sausages or may be mixed and 

loaded directly in the borehole hy truck 

(see Fig.  25».   The range of properties 

available in slurries enables the engineer 

to choose the best combination of prop- 

erties to fit his requirements.    Highly 

Fig. 25.    Slurry mixing and pumping 
truck (used by permission of 
IRECO Chemicals,  Salt Lake 
City). 

sensitized slurries may be used as 

primers or boosters. 

A combination of slurry and dry 

blasting agent may be used in the same 

borehole in "slurry boosting," with the 

bulk of the charge being dry blasting 

agent (see Fig. 26).    in another applica- 

tion of slurry boosting, the slurry is 

placed in a zone in which fragmentation 

is difficult,  such as a toe or a zone of high- 

strength rock in the burden.    This tech- 

nique will often give better overall 

economy than straight slurry or dry 

blasting agent.    Slurry and ANFOhave 

also been combined in a dual explosive 

cartridge in which A NFO is used as a 
31 central core surrounded by slurry. 

Not only does this protect the A NFO from 

moisture,  but hy varying the amounts of 

each ingredient a range Of explosive 

properties is available.    Moth slurries 

and medium-strength component explo- 

sives are packaged in convenient form for 

shattering large boulders in quarrying 

operations. 

High-performance component liquid 

explosives have been developed for 
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Fig.  26,    Slurry boosting, 

possible military use in tunnel destruction, 

minefield clearing,  and expedient and 

barrier demolitions.   Several varieties 

have been developed that can actually be 
absorbed into the ground and remain 

capable of detonation, 

FEAS1HIMTY OF I'SING COMMKKCIAI, 
EXPLGBIVn IN Mil.ITAHV 
OI'EKATIONS 

General 

One of the development objectives of 

the V.S. Army should ne to provide new 

and improved nonnuclear explosives and 

techniques for accomplishing a variety 

of military demolition tasks.    Such tasks 

should include; 

(1) Reduction of man-made and natural 

obstacles 

(2» Creation of obstacles 

(3) Reduction or excavation of natural 

materials for military construction 

(4) Destruction and denial operations 

Military demolition tasks are currently 

accomplished primarily by the use of 

block explosive charges and accessories, 

special explosive demolition charges and 

kits,  and special purpose tools,   mechanical 

devices,  vehicles,  and attachments. 

Skilled technicians with special training 

are required to employ explosiver and 

their accessories and mechanic al equip- 

ment.    Explosives require special care 

and safety measures in handling,   use, 

and storage.    Army testing and adoption 

of new commercial developments,  such 

as liquid,  slurry,  and gaseous demolition 

techniques and materiel,  have not kept 

pace with the development of tactical 

doctrine,  which emphasizes battlefield 

mobility, speed,  and dispersion.    The 

current doctrine requires decentraliza- 

tion of effort and increased capability of 

troops to perform demolition tasks. 

Greatly improved techniques must be 

developed so that presently available 

demolition materiel can be used with less 

logistic effort and special training.    New 

demolition materiel and techniques are 

required so that troops other than trained 

engineers can easily and quickly perform 

the great number of demolition tasks that 
SI will he required." '    It is within this 

general development context that the use 

of commercial explosives reviewed in 

the previous section will be analyzed. 

Dry Blasting Agents 

The Army has already adopted AN and 

nitramon as its cratermg explosives. 

These explosives must be packaged in 
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waterproof metal cans.    Normal employ- 

ment concepts envision emplacement 

holes created by shaped charges except 

where prepositioned holes exist.    The 

holes produced hy these shaped charges 

are usually irregular in diameter and 

length.    The cratenng charges are de- 

signed primarily for the creation of 

ohstades,   although they have heen used 

for target destruction and construction on 

occasion. 

ANFO with its low density,  low detona- 

tioii velocity,   and large critical diameter 

is relatively ineffective as an external 

charge.    In addition,  due to its hydroscopy 

and low density,  ANFO might prove 

cumbersome in large quantities on the 

battlefield.    It does possess excellent 

potential for use in barriers as a replace- 

ment or supplement to the existing crater- 

ing charge.    Although a water-tight metal 

container would provide excellent protec- 

tion,   it would also increase the cost of 

the charge.    Industry has devised tech- 

niques for using ANFO in water,   including 

the use of polyethylene tubing for protec- 

tion.    The flexibility of this tubing pro- 

motes effective filling of the borehole to 

improve media coupling.    In explosively 

produced emplacement holes,  ANFO 

offert- a distinct advantage over canned 

cratenng charges because it is rapidly 

loaded and assures excellent coupling. 

\\F() can be used in conjunction with 

existing cratenng charges to fill all the 

voids and gaps,  thus improving cratenng 

results. 

ANFO has become the leading com- 

mercial explosive in the Inited States, 

accounting for TS*, by weight of all the 

expb'Mvcs produceij in 1"T0.        It has 

none of the safety problems of the various 

types of dynamites,   it is more economical, 

and it has better borehole loading cap- 

abilities.     In quarrying operations,  large 

excavation projects,  and ditching opera- 

tions it could potentially replace almost 

all the commercial dynamites in the 

military .system and be more economical 

than military dynamite.    Disadvantages 

of ANFO include its requirement for 

protection in wet environments,   extra 

boosting,  and dependency on borehole 

diameter in developing maximum detona- 

tion velocities.    Cost alone,   however, 

merits careful consideration of expanded 

uses of ANFO in military operations, 

especially construction. 

Slurries 

Slurry explosives and slurry blasting 

agents are an assorted family of explo- 

sives that offer the versatility and 

flexibility so essential in military opera- 

tions,  and are safe and easy to use.    New 

slurry formulations are continually being 

developed,  each with distinct character- 

istics and advantages.    A survey of cur- 

rent literature on M slurry products 

revealed the range of properties shown 

in Table 8. 

Although this sample is incomplete 

and does not portray the combination of 

properties available for individual pro- 

ducts,   it does display the wide range of 

slurry mixes currently available com- 
mercially.  This range of slurry properties 

Table 8.    Range of slurry properties. 

Density,  g crri 1 .11 - 1 .r,0 

Total energy,  cal g 470 - 1,171 

Detonation velocity,  rr sec 3,710 - 6,065 

Detonation pressure,  kbar .SO.7 - 105.6 
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and products   is  a result of varyinß th«- 

inyrcdients in each particular slurry. 

Cienerally,  the water, high-explosive,  or 

aluminun   content is varied.    As mentioned 

previously,  slurries may be truck-mixed. 

The Army is currently investigating this 

procedure to determine whether it is 

feasible for military use.    A long-range 

goal of this program is to develop a 

series ol slurry mixtures that can be 

produced by vehicle and are capable of 

performing a wide variety of military 

engineering missions. 

The effectiveness of slurries as 

external charges has not been established. 

It is possible that certain slurry explo- 

sives or highly aluminized blasting agents 

would be effective external charges.    A 

military family of slurries could include 

several explosives with high detonation 

velocity and detonation pressure and 

explosives with small critical diameters. 

Table 'A lists the relative effectiveness 

of various dynamites as external charges. 

Many high-energy slurries have higher 

detonation velocities and energies than 

any of the listed dynamites.    In fact, 

some exhibit detonation properties 

similar to those of TNT,    Hecause they 

are gels, they can be configured to 

establish intimate contact with any 

external surface.     Tests should be con- 

ducted to determine the relative effective- 

ness of high-pirformance slurries as 

external charges. 

Although slurries are more expensive 

than ANTO on a weight basis,  their in- 

creased shock and ga.1-' bubble energy may 

result in a reduced charge size per hole 

and ■ reduction in the number of charges 

required per obstacle.   Several selec ted 

slurries, ANFO, and TNT are compared 

in Table !).    Note that the bubble energy 

and cratering effectiveness of flurries 

increase with increased aluminum content. 

When cratering is carried on with large 

Table i.    Measured properties and calculated parameters of representative cratering 
explosives. 

Kxcavated 
volume 

Detunatiun Hulk Intonation Heat .■! ■,'MMnal relative ti 

Kxplosive 
pressure 

(kbarl 
specific 
cravity 

velocity 
<ni sec» 

Impedance 
(m sec» 

detonation 
iral pi 

cost 
I$1M 

equal weight 
of TNT8' 

ANFO 60 O/'.X 4.560 4.240 8 HO O.Ofi 1 0.04 1.0-1 .1 

AN slurry'1 104 IM 6,0 iO 8.470 730 0.1 . t 0.05 1 .0-1.2 

AN ulurrv 
(2*. Al r 

60 1.30 4,300 5.5!'0 750 0.08 t 0.05 I .0-1.2 

(8<t Al»c 
'.' i.;n 4,500 MM 1,110 0.13 f 0.05 1.2-1.4 

AN slurrv 
(20*. 4lr 

M 1.20 5,700 6,840 1,4 50 1.20 i o.o- 1.5-1.7 

An clurrv 
(3 5% All 

HI 1,50 S,000 7,500 I,''50 0.25 t 0.10 !.'1-1.0 

TNT 220 1.64 '., '30 11,360 1,102 Ml t 0.05 1.00 

That is.     cratering effectivene«»'   a» measured by small charge detonations in sand.    Absolute 
c rat'-nng performance in terms of volume excavated per pound dt i'icpl   -M-.I-   li [><n :      .-  li.tj ■.i/.- ■■• u.i- 
shot; it is leas for larger shots.    Relative performance,  on the other hand,   is not as sensitive to charge 
site. 

HK sensitized. 
cSlurry blasting agent. 
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charges,  c rater dimensions decrease as 

the charge longth-tu-charge diameter 

ratio is increased.    Slurries with their 

higher densities permit the use of more 

compact charges for a given emplacement 

hole diameter.    More importantly,  their 

excellent water resistance makes slurries 

ideal for wet operations. 

Principal .ipplications for slurries 

may be in the comhat engineering and 

military construction fields.   Designed 

primarily to overcome the disadvantages 

of ANFÜ,  slurries accounted for 9% by 

weight of all explosives produced in the 

United States in 1970.        Moth ANFO and 

slurries would eliminate the Army's 

present quarrying doctrine of choosing 

the dynamite with the most advantageous 

cartridge size for use in quarry shots. 

Component Kxplosives 

Component explosives are relatively 

new and their use has been limited to 

specific applications.    High-energy com- 

ponents have been developed for possible 

military use and are comparable to 

«•xibtmg military high explosives.    As 

liquids,  they would complicate the Army's 

logistical system and would provide an 

explosive only as effective as those now 

available in the military system.    Medium- 

strength,  solid-liquid component explo- 

sives have been developed for use in 

secondary quarry blasts.    The solid 

component is made in various sizes. 

After it is placed on the boulder,  the 

liquid is added,   and the explosive is 

detonated; results have been good.    It 

p'-'iild be noted that both ingredients are 

ni-nexplosive until combined.    They are 

used only as small charges because 

mixing would be difficult for large charges. 

As component explosives are developed 

and their uses expanded they could be- 

come more important in filling the 

military's needs of the future. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter has provided a general 

overview of both military and commercial 

explosives in use today.    The commercial 

explosives were evaluated in light of their 

possible addition to the military explosives 

family. 

Target destruction generally requires 

an explosive with h'gh energy, high 

detonation velocity, and high pressure 

capable of cutting ii ird materials (such 

as steel and concrete) when used in 

either an external or internal configura- 

tion.    The Army currently utilizes TNT, 

Composition C-3, Composition C4,  sheet 

explosive,  and tetrytol for demolitions. 

High-energy component explosives are 

compatible with these and possess good 

safety characteristics.    High-energy 

slurries also warrant additional investiga- 

tion as possible candidates for target 

destruction applications. 

Explosively produced obstacles are 

generally accomplished with military 

cratering charges of AN and nitramon. 

These explosives are effective; however, 

they have some disadvantages,   which may 

be overcome by replacing or supplement- 

ing them with ANFO or slurries.    Slur- 

ries,   with their increased detonation 

velocities,  pressures,  and bubble energies 

may accomplish cratering tasks with less 

explosive. 

Military construction demolitions are 

generally performed with either military 

or commercial dynamites.   Commercial 
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excavation projects primarily use ANKO 

or slurries.    ANFO has proven very 

economical and is excellent for dry hole 

blasting.    Slurries were developed to 

overcome the disadvantages of ANFO and 

to offer a wide spectrum of explosive 

properties.    They are water-resistant 

and may even be more economical than 

ANFO in hard rock because they can 

produce more rock with less explosive 

and fewer drill holes.    Both ANFO and 

slurries have excellent handling and 

safety characteristics compared to com- 

mercial dynamites.    Component explosives 
and slurries have been especially  de- 

veloped for secondary rock blasting   in 

quarries. 

The demand for rock and associated 

products has led to the development of 

cheaper,  more efficient,  and safer ex- 

plosives to produce this rock.    ANFO 

and slurries have demonstrated their 

superiority in these areas and are widely 

accepted by the explosives industry. 

These same explosives could be used for 

military construction and barriers and 
may even prove feasible for t irget destruc- 

tion roles.  A family of slurries couldbe as 

widely used on the battlefields of tomorrow 

as they arc on construction sites of today. 
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Chapter 4   Geologic Media 

•con 

This chapter presents the engineering 

properties of soil and rock materials that 

are pertinent lo explosive excavation. 

The objective is to set forth those prop- 

erties necessary to the evaluation of the 

feasibility of a proposed excavation. 

The nomenclature of earth materials 

has always been a source of difficulty for 

the disciplines of geology and engineering. 

The existing Corps of Engineers Unified 
34 Soil Classification System,      does not 

meet all of the objectives listed above 

for explosive excavation.     A limited 

literature search produced a variety of 

nomenclature for media classification 
. .   . 35-37 already in existence. 

The engineering properties of soil and 

rock are important factors in nearly 

every civil engineering project.   Soils 

are classified by index property tests. 

These tests do not measure the engineering 

properties of soil directly but were chosen 

because they are simple,   relatively in- 

expensive,  and reproducible tests that 

correlate with the engineering  jroperties 

of the soil mass.    The engineering prop- 

erties of a rock mass cannot be predicted 

with the precision expected in so Is. 

There are no widely accepted index prop- 

erties that correlate with the engineei  ng 

properties of the rock mass. 

Hock masses are seldom monolithic 

but con.1-;ist of a series of partially inter- 

locking blocks usually referred to as 

joint blocks.    The joint blocks arc 

c reated by natural surfaces of weakness, 

such as joints,  shear surfaces, bedding 

planes,  and foliation surfaces.    The 

spacing of these geological discontinuities 

depends on the rock type,  the geological 

history,  and the structure of the mass. 

The spacing and character of these sur- 

faces determine whether the rock mass 

will have the properties of the individual 

joint blocks or those of th^ residual soil 

in the joints. 

A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Ceneral 

This section outlines a media classifi- 

cation system developed by EKRL in 

1971 to be used in the design of explosive 

excavation projects.    It does not put 

labels on rock types (as with soils,  for 

example,   in the Corps of Engineers 
34 Unified Soil Classification System'    ), 

but rather it provides   a systematic 

approach to analyzing the engineering 

properties of the medium for a particular 

explosive excavation requirement.    An 

outline of the classification system is 

presented in Table 10. 

Primary considerations for classifi- 

cation are ease and expense of obtaining 

the data necessary to describe adequately 

the material for the intended purpose. 

Certain tests are normally run at any 

site at which a major project is con- 

templated.    A complete engineering 

geology investigation of any site would 

include such items as core borings and 

logging,  geophysical surveys,  geologic 

mapping,   and oerhaps borehole photog- 

raphy and permeability measurements. 

Field samples would be subjected to 

various laboratory tests to complete the 

evaluation of the material properties. 
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Tahle 10.    Media classifiration for explosive exravation 42 

A,    Primary (Classification 

Media 

A.    Common excavation 

1, Soil 

2. Clay shale 

Rock excavation (generally requires drilling and blasting to excavate) 

1,   Weak rock ( 4,000-psi unconfined compressive strength) 

lJ. 

2. Intermediate-strength rock (4,000 to IC.OOO-psi unconfined compressive 
strength) 

3. High-strength rock (greater than l(j,000-psi unconfined compressive 
strength) 

II,   I.ithology (for rock excavation) or soil classification (for common excavation) 
and geologic structures 

III. Degree of saturation 

A.     Dry (  50% saturated) 

H,     Wet (50% < % saturated < 90%) 

C.    Saturated (>!t0% saturated) 

IV. Joint spacing 

A. Very close (less than 2 in.) 

H. Close (3 in. to 1 ft) 

C. Moderately close (1 to 3 ft) 

I), Wide (3 to 10 ft) 

E. Very wide (greater than 10 ft) 

V.   Thickness of bedding 

A. Very thin (less than 2 in.) 

H. Thm (2 in. to 1 ft) 

C. Medium (I to 3 ft» 

1). Thick (3 to 10 ft) 

K, Very thick (greater than 10 ft) 

 H.   Secondary Classification  

VI. Seismic velocity (compressional wave,  V ) 

VII. I'nconfined compressive strength values 

VIH. Mass density 

IX. Modulus of elasticity,   E (taken tangent at 50% yield) 

X. Abrasion 

XI. Hock Quality l>esignator (KQD) 

Note.   Classification will be as refined as needed for the intended use. 
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The system described herein will use 

commonly performed tests as a frame- 

work for describing a material sufficiently 

for explosive excavation purposes. 

Media 

The medium is classified as to whether 

it is common or rock excavation.    Such 

classification is in accordance with Corps 

of Engineers Guide Specifications 
38 

CE-802.   '   Common excavation includes 

the satisfactory removal and disposition 

of all materials not classified as rock 

excavation.    Rock excavation includes 

blasting, excavating,  grading,  and dis- 

posing of material classified as rock; it 

includes also the satisfactory removal and 

disposition of boulders one-half cubic 

yard or more in volume,  solid rock,  rock 

material that is in ledges,  bedding deposits, 

and unstratified masses that cannot be 

removed without systematic drilling and 

blasting, and conglomerate deposits so 

firmly cemented as to possess the 

characteristics of solid rock that are 

impossible to excavate without systematic 

drilling and blasting. 

If the medium is "common," the 

established Inified Soil Classification 

System is used.    One type of material, 

c lay shale,  has been set apart as a 

separate entity in the development of the 

system.   This action results largely 

from the extensive studies and experi- 

ments conducted in clay shale by EERL. 

Clay shale is listed under common ex- 

cavation. 

The degree of difficulty in excavating 

rock is related to the strength of the 

in situ rock.    Numerous classification 

»yßtems for m situ rock are available 
20 and are reviewed by iJeere, et aU      These 

systems are assessed and provide 

valuable background material. 

Three categories of strength were 

found to be sufficient for explosive ex- 

cavation purposes.    Unconfined com- 

pressive strength was selected as the 

basic index property because of its 

widespread use.    These categories are: 

Weak rock:   less than 4,000-psi uncon- 

fined compressive strength 

Intermediate-strength rock:   4,000 to 

16,000-psi unconfined com- 

pressive strength 

High-strength rock:   greater than 

16,000-psi unconfined 

compressive strength 

These ranges of values are illustrated 
35 on the Miller-Deere Chart     shown in 

Fig.  27. 

The physical properties of the medium 

in which a detonation takes place affect 

the fraction of explosive energy that is 

coupled into the medium.    Predictions of 

ground shock are based on experimentally 

derived constants,  which are normally 

classified according to the type of medium. 

Ground shock is an important safety con- 

sideration for large detonations.    In 

general,  more energy is coupled into 

rock such as granite than into soils. 

Lithology and Geologic Struct-ire 

The lithologic description of a rock 

refers to the geologic name given to the 

rock type on the basis of its mineral 

composition,  texture, and m some cases, 

its origin.   Such names as granite, basalt, 

sandstone,  etc., are generally understood 

by engineer and geologist alike,    Lithology 

provides the engineer with basic identifica- 

tion of the material in which he must work 
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35 

and an initial link with past experience 

and behavior. 

Geologie structure is another important 

feature.    The common structural features 

of hedding and jointing are mentioned 

below.    Additionally,   such attributes as 

beddiriK attitudes and general structural 

complexity—whether the rocks at a given 

site are flrt-lymg or steeply dipping,  and 

whether thev are relatively undeformed 

or show evidence of shearing,   faulting, 

or structural discontinuities of any kind, 

for instance — are important character- 

izations Of any construction site and 

should be described. 

Degree of Saturation and Water Content 

Water content is included in this media 

classification system because of its 

observed effects on medium response to 

i 
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nuclear detonations at the Nevada Test 

Site.    Kxplosions in high-water-content 

rock caused larger cavities to be formed, 

and in cratering explosions higher peak 

spall velocities were measured when the 

detonation occurred in high-water-content 
.   39 rock. 

The effects of water on the dimensions 

of craters formed by large quantities of 

chemical explosives are not well known. 

Laboratory tests have shown that most 

r<>ck types become significantly weaker 

when the specimens are saturated.    For 

example.  Figs.  28 and 2!» show that the 

fracture behavior of Westerly and Cedar 

City granites is very much dependent on 
40 the saturation level.       It can be seen 

that up to 50% saturation has no significant 

effect on the strength of either rock.   The 

fully saturated condition, however, re- 

duced the fracture strength to essentially 

the value of the unconfmed compressive 

strength,   independent of the confining 

pressure. 

It appears that the presence of the 

water is important for two reasons: 

(1) a near-saturated condition noticeably 

weakens the media being cratered,  and 

(2) the presence of significant water 

enhances the explosive effects to some 

degree.    Existing data are not suffi« ient 

to determine precisely the effects of water. 

Water content is the ratio of the weight 

of water to the »eight of solids,  and 

therefore is only indirectly related to 

porosity and the continuity of the voids. 

On the other hand, the degree of saturation 

is the ratio of the volume of the water to 

the volume of the voids.    A highly porous 

rock may have an apparently high-water- 
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content and still he far from saturated, 

whereas a dense rock may have a very 

low water content and be 100% saturated. 

Hither degree of saturation or water 

content is acceptable in the media 

classification system but each requues 

some explanation.    A thorough discussion 

of all of the rmiifii ttions of w .tt-r ( ont'-n» 

as it affects the mechanical properties of 

the medium during the explosion is beyond 

the scope of this chapter.    The effect of 

water content on nuclear explosions is 

discussed further in Refs, 3f* and 41. 

Only four sets of general cratenng 

curves for nuclear detonations and three 

sets of chemical detonations are pres- 

ently available (see Chapter 6».    Nuclear 

cratenng curves have been superimposed 

in Fig.  30, and chemical explosive curves 

m Fig. 31.   These curves allow one to 

compare and ascertain the probable effects 

of the water on crater size.    These 

curves have been obtained empirically, 

and thf scatter of the data is such that a 

detailed analysis of the water content is 
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Fig, 31,    Cratering curves for chemical 
explosives. 

presently not possible.    Fortunately, 

cratenng curves for individual projects 

are available in various publications and 

can be used as evidence of the expected 

effects of explosives in a similar medium. 

An analysis was made of the extensive 

data obtained on water- content and degree 

of saturation during the Interoceanic 

Canal Studies and other programs.   Most 

of the rocks and soils tested that were 

less than .SO^c saturated showed a water 

content equal to or less than |% for rook 

and 10% for soil, 

Mased on these and other data,  three 

categories of saturation were selected, 

A dry medium is one in which the mate- 

rial is less than 50% saturated,  or the 

water content is less than or equal to 3% 

for rock or 10% for soil; a wet medium 

is between 50 and !»0% saturated,  or the 

water content is greater than 3% for ruck 

and 10% for soil; and the term    saturated 

medium    may be used for material that 

is greater than ''0% saturated.   Th I same 

cratering curves should be used for a 

saturated and wet medium pending future 

data refinements. 
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While degree of saturation is believed 

to be most pertinent to cratering,   water 

content is much easier to obtain.    Fig- 

ure J2 provides a nomograph to aid in 

conversion from water content,   w, to 

degree of saturation,  s.    Its use requires 

a knowledge of the specific gravity of the 

solids igrain density) G. and the  void 

ratio, e, or the porosity n.    To determine 

degree of saturation,  locate Q and e or n 

on the respective scales and connect with 

a straight line.    Next,  draw a straight 

line between w and the point at wh'ch the 

previous line crosses the pivot.    This 

line defines s.    The determination of 

density and void ratio or porosity is an 

additional laboratory requirement. 

Kxamples of the use of the nomograph are 

illustrated in the figure,  on? for a rock 

and one for a soil. 

■'omt Spacing 

Physical discontinuities are present 

in rock masses in the form of planes or 

surfaces of separation.    Geologically, 

these discontinuities are recognized as 

joints,  faults,  bedding planes,  or rock 

cleavage planes.    The permeability, 

shear strength,  and deformability of a 

rock mass are all influenced by the 

number and kind of discontinuities exist- 

Table 11.    Descriptive terminology for 
joint spacing (from Ref. 43). 

Term Spacing 

Very close Less than 2 m. 

Close 3 in. - 1 fl 

Moderately close 1  - 3 ft 

Wide 3 - 10 ft 

Very wide Greater than 10 fl 

ing in the mas   .    Cut slopes may be 

adversely affected unless the discontinuities 

are evaluated and their influence taken 

into account during design.    A critical 

examiration of rock cores can yield 

valuable data concerning the occurrence 

and the nature of the mechanical defects 

in the rock mass. 

Joints form the most common type of 

discontinuity and are found in all rock 

types.    Sedimentary rocks contain,   m 

addition,  bedding planes that separate 

the rocks into layers. 

Of more importance than the naming 

of the defects is the description of their 

spacing.    In the case of joints, more than 

one set may be present; if the sets have 

different orientations it is often possible 

to distinguish between the sets,  and the 

spacing of the joints in each set should 

be recorded.    The closeness of the 

jointing may be expressed by the descrip- 

tive terminology in Table 11, 

Thickness of Hedding 

The bedding of sedimentary rocks may 

be described by the spacing between those 

bedding planes that are visible planes of 

weakness (i.e.,   where physical parting 

takes place).    Hedding features in the 

form of color or textural banding may 

also be present.    This banding should be 

described and recorded but should be 

distinguished from the prominent bedding 

planes.    The terminology shown in 

Table 12 has been selected for the 

prominent bedding. 

Other Descriptive Terms (Secondary 
Classificattor) 

Thus far the description of geologic 

media has generally been oriented towards 

54- 
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F ig. 32.    Noniograpli for conversion from water content to degree of saturation. 4 2 

a standardization of terminology.    Most 

media ran be described by a series of 

adjectives.   For explosive cratenng, 

however, certain average values of 

measurable physical properties are 

extremely helpful not only for evaluating 

probable explosive effects but also for 

analyzing «xu'osive emplacement costs 
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Table 12.    Desrnptive terminology for 
bedding thickness (from 
Kef. 43). 

Term Thickness 

Very thin 

Thin 

Medium 

Thick 

Very thick 

Less than 2 in. 

2 in. - 1 ft 

1  - I ft 

3 - 10 ft 

Greater than IO ft 

and explosive selection.    The following 

aaditif.ial properties are considered the 

most valuable:   (1) seismic velocity 

(compressional wave,  V   ),  (2> unconfined 

compressive strength,  (3) mass density, 

(4) modulus of elasticity (tangent at 500,o 

yield),  (5) abrasion,   (6) rock hardness, 

and (T) rock quality designator (RQJ.H. 

These properties are valuable in that 

they have been correlated with other 

aspects of engineering geology and can 

be used directly for purposes of analysis. 

Seismic Velocity 

Seisms velocity wat. selected for 

several reasons.    This property can be 

measured either m the laboratory or m 

the field.   The field seismic velocity is 

often used for estimating the in situ 

modulus of the rock mass.    The primary 

advantage of the field seismic technique 

is that the measurement is made at a 

p« rtint nt location in the field,  and the 

seismic pulse is affected by the number 

and i haracter of discontinuities present. 

A cl-'sely jointed or weathered rock will 

exhil it a lower velocity than will a sound 

rock mass.    For example,   if the rock 

substance is high-strength but is located 

m a closely jointed formation with pos- 

sibly some weathering in the j lints,  the 

tu sei.smic  velot itv will tend to be low. 

This observation introduces the ambiguity 

of whether the formation is composed of 

a high-strength rock substance in a 

closely jointed mass or a weaker material. 

Furthermore,   if the fissures of a closely 

jointed formation are filled with water, 

the velocity will be only slightly affected 

by the joints.    For the foregoing reasons, 

seismic velocity should be evaluated 

qualitatively in conjunction with the other 

parameters in this classification system. 

Seismic surveys are routinely used 

for determining the depth of soil over a 

rock mass.    It is possible through this 

technique to profile several layers under 

proper condit;ons.    Seismographs arc 

inexpensive,  portable,   and can be used 

at most job sites.    Seismic velocities can 

be used with lithology to evaluate the 

rippability of a material with the aid of 

Fig.  33. 

unconfined Compress ive Strength 

Fnconfined compress ive strength is 

another parameter that is valuable in 

determining rock mass quality.    Deter- 

minatiuri of this variable on intact core 

samples is accomplished readily m the 

laboratory,    Fnconfined com press ive 

strength is widely used in soil and rock 

mechanics and is well understood.    I.ike 

many variables when used alone,   it does 

not give the complete story on the m situ 

rock mass.    It does,   however,   provide 

an excellent indication of shear strength, 

a quantity that measures the degree of 

difficulty or resistanc e to ( ratenng of 

the medium. 

Mass |>ensity 

Mass density is a parameter that helps 

complete the analysis of the medium |a 
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be cratered.    The specific gravity of the 

solids or the grain density from core 

samples is useful in determining the 

degree of saturation hut is not represent- 

ative of the mass density.    Mass density 

values provide a real measure of the 

field density of the medium and aid in the 

evaluation of the seismic data. 

Modulus of Klasticity 

Modulus of elasticity (Young's Modulus) 

was selected as a relevant index property 

for rock because of its indication of 

relative competency.    When determined 

statically in the laboratory,   it is known 

as the elastic modulus,   but when it is 

determined in the field by plate jacking 

tests or pressure chamber tests,   it is 

referred to as the deformation modulus. 

Young's modulus for rock is a function of 

the applied stress and may depart from 

the simple proportionality of stress and 

strain that applies to many engineering 

materials.    The stres.s-.->tr.un n 1 ition- 

ship of intact rock specimens is often 

linear at intermediate stress levels and 

curvilinear at low and high stress levels. 

Deere and Miller suggest that the slope 

of the stress-strain c urvc at 50% of the 

uncorifined strength,  '"t£-0.  be considered 

the characteristic modulus of intact rock; 

they feel that the curvilinear relationship 

at low stress levels is caused by the 

closure of stress relief microfractures 
35 . r •  ited during and after coring. 

[ '>r explooive cratenng, the modulus 

Of elasticity helps to evaluate the dif- 

!•  ilty of »'xi avation,  the nature of the 

• r.urr,   and the prol,al»le postshot hehavior 

of the crater and surrounding area.   From 

the stress-strain curve determined during 

unconfined compre-v-iv   strength tests. 

the value of the classic modulus tangent 

at 50*0 yield can be asc ertained and plotted 

along the ordinate of the Miller-IX'ere 

Chart 'Fig. 27).    This chart is an excel- 

lent tool and is frequently used for com- 

paring various geologic media. 

Abrasion Data 

Abrasion data are included in this 

classification system because of the 

relationships between abrasion,  drill- 

ability,  and explosive emplacement costs. 

Kmplaccment costs are a major compo- 

nent of the direct cost  in explosiv»   excava- 

tion.  The type of medium,   hole- depth,   and 

emplacement hole diameter will influence 

the time and type of drilling equipment 

utilized; hence,  the cost.    Hit abrasion 

and rock hardness are generally the 

parameters used by drillers for cost 

estimation.    The term "hardness" is 

comparable to the various strength values 

used in this system but is more common 

to the driller's language.    Hardness can 

be expressed m several ways; e.g., un- 

confined compressive strength,   Moh's 

hardness scale,  or a drilling index that 

compares various materials to some 

standard.   The degree of abrasiveness 

is often estimated using the silica (Si(),, > 

content,   which is normally a function of 

lithology. 

Rock hardness is the ability of the rock 

to resist scratching.    A means of quan- 

tifying rock hardness is the Mob's scale. 

Table IS,   This scale lists minerals m 

descending order of hardness with the 

number assigned to each mineral an 

indication of its hardness.    Kach mineral 

can scratch the mineral listed below it 

but not the one above it.    The column on 

the right indicates common materials of 
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Table 13.    Moh's scale of hardness. 

Mineral Hardness Common material 

Oiamond 10 

Corundum 9 
Topaz or beryl 8 

Quartz 7 Porcelain 

Feldspar 6 Glass 

Apatite 5 Knife blade 

Fluorite 4 
Calcite 3 Copper penny 

Gypsurn 2 Fingernail 

Talc 1 

equivalent hardness. The scale was 

developed to classify minerals but in 

some cases it helps to describe rock also. 

Abrasiveness is a more critical factor 

in rotary drilling than in percussion 

drilling (discussed in Chapter 5) because 

the rotary bit is in constant contact with 

the rock.    The abrasiveness of a given 

rock depends upon hardness,  shape,  and 

the bond holding the rock particles to- 

gether.    Hard angular particles bonded 

firmly together can gouge and scrape 

drill bits more severely than rounded, 

loosely-bound particles that tend to roll 

over the bit. 

Practically the best source of infor- 

matior concerning abrasiveness (hence, 

drillability) is the investigative boring 

logs.    The boring log will normally in- 

clude the type i>f drilling apparatus and 

the bits used or the size of the stones in 

the diamond bit and the rate oi HnM ad- 

vance.    Hit information c;»n be expressed 

in total number of feet per bit.    Hit 

abrasion information together with 

hthology and the unconfined compressive 

Htrength ar*- generally sufficient for 

emplacement cost analysis.    Kmplace- 

ment cost analysis is discussed In detail 

in Ref. 45. 

Rock Quality designator 

Rock quality designator (RQD),   devul- 
90 oped by Deere,      was selected because 

of its value in measuring in situ properties 

of rock masses.   The RQD is a modified 

core recovery percentage in which all the 

pieces of core over 4 in.  long are counted 

as recovery.   The sn.aller pieces are 

considered to represent close shearing, 

jointing,  faulting,  or weathering in thf 

rock mass and arc not counted.    The 

RQ1) is a more general measure of the 

core quality than the fracture frequency. 

Core loss,   weathered and soft zones,  and 

fractures are accounted for in the deter- 

mination.    The RQ1) provides a preliminary 

estimate of the variation of the in situ 

rock mass properties from the properties 

of the "sound" portion of the rock core. 

Thus,  a general estimate of the ( nt'i- 

nerring bi havior of fhr rock mass <  »n !)• 

made.    An RQI.) approaching 100% denotes 

an excellent quality rock mass with prop- 

erties similar to that of a poor quality 

rock mass having a small fraction of the 

strength and stiffness measured for an 

intact specimen. 

RQI) together with lithology and joint 

spacing allow estimates of postshot 

particle gradation in the fallback and ejec ta. 

Such information allows estimates of the 

engineering behavior (i.e.,   stability, 

seepage,  ana settlement) of the rubble. 

•oMMAmr 

Cratenng is influenced by * variety of 

material and explosive variables.    The 

influence of each of these variables has 
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Table 14.    Kxamples of media classification for explosive excavation. 

Sedan Buggy I're-Gondola 

A.   Primary Classification 

I 

Media 

II 

Lithologyl'SCS 
geology structure 

III 

Degree of saturation 

IV 

Joint spacing 

Soil High- 
strength 
rock 

Clay shale 

SM 
(Alluvium) 

Horizontal 
basalt flow- 

C'H 

Dry Dry Saturated 

N/A Close N A 
jointing 

Thickness of beds N/A Thin 
bedding 

Thin 
bedding 

H. Secondary Classification 

I 

V fps 

VH 

Unconfined 
compressive 
strength value,   psi 

V1H 

Mass density,  lb ft2 

Specific   gravity 

IX 

K, X 10° psi 

X 

Abrasion 

XI 

Rod Ouality Designator (RQD) 

2.000 

1,000 

113 

1.81 

o.;< 

Low 

10,000 

16,000 

5,000 

900 

162 140 

2,60 2.42 

5 1.5 

High Low 

Inknown Unknown 

not yet been refined to the point of 

separating out individual effects.     The 

cratenng curves availa    e for various 

•   cilia fr>>i!. empirical data are limited but 

are considered satisfactory for general 

use once the nature of the material is 

.1-. trtaiaod. 

Media for explosive excavation have 

been placed into five separate categories: 

(I) high-strength rock,  (2t intermediate- 

strength rock,  (SI weak rock,   (4 ' clay 

shale,  and (ft) soil.    Kach category can be 

evaluated in the wet and dry condition. 

The system includes a description of the 

i 
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medium as it appears in the field and 

index properties derived from soil and 

rock mechanics.    Attempts were made to 

use familiar terminology and to keep the 

system compatihle with the developing 

fields of rock mechanics and explos ve 

excavation. 

A summary of the organization of the 

system was shown in Table   10.    Kxamples 

of three materials in which explosive 

excavation has been carried out are shown 

in Table 14.    Elements such as lithology. 

bedding,  and RQO provide in situ qualities; 

modulus of elasticity and unconfined com- 

pressive strength are determined in the 

laboratory and are good descriptors of the 

intact core material. 

Examples of th<- use of this classifica- 

tion system as applied to previous nuclear 

and chemical craterin^ experiments are 

given in Ref.  42.    Reference 40 catalogs 

the media properties for past experiments 

and draws some conclusions about the 

effects of the media on crater dimensions. 
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Chapter 5   Explosive Cavity Construction Techniques* 

SCOPE 

This chapter contains information on 

current techniques for rapid drilling of 

emplacement cavities used in chemical 

explosive excavation projects.    Hole 

dimensions are limited to a depth of 100 ft 

and a diameter of 6 ft for practical pur- 

poses.    The basic techniques covered in 

this chapter are percussion drilling, 

auger drilling,  core drilling,  rotary 

drilling,  and novel drilling. 

Large,  deep cavities drilled by com- 

mercial rigs are employed extensively in 

quarry operations that use ammonium- 

nitrate-based explosives.   The use of 

explosives as an earthmoving technique 

has many potential military applications; 

however,  the Army's present capability 

of drilling large emplacement cavities for 

explosive excavation is,   for all practical 

purposes,  nonexictent.    In a tactical 

situation the time required to drill the 

emplacement hole should be as short as 

possible; therefore, this chapter discusses 

the state-of-the-art in large-hole drilling 

techniques and explores some of the con- 

cepts being developed to improve penetra- 

tion rates. 

CONVENTIONAL  DRILLING 
TECHNIQIES 

Figure 34 outlines the drilling tech- 

niques studied in this chapter.    Several 

novel techniques being developed by 

private industry show promise for im- 

pn- ing drilling rates.    However, the 

four conventional methods of drilling are 

percussion, auger, core or calyx, and 

rotary. 

Percussion Drills 

Percussion drills crush rock by 

repetitive impact from a piston or ham- 

mer that drives a chisel or wedge-shaped 

bit against the rock.   A static axial load 

is applied to the drill steel in order to 

keep the bit in contact with the rock. 

Rotary Percussion Drill 

Rotary percussion drilling is a hybrid 

form of drilling that combines the impact 

associated with percussion drilling and 

the rotary motion of rotary drilling.   The 

added impact force increases the drilling 

rate of the rotary bit. 

Churn Drill 

Churn or cable tool percussion drilling 

is an eld technique in which the rock is 

broken through impact by dropping a heavy 

bit supported by a cable (Fig.  35).   The 

bit is a heavy metal cylinder with the lower 

end forged and tempered to act as a cutting 

surface.     The cuttings suspended in mud 

are periodically removed from the hole 

with a bailing bucket.    Within the next 

20 years,  it is expected that the churn 
drill will 'hsappe.'ir from dll larg<'-scalf 

drilling operations; however,   its use will 

be continued in areas in which the work- 

load will not support modern,  high- 

penetration-rate machines.    The churn 

drill may be of military interest,  because 

This chapter is based on Ref. 45. 



Subsurface Drilling Techniques 

I  
Co'nvenfionol Drills 

 1 
Novel Drills 

Percussion       Auger 
drill drill 

Bucket 
auger 

Core or     Rotary 
calyx        drill 
drill 

Fusion and 
vapor'zat ion 

Mechanical 
stresses 

Underreaming 

Flight 
auger 

Sub terrene Electric 
arc 

Electron 
beam 

Nuclear 
heating 

Electric 
heating Erosion 

Continuous 
water jet 

Pulsed 
water jet 

Thermal 
spoiling 

Jet- 
piercer 

Chemical 
reaction 

Explosive 

Electrical 
spark 

Chemical 
explosive 

Fig.  34,     drilling techniques available for excavating subsurface cavities. 

in underdeveloped countries in which 

forces may be deployed,  some form of 

churn drilling will be m use even though 

it is a very low performance tool.    From 

the military standpoint,   it may also be 

advantageous because it is one of the 

lightest tools available for drilling large- 

diameter,  deep holes. 

Auger Drilling 

Auger drilling is a rotary drilling 

technique accomplished bv the use of two 

types of augers:   the flight auger and the 

bucket auger shown in Fig.  36.    Rotary 

power is provided to the auger by a square 

telescoping steel shaft,  known as the 

Kelly.    The maximum depth obtainable is 

controlled by the Kelly and is usually 100 

to 130 ft.    The auger is presently the most 

efficient and economical method of drilling 

in soil and weak rock.    Care must be taken, 

however,   to insure that the material being 

drilled is not so weak as to cave in around 

the auger,  thereby preventing Mr removal 

from the hole.     Average penetration rates 

for the auger are shown m Table 15. 
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Drive clampsN 

Mole drop 
drive head 

Derrick sheave 

Sand sheave 

Sand I ine 

Drive shoe 

Heel spooling sheave 

0£> 

Fig.  .Vj.    Cham drill      Mnset shows casing devire). 

Core or Calyx l)rillii,{.' 

I.arge-dianieter core drilling iwith 

steel shot» also has been used extensively 

ir. th«- I'mted States especially prior to 

\'<:)0.   The shot drilling method i ses 

»hilled steel shot as the core cutting 

material.    The core barrel is a steel 

cylinder with short »lots cut at intervals 

in it» lower edge (Fig.   ST),    The shot !■ 
fed down the drill rod 10 the inside of the 

. -re n irrel rutting edge where it is 

crushed into angular shot fragments that 

Cutting 
edge 

r^Lh^ 

Sf^rvW 

Flight ouger Bocket auger 

Flight» lift cutting»     Cuttings ore contained 
to jurface in the bucket, *hich i» 

periodically emptied 

Fig.  3fi.    Auger hits. 
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cut the rock.    In some cases, the chilled 

shot is introduced with c irculatmg fluid 

through the drill pipe. 

The torque, hoisting,  and circulation 

requirements for large-diameter core 

drilling are relatively low.    As a con- 

sequence,  mobile drill rigs can be used. 

Truck-mounted exploratory drills have 

successfully drilled 200-ft,  36-in, diam- 

eter core holes in limestone (Table 16), 

Hue to the periodic stops at intervals 

to remove the drill core*, net large- 

diameter coring penetration rates are 

low.    Net penetration rates for 36-in. 

diameter shallow holes drilled in 

intermediate-strength sedimentary and 

metamorphic rocks on TVA projects 

ranged from 0.4 to 0.7 ft hr.    Net penetra- 

tion rates for 36-in holes in intermediate- 

strength limestone averaged 1.5 ft hr with 

Table 15.    Average net penetration rates 
for auger drilling.4' 

Average net per otration rate 
(ft hr) 

Diameter Common 
(in.) excavat ion H eak rock 

36 48 1" 

ia 25 11 

60 17 7 

72 10 4 

Fig.  37.    Talyx drill bit with core sample. 

36 chilled steel shot as the cutting material. 

Research by the laboratory of the North 

Pacific Division of the Corps of Kngmeers 

in Portland,  Oregon, has shown that 

penetration rates in intermediate-strength 

basalt with steel shot in the core barrel 

were as low as 1.8 ft during an 8-hr shift. 

Hy comparison,  rolling cutter bits resulted 

in a penetration rate of 2.7 ft per 8-hr 

shift. 

The large-diameter core drilling method 

requires that the subsurface materials be 

relatively impermeable and of sufficient 

competence to allow the boring to stand 

without support.    The technique would be 

most adaptable in the boring of moderately 

sized holes (36 to 48 in.) in rock that is 

impervious or in areas in which the water 

table is below the total depth o! the boring. 

The application of the core drilling tech- 

nique would probably be at the point of 

refusal for the auger drill (intermediate- 

strength rock».    The application of core 

drilling in explosive cavity construction 

is limited because of the slow rate of 

Penetration. 

Rotary Drilling 

This method is th«- most effective 

method of boring large-diameter holes 

to depths exceeding the practical limits 
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Table 16.    Calyx drilling equipment and capability 4 5 

Rig type 
Diameter 

(in.) 
Depth range 

(ft) Kemarks 

Truck-mounted 
(200-300 hp) 

Crane-suspended 
augi r attachment 

Drive-in 
(300-750 hp» 

36 

72 

72 

200 Most suitable for conditions where 
torque,  hoisting,  and circulation 
requirements are low; normally uses 
chilled shot for cutting. 

500 Greater hoisting and torque cap- 
abilities permit larger diameters to 
be drilled; normally uses carbide 
inserts for cutting. 

1,200 Dep'-h limited only by core removal 
capabilities; use either inserts or 
rolling cutters and core catcher. 

of the auger and calyx methods.    This 

technique uses a rotary machine or a 

rotary table to transmit motion to the 

drilling shaft,   which is equipped at its 

lower extremity with a cutting tool or bit. 

As the bit is rotated in the hole,  the rock 

is broken into chips and continuously re- 

moved by circulation of a fluid or a gas. 

l.arge-diameter rotary drilling equipment 

and techniques have been adapted from 

oil well drilling practices and equipment. 

Drilling penetration rates generally vary 

from 0.5 to 8 ft h    depending on hole depth, 

diameter,  and formation strength and 

hardness. 

The large-diameter drill rig is in 

most cases only slightly modified from 

the equipment used to drill oil or gas 

wells.    The rotary drilling equipment 

consists basically of the drill rig (surface 

component), the drill string (in-hole 

components),  and the circulating system. 

Inderreammg 

Heyond the strength and depth limita- 

tions associated with augenng,  two main 

rotary drilling methods have been employe! 

to drill large-dian.eter holes.     The 

multiple-pass method utilizes a pilot hole 

that is of small diameter and is drilled to 

the desired depth.    The pilot hole is 

reamed to successively large diameters 

until the desired diameter is obtained. 

Another version of this method accomplishes 

the drilling and reaming in a single pass 

with a stage type bit.   The single stage 

or full-bore method uses one flat type bit 

of a larger diameter to obtain the desired 

opening in a single pass. 

A relatively new technique has been 

developed for obtaining a large-diameter 

hole at depth without drilling a large- 

diameter hole from the surface.    This 

technique has been termed "underreammg.' 

The desired results are obtained by a 

specially designed expandable drilling tool 

called an underreamer.   The underreamer 

consists of a long body with attached 

cutting arms that expand or bell outward 

to ream an area of larger diameter. 

Tooth or insert type rolling cutters are 

attached to the ends of the expandable 

arms.   Circulation pressures control the 

movement   -f the cutters outward,   in- 

< reasing the annular volume between tho 

Kelly and the upper body.   Once open, the 
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cutters lock out to full-gage cutting posi- 

tion to ream the depth of hole desired. 

When collapsed, the cutting arms remain 

flush with the body and locked into place. 

Figure 38 illustrates the open and closed 

locked positions of an underreamer. 

Three basic types of underreamers 

are available and are distinguished by the 

cutter attached to the end of the body: 

.Kelly 

Pressure- 
port ond 
chomber 

Mondrel 
lock 

jr-Circwilo'ion 
:hoke 

Cutter orm 

Cotters 

Locked closed Lock«.^ 'r>V\ 

Fig. 38.     Expanding hole opener (used by 
permission of HaktrJnll, Inc., 
Houcton - identified as Maker 
I.ockomatic,  patented I'.S.  and 
Foreign». 

(1) a type with no cutting attachment on 

the nose of the tool,  utilized in a pilot hole 

of a diameter suitable to accept the diam- 

eter of a collapsed underreamer,   (2) a 

type with a flight auger on the end,   (3) a 

type that accepts a higi.-strength rock, 

rolling-tooth cutter at the end of the 

underreamer body. 

The sizes and expansion selections of 

underreamers currently available are 

quite varied.    Collapsed diameters range 

from 3-34- to 21-12 m.,  and the tools 

expand up to double the collapsed size. 

A few underreamers of very large diam- 

eters (56 to f^O in.) have been designed 

specifically to meet the needs of large 

drilling projects. 

For the purpose of constructing em- 

placement cavities for explosive excava- 

tion,  underreaming seems to be a very 

good procedure.   It accomplishes the task 

of obtaining a large-diameter cavity at a 

specified depth, suitable for emplacing 

explosives.    Figure 3'* is a schematic 

representation of an underreamed cavity 

Underreomed 
section 

explosive m. 
charge 

Fig. 'it. Comparison of full-bore hole 
with underreamed h< le, each 
with same sire charge hole.^ ' 
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compared to a full-bore hole,   hoth obtain- 

ing the same desired cavity for the em- 

placement of required liulk explosives, 

Inderreaming a pilot hole significantly 

reduces the volume of material that must 

he removed. 

NOVKl. DHII.I.ING TKCMMQUES 

The drilling rates «if the ronventioral 

drilling rigs previously discussed are 

limited by the amount of energy that can 

he delivered to the cutting surface of the 

rock. 

Novel drilling techniques are being 

devised that deliver more energy to the 

cutting surface.    The four basic mech- 

anisms of rock destruction employed are 

(1) fusion and vaporization,   (2) chemical 

reaction,   (3) thermal spallmg,  and 

(4) mechanically induced stresses. 

Fusion and Vaporization Drills 

These types of drills use electric arcs, 

electric or nuclear heating elements, 

electron beams,  lasers,   or plasma to 

melt any rock in the path (Fig.  401.    Due 

to the high-energy requirement,  test re- 

; ults have been limited to data collected 

from small laboratory models.    One 

model,   called the subterrene,  developed 

by the Lot Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 

has shown promise by melting a 2-in.  hole 

through 50 ft of rock with an electric 

heating element. 

Heafer Drill tlectric Arc Drill 

Insulation 

Inner 
electrode 

Molten rock-V^. '      J 

Electron Beam Drill 

Cathode 

Anode-TT1- 

Focusing lens-- ri ■ 

Reamer ■ 

Electron beam ■ 

Electrode 
reamer 

Atomic Reactor Drill 

Coolant 

Insulation 
Reactor 

Meater element — I 

Fig. 40.     Five types of fusiun and vaporization drills (adapted from Kef. 4K). 



Burner units 

Water 

Oxidant 

CombustIor\^ 
chamber 

Water 
discharge 
Jet flame 

Rotary jet - 
piercer 

Suspension jet 
piercer 

(a) Murners (adapted from Hcf. 48 ). 

11 Q 
Flome-shoped blast holes 

commonly used in Toconite mines 

Jet 
flame 

i Shield 

Jet-piercin piercing 

(b) Applii at ion^. ̂ 6 

Manual jet - 
piercer 

Jet- 
channeling 1 

KIR. 41.     .Jet-piercer burners and applications. 

Cbemiral Meaction I'rills 

These drills use highly reactive chem- 

icals, such as flourine, to dissolve the 

rock.    Ili^h-peiftratifn rates have been 

obtained ir: laboratory and field tests; 

however,  difficulty in handling and the 

high cost of chemicals has discouraged the 

development of this drilling technique. 

rhgrmaj spai.üMJ 

Jet-pitrcing is a thermal process that 

is dependent upor, the spallmg character- 

istic» of the rock being drilled. Thermal 

spallmg is the cracking of rock due to 

differential expansion induced by thermal 

stretises. 

Thermal spalling is a very successful 

process used in the mining of highly 

spallable rock,  such as tacomte and 

quart/ite.    Most rock beds, however, 

contain some random inclusions of poorly 

spallable rock requiring mechanical 

assistance. 

The jet-piercer is basically a cor   - 

bustion chamber in which fuel oU is 

burned with cither oxygen or air.    The 

resulting gases produced by combustion 

(a,000 to 4,000^"» are directed at super- 

sonic velocity through ;. nozzle to the rock, 

There are three classifications of jet- 

piercers:   rotary,   suspension,  and 

manual,   as shown in Fig.  41. 
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Some jet-piercing drills have a rotary 

unit mounted in a rotary rig and operate 

in a manner similar to the conventional 

rotary drill. 

The suspension jet-piercer is suspended 

from a cable,  which eliminates the need 

for a complex support rig.    Unlike the 

rotary unit it cannot penetrate poorly 

spallable rock. 

The manual jet-piercer is a small unit 

handled by one man.    It is used for small 

holes and for secondary rock reduction. 

Performance characteristics of the 

jet-piercer are listed in Table 17. 

Mechanically Induced Stress 

Drills that remove reck by mechanically 

induced stresses use the least amount of 

energy to remove a given volume  )f rock 

as compared to the other three methods — 

except for thermal spalling in high- 

strength rock,  such as taconite. 

Table 17.    Jet-piercer performance. 

Rotary Suspension Manual 

Average hole diameter,  in. 

Minimum hole diameter,  in. 

Fuel flow,  gal^ir 

Oxygen flow,  ft' fhr 

9.5 

6.5 

36.0 

10,000 

8.0 

5.0 

36.0 

10,000 

2.0 

1.25 

6.0 

1,000 

Rock ore formation Piercing speed - ft/hr 

Oxidized and altered taconite 

Cherty-magnetic taconite 

Slaty taconite 

Michigan jasper 

Labrador specularite 

Michigan argillaceous iron formation 

Quartz ite 

Michigan diorite 

Michigan dolomite 

Granite 

Potsdam sandstone 

Sioux quartzite 

Rhyolite 

Arkansas nepheline syenite 

Quartz monozonite 

Kyanite 

Dunbar sandstone 

Feldspathic quartzite 

Diabase traprock 

Labrador iron ore 

Grarite — gneiss 

14 

12-23 

10-15 

19-40 

23-40 

14 

30-40 

12 

20-35 

20-50 

10-18 

5-10 

5-15 

20-30 

10-30 

20 

20-30 

15 

10-25 

5-15 

20-50 

50-70 

70-80 

35-40 

25-50 

45-50 

45-50 

30-40 

50-60 

50-60 

15-20 

25-50 

3 5-40 
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Several techniques in this category 

have been devised that have higher drilling 

rates than conventional rotary drilling: 

The Erosion Drill 

Erosion drilling requires a high-velocity 

stream or pulse of water to disintegrate 

the rock.    Laboratory tests with a model 

of this drill have shown penetration rates 

up to twice those obtained with conven- 

tional rotary drills,  but because of the 

high water pressures required (2,000 to 

20,000 psi) special high-speed pumps and 

high-pressure hydraulic equipment must 

be developed to make this method practical. 

Spark Drill 

An electrical spark discharged under 

water produces an explosive-like pres- 

sure pulse capable of crushing rock. 

Although still in the experimental stage, 

the spark drill is capable of transmitting 

twice as much power to the rock as a 

conventional rotary drill. 

Listed in Table II are some novel 

drills,   and their potential for exceeding 

Table 18.    Estimates of maximum drilling rates for 8-in.  diameter novel drills 
in intermediate-strength roclC 

Drill 
Rock removal 
mechanism 

Maximum potential 
drilling rate 

(fthr) 

Erosion Mechanical 70-280 

Spark Mechanical 70-280 

Explosive Mechanical 50-140 

Rotary Mechanical 30-170 

Forced flame Spalling 55-110 

Jet-piercing Spätling 18-36 
Electric disintegration Spalling 18-28 

Pellet Mechanical 8-28 

Turbine (single- ■stage) Mechanical 6-28 
Plasma Spalling 16-22 
Electric arc Spalling 8-'6 
High-frequency electric Spalling 6-12 
Plasma Fusion 4-6 

Electric heater Fusion 2-6 

Electric arc Fusion 2-6 

Nuclear Fusion 2-6 

Laser Spalling 2-4 

Electron beam Spalling 2-4 

Microwave Spalling 2-4 

Induction Spalling 1-2 

Laser Fusion 0.6-1.2 
Electron beam Fusion 0.6-1.2 
Electron beam V'-porization 0.2-0.4 
Laser Vaporization 0.2-0.4 

UVtrasonlc Mechanical 0,08-0.14 
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thr drilling rates of the conventional 

rotary drill« 

The application of novel techniques to 

assist rotary drills is also being explored. 

For example,  a spark drill mounted on a 

rotary drill bit can be used to weaken the 

rock ahead of the roller cutters. 

This technique of combining present 

methods with novel techniques shows 

possibilities in the near future for im- 

proving drilling rates. 

FACTORS AFFECTING DRILLING 
RATE 

The maximum rate of drilling for a 

large-diameter hole is obtained by 

selecting the proper bit cutters, main- 

taining the proper weight on the bit, 

rotating the bit at the proper speed,  and 

using ihe most suitable circulation system. 

Drilling Fluid 

The circulatory system delivers the 

fluid,  either gas or liquid,  to the bottom 

of the hole and returns it to the surface 

(see Fig. 42).    This fluid lubricates the 

drill string,  cools the bit,  and removes 

the cuttings.    The direct circulation system 

pumps the fluid down the drill pipe,  out 

through the bit ports, and up through the 

annular space between the wall of the hole 

and the drill string to the surface.  The re- 

verse system pumps the fluid down the 

annulus between the drill string and the 

wall of the hole,   across the bottom of the 

drill holm,   and ba( K U,
-

» through the drill 

pipe.   Reverse ciitulatioi will be explained 

further under the s«cti"n on drill bits. 
Circulation fluid «.an be classified as 

liquid (ordinary water,   water-based 

drilling mud,  and oil-based drilling mud), 

gas (air),  or foam.    In terms of drill 

penetration rates,  ordinary water is the 

best drilling liquid fluid,   and the least 

costly. 

Air Circulation 

Air is used as the circulating fluid 

because it is the easiest to obtain and 

requires less support equipment than 

other cirilling fluids.   The disadvantages 

of using air are that it produces dust, 

which is a health hazard,  and that it 

accelerates machinery wear.    With air 

circulation, high air velocity must be 

maintained to keep cuttings in suspension 

while they return to the surface.    As 

hole sizes increase, greater quantities of 

air must be used to maintain high air 

velocity. 

Foam Circulation 

To overcome these problems a foaming 

agent is used that is similar to commercial 

Normal 
circulation 

Reverse 
circulation 

M 

r 

yy 
Fig. 42.     Drill fluid circulation. 
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liquid  detergents.      Foams  in  an aqueous 

solution  of inhibited alkylayol  sulfate 

salts have  shown  significant  results 

in reducing the dust associated with air 

circulation drilling. 

Liquid Circulation 

Liquid circulating fluid,  either water 

or mud,  is sometimes required due to 

hole size,  cutting size, and downhole 

condition.    As hole diameters increase, 

greater flow rates are required to clean 

the hole.    Liquids,  because of their 

greater viscosity,  can suspend larger 

particles and require a lower flow rate. 

Circulatory liquids also require auxiliary 
support equipment not associated with air 

drilling.    Water must be readily available, 

and a system for storing and recirculating 

the liquid is required. 

The selection of the circulating fluid 

to be used with the circulating equipment 

is dependent upon:   (1) the size of the 

drill hole,   (2) the anticipated size and 

shape of cuttings,  which are dependent 

on the mode of failure of the rock,  (3) the 

permeability of the rock and the position 

of the water table,  and (4) the volume of 

cuttings produced per unit of time as con- 

trolled by the drilling penetration rate. 

Hotary Drill Hits 

Drill bits may be classified by the 

shape of the cutting surface as conical, 

hemispherical,  pyramidal,  and prismatic. 

A refinement oi this shape classification, 

however,  is the set of names: rolling 

cutter bits,  diamond bits, and drag bits. 

Applied forces transmitted to the rock 

through the bit are concentrated in the 

area of contact.    The stresses at and 

below the contact break the rock.    Ex- 

Impulse load 

Crushed zone -i 

ipping 

«».II* »tifc^l £ Spätling : 

Free face-' 

Fig. 43.    Modes of failure induced by 
drill bit.51 

periments simulating the cutting actions 

of percussion and rotary drill bits indicate 

that rock fails in three distinct modes: 

crushing, chipping, and spalling (Fig. 43). 

Crushing and chipping are essentially 

static processes,  whereas spalling is 
50 caused by stress waves.       Stresses under 

a chisel bit are essentially compressional 

Crushing is apparently due to failure of 

rock in a state of triaxial compression; 

chipping is due to fractures propagating 

from the vicinity of the crushed zone. 

Spalling is the mode of failure introduced 

when tensile stress waves are generated 

by the reflection of compression stress 

waves from a free surface. 

Holler Cone .'jits 

Holler bits penetrate the rock by 

crushing and chipping.    They have two 

general types of conical cttters,  toothed 

cutters, and tungsten carbide insert 

cutters.    Widely spaced teeth on tooth 

type cutters are oriented so that a scrap- 

ing effect is obtained in weak rock. 

51 

i 
• t 
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(a) Weak rork bit — for clays,  salt,  soft 
limestone, soft shales. 

(b) Intermediate-strength rock bit—for 
medium-hard limestones, dolomite, 
slaty shales. 

(c)  Intermediate-strength rock bit — for 
pyrite,   chert,  dolomites,  grantie, 
porphry. 

i kMt , 

1 
' 

T^ 
(d)  High-strength rock bit — for taconite, 

flint, basalt. 

Fig. 44.     Roller cone drill bitF (used by permission of Varel Manufacturing Company, 
Dallas). 
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Higher strength materials require shallow, 

closely spaced teeth and an orientation 

that results in material failure by com- 

pression rather than by scraping.    Tungsten 

carbide inserts are installed in place of 

teeth on the bit cone for use in the highest 

strength materials.    Figure 44 shows 

roller cone  bits  used  for weak, 

intermediate-strength,  and high-strength 

formations.    Roller drill bits are readily 

available in sizes ranging from 3 to 26 in. 

in diameter. 

throughout the blades (Fig. 46).    They are 

used chiefly in unconsolidated or soft 

materials,  such as clay shales.    Drag bits 

range in size up to 26 in. 

Large Hole Hits 

Bits greater than 26 in. have been 

specially designed for large-diameter 

drilling.    The most widely used drill bit 

for very large-diameter drilling is the 

flat or plate type.    Large rolling-tooth or 

several tri-cone-type cutters are fixed to 

Diamond Hits 

Diamond drill bits are cylindrical in 

shape with diamonds set in the contact 

arc (Fig. 45).    They are usually of small 

diameter and are often used for coring. 

Diamond bits require greater rotation 

speeds but less thrust.    Their expense 

prohibits their use in large-diameter 

drilling. 

Drag Bits 

Drag bits consist of two or more blades 

with tungsten carbide inserts interspersed Fig. 46.     Drag bits 36 

(a) Full-hole or plug bits. (b) Core bit. 

Fig. 45,     Diamond drill bits 'used by permission of E.I, duPont de Nemours and 
Company,   Wilmington,   Delj, 
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the flat bottom of a cylindrical bit body. 

Another large-diameter bit thrt incorporates 

rolling cutters is a stage-type bit com- 

prising a series of progressively larger 

bits bolted together in a stacked arrange- 

ment.    Figure 47 illustrates a flat type 

hole bit and a stacked type hole bit. 

Mefore the advent of "large-hole bits," 

large holes were drilled with a multiple- 

pass system.    First,  a pilot hole was 

drilled,  followed by a series of expansion 

tools until the desired diameter was 

obtained.    This was a slow process,  and 

occasionally a cutter arm on one of the 

tools broke off causing more delays. 

The stacked drill bit solved the problem 

of large-hole drilling.   A series of drill 

bits was stacked one on top of the other 

with  the smallest at the bottom  and 

the largest  at the top.     In operation 

each  succeeding bit would enlarge 

the hole  made by tho bit beneath  it. 

ROLLING     / 
CUTTERS-7 

(a)   Flat type hole bit. 

* in 

S 
(b)  Stacked type hole bit (used by permis- 

sion of Smith Tool, Compton, Calif.). 

Fig. 47.     Large hole bits. 
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thereby  eliminating the  multiple-pass 

system. 

In harder formations,  reverse circula- 

tion must be used for proper bottom hole 

clearing with air,  air mist,  water,  or 

mud as the circulating medium.    Hecause 

the stacked bit design is not conducive to 

reverse circulation,  th<   Flat bottom bit 

was developed. 

Rotary Speed 

The drilling rate for a given type and 

size of bit increases with increasing 

rotary speed.    Large-diameter rotary 

drills require    a high sustained thrust 

and a low rotary speed.    In small-diameter 

borings,  rotary speeds in excess of 

200 rpm are common.    Rotary speeds 

such as this in large-diameter borings 

produce   high peripheral velocities on the 

outside cutters of large-diameter bits, 

which velocities would cause rapid tooth 

wear and bearing failure.    Rotary speeds 

of this nature would require prohibitively 

high torque.    A rule of thumb for the 

rotary speed in the drilling of large- 
1 20 diameter holes is —»r-     RPM,  where 

52 i;     the hole diameter in feet. 

Mit Weight 

The rotary drill imparts axial thrust 

and torque through the bit into the rock. 

Kach drill rig has an optimum thrust 

associated with the available torque for 

a maximum penetration rate in a specific 

medium.    Operating below optimum 

thrust results in a decrease in penetra- 

tion rates and may impart a grinding or 

polishing action on the rock.   Operating 

above optimum thrust requires high 

torque,   which can overexert and stall the 

drill.    As the hole size increases,  the 

weight on the bit is generally increased 

to maintain a satisfactory drilling rate. 

Figure 4H shows the effect of increased 

bit weights on the drilling rate with oil- 

field size, tri-cone rock bits on 

intermediate- to-high-strength material. 

Large-diameter bits, however,  require 

bit weights different from individual tri- 

cone bits.    Suggested bit weights for 

large-diameter drilling are shown in 

Table 19. 

DRIL LI NO EQ DIPM R NT 

The previous sections of this chapter 

discussed various techniques used in 

drilling emplacement cavities.    This 

section will discuss the capabilities and 

limitations of drill rigs presently in use. 

There are two main categories of drill 

rigs,   fixed and mobile.    The latter can 

be further categorized into methods of 

mobility. 

Fixed rigs are those in which a semi- 

permanent structure must be built to 

support the drillinf; equipment.    These 

are used when one is drilling deep holes 

that j .quire weeks or months to complete. 

Mobile drill rigs are used where a 

large number of relatively shallow (less 

than 1000 ft) holes are required.   These 

units require only a small crew (2 to 4 

men) to operate. 

Table 19.    Suggested bit weights for large- 
diameter drills.'^o 

Formation 
hardness 

Weight 
(lb/in. of bit diameter) 

Weak rock 

Intermediate-strength 

High-strength 

1,000 

1,500-2,000 

.i.OOO 
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Fig. 48.    Drilling rate as a function of weight for new rock bits 
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Truck-Mounted Drill 

A drill rig mounted on the frame of a 

large truck makes it highly mobile 

• Fig. 49).   Generally,  two men are re- 

quired to operate one rig,  and set-up 

time is only the time required to position 

the drill at the desired hole location 

(about 10 min.).    Approximately 10 days 

of training are required to give the 

operator sufficient skill to operate one of 

these rigs.    Truck-mounted rotary,  auger, 

and percussion drills are readily available 

from various manufacturers.    Holes 

range up to several feet in diameter 

i 
• i 
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Fig. 49.    Three types of commercially available truck-mounted 
rigs <used by permission of Schramm,  Inc.,  West 
Chester.   Pa.). 

depending on the type of bit used and 

material being drilled. 

operate in terrain trucks are unable to 

negotiate. 

Crawler-Mounted Drill Higs 

Crawler-mounted rigs are mounted on 

a unit with caterpillar tread (Fig.  50). 

These units are basically the same as the 

truck-mounted drill.    However, they can 

Portable Drills 

These are snail,  compact units 

mounted on skids.    These units are very 

versatile in that they can be mounted on 

various vehicles,  such as trucks or trailers. 
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Fig.   50,    Crawler-mounted rigs (used by permission of Gardner- 
Denver Company, Quincy,   111.). 

MILITARY DRILL RIGS 

The following is ■ brief summary of 

military drilling capability. 

Pneumatic Percussion Drill 54 

The pneumatic percussion drill is a 

lightweight (5'-lb) hand-held drill capable 

of drill holes 1-5 8 to 2-in. in diameter 

to a maximum depth ot 10 ft. 

55 Wggon-Mountgd Dritter ' 
The wagon-mounted drifter is a 

pneumatic rotary-percussion drill mounted 

on a wheeled frame, making it highly 
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mobile in level terrain or areas of easy 

access; it requires one operator.    Maxi- 

mum hole size is 4 in,  in diameter and 

24 ft in depth. 

56 Crawler-Mounted Drifter 

The crawler-mounted drifter,  like the 

wagon drill,  is a pneumatic rotary- 

percussion drill.    Unlike the wagon drill, 

it is a self-propelled unit powered by 

compressed air.    A two-man crew is re- 

quired to operate this unit, which is capable 

of drilling 2-3/4 to 4-in. diameter holes, 

57 
Earth Auger' 

The earth auger is a skid-mounted, 

gasoline-powered unit requiring a crew 

of two to operate.    It is capable of drilling 

holes from 9 to 20 in.  in diameter but is 

limited to a maximum depth of !J ft. 

Well Drill 58 

The well drill,  like the earth auger is 

gasoline-powered and skid-mounted. 

However,  it is a percussion-type drill 

(operated by a three-man crew) capable 

of drilling holes 6 to 8 in.  in diameter to 

a depth of 1,000 ft. 

As can be seen,  military drills have 

no capability for drilling large emplace- 

ment cavities foi bulk explosives. 

SUMMARY 

Drilling requirements for large explo- 

sive emplacement cavities exceed the 

capabilities of present military equipment. 

The earth auger employed by the Army 

drills holes of sufficient diameter (fi to 

20 in.); however,   it is limited to use in 

weak material and to a depth of only 8 ft. 

The skid-mounted percussion drill (well 

drill),  on the other Sand,  can drill holes 

to a depth of 1,000 't,  well in excess of 

hole requirements.    However,  it approaches 

only the lower limit (9 in.) of hole diam- 

eter required for large chemical charges. 

In a tactical situation time is an 

important factor.    Present drilling methods 

are limited to drilling rates of only a few 

feet per hour in high-strength rock.    For 

this reason,  novel drilling techniques, 

which have the capability of exceeding 

present drill rates,  are being studied. 

The drill must be capable of high penetra- 

tion rate with a minimum amount of 

energy and support equipment.   The 

mechanically induced stress drills, al- 

. ough still in the developmental state, 

uppear to satisfy the above requirements 

more completely than any of the other 

novel drill techniques. 
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Chapter 6   Excavation Design 

SCOPE 

This chapter describes the basic 

design procedures available to the 

military engineer for the use of chemical 

explosive excavation techniques.    Although 

the emphasis is on cratering design, 

basic mounding design procedures will 

be included.    First, the methods used to 

predict the dimensions of craters will be 

introduced, followed by the design 

procedures currently used for explosive 

excavations. 

Empirical scaling is the method for 

predicting crater dimensions used 

throughout the text.    It is the simplest 

of the methods in current use and most 

immediately applicable to practical 

engineering situations.    Other methods, 

requiring complex calculations based on 

the conservation laws of mass,  momentum, 

and energy, are used at the present time 

primarily as research tools.   The pres- 

entation of empirical scaling includes 

experimentally developed curves relating 

crater dimensions to the depth of burial 

of the charges.    The curves indicate the 

expected performance of a 1-ton charge 

of TNT in each of three geologic media. 

These results may be extended to other 

charge weights by the scaling rules,  and 

they may be extended to other explosives 

and media by other considerations,   in- 

cluding judgment. 

The results from single-charge 

detonations can be used to predict the 

results from the detonatio;  of rows of 

charges by the application of additional 

empirical rules.    Going beyond the 

qualitative introduction to cratering and 

the representative parameters discussed 

in Chapter 1, this chapter presents basic 

quantitative cratering data and outlines 

procedures for applying the data to the 

design of single-charge and row-charge 

excavations,  and (with somewhat less 

experimental verification) to multiple row- 

charge excavations.    Related matters in- 

cluHing interconnecting row craters, 

underwater cratering,  charge shapes, 

stemming,  and delayed row-charge 

detonations are also discussed. 

PREDICTION OF CRATER GEOMETRY 

Of the several means for predicting 

crater size and geometry, empirical 

scaling is the most practical for engi- 

neering.  It offers accuracy comparable to 

that of elaborate computational methods 

while requiring only a fraction of the time 

and effort.    In situations in which several 

charges are used to form a row-char   e 

crater,  empirical rules are the sole 

means for predicting the results. 

Since the apparent crater forms the 

useful excavation,  its size is of first 

importance.    Other crater dimensions, 

such as lip height, are secondary but may 

also be important for evaluating the entire 

crater for certain engineering applications. 

Although there may be few applications 

for single-charge craters, the capability 

to predict their size is essential.     This 

capability forms the basis for predicting 

the size of row-charge craters. 
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Empirical Scaling of Crater Radius 
and Depth 

Fundamental Scaling Parameter 

The fundamental parameter in scaling 

is a quantity that represents the ability of 

an explosive charge to produce a crater. 

This quantity is not heat release,  maxi- 

mum pressure, or mass,  but is some 

factor that takes into account all properties 

of the explosive and medium.    As . idicated 

in the description of crater formation, the 

initial shock and the pressure after some 

gas expansion are both important properties 

when an explosive is detonated in rock.   In 

weak materials the gas pressure may be 

more important than the initial shock.   To 

avoid complications in the scaling of crater 

dimensions,  it is presumed that the explo- 

sive is TNT,  with its particular set of 

characteristics,  and that Ihe proper scaling 

parameter is charge weight.    If another 

explosive is used, its effectiveness rela- 

tive to TNT, discussed in Chapter 3,  may 

be introduced as air adjustment to the 

computation. 

In charge-weight scaling,  crater dimen- 

sions are known for a reference charge 

weight and are multiplied by a scaling 

factor to predict the results for other 

weights.   The scaling factor may be the 

cube root or the fourth root of the ratio of 

the charge weights; or it may be a frac- 

tional exponent lying between the cube and 

fourth roots.   The reference charge in 

this discussion and subsequent develop- 

ment is one ton of TNT. 

Cube Root Scaling 

Cube root scaling may be derived from 

dimensional analysis by neglecting the 

effects of gravity and dissipative conditions, 

such as friction.    With this form of scaling 
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a crater dimension,  radius for example, 

would scale as follows: 

Ra = ra(Y/Y0) 1/3 

where r    is the crater radius for a charge 

having the weight Yn (which is 1 ton),  and 

R    is the crater PMMlt for a charge of 

Y tons.   The crater depth and the charge 

burial depth would scale similarly. 

Cube root scaling gives reasonably 

accurate scaling of those crater dimen- 

sions and explosion effects that are little 

influenced by gravity.    It also scales all 

effects from small-scale explosions in 

low-strength materials.    However,  it 

fails to scale accurately the crater 

dimensions,  depth in particular,  for 

explosions of more than a few tons. 

Fourth Root Scaling 

Another form of scaling that may be 

derived by dimensional analysis and from 

principles of similitude is fourth root 

scaling.   Although it is probably the 

fundamental form of scaling, a number of 

similar conditions that it requires cannot 

be met by explosions of less than s?veral 

thousand tons. 

Empirical Scaling 

Empirical scaling has been developed 

to provide a reliable scaling rule over the 

range of charge weights most often used 

in practical engineering situations.   In 

this form of scaling the scale factor for 

crater dimensions is the ratio of the 

charge weights raised to an exponent that 

is intermediate between the cube root and 

the fourth root.    A commonly accepted 

value for the empirical charge-weight 

scaling exponent,  0.3,   is used here. 

Another value,   1/3.4,  may be found in the 
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literature.   The two exponents are so 

nearly equal that predictions of crater 

dimensions would differ by only a few 

percent if one were used in place of the 

other.   Extensive cratering tests have led 

to the conclusion that the empirical scaling 

exponent, 0.3, can be confidently applied 

at depths of burial near optimum.     At 

very shallow or deep depths of burial this 

value would be used with less confidence, 

[n these cases it would be more appropriate 

to conduct a series of small-scale tests 

to develop another empirical constant for 

the desired media and depth of burial. 

To apply empirical scaling it is neces- 

sary to ascertain the crater dimensions 

for the reference charge weight in the 

medium being considered,  and to multiply 

them by the scale factor.    Usually, the 

depth of burial,  the apparent crater radius, 

and the apparent crater depth are the only 

crater variables considered in scaling. 

Other crater dimensions,  such as lip 

height,  are expressed as some multiple 

of crater radius,  crater depth,  or depth 

of burial. 

With a reference charge of 1 ton, the 

scaling factor,   P,  is determined very 

simply: 

..0.3 P * (2) 

where Y is the weight in tons of the charge, 

the crater dimensions of which are t" be 

< imputed. 

The i harK«   drpth of burial,   DOM,  thr 

apparent i rat» r radius,   H  ,   and thf ap- 

parent crater depth,   I). ,   would th<n bi 

computed from the relationships: 

IK)H     F (dob). (3) 

(4) 

(5) 

K        IT  , a a' 
I) I'd 

where dob.  r ,   and d    are the depth of a a 

burial and the crater dimensions 'or a 

1-ton charge of TNT. 

Often in practice the charge weight 

required to produce a crater of specified 

dimension is the quantity to be computed. 

In this case the specified crater dimension 

is divided by the corresponding crater 

dimension for a 1-ton charge to obtain the 

scale factor P.    Then the unknown charge 

weight,  Y, may be computed by the simple 

relation: 

Y - p""^ (6) 

In this form the relationship between 

charge weight and scale factor clearly 

indicates that great quantities of explosive 

are necessary to produce large craters. 

In general, the linear dimensions of a 

single-charge crater are doubled when the 

charge weight is increased by a factor of 

ten.   Crater volume,  being proportional 

to the cube of linear dimensions,  in- 

creases by a factor of 8 when the charge 

weight is increased tenfold. 

The crater dimensions scaled to 1-ton 

TNT charges in dry rock,  dry soil,  and 

saturated clay shale are shewn in Figs. 51 

through 53,  respectively.    The curves 

for crater radius and depth are based on 

data from experiments involving charge 

weights from 0.2 5 to 500 tons,  with 

charge weights from 0.5 to 20 tons being 

most common. 

The cratering curves for dry rock are 

based primarily on data from experiments 

in basalt,  a high-strength rock with some 

verification from experiments in rhyolite. 

The curves for dry soil apply to desert 

alluvium,  loess,   dry «and,   and materials 

of similar physical properties.   They also 

apply to certain low-strength sandstores. 

The curves for saturated clay shale are 

.H4- 
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Fig.  51.    Crater dimensions scaled to 
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dry rock.^ 
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Fig. 53.    Crater dimensions scaled to 
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saturated clay shale.^ 
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Fig.  r)2.    Crater dimensions scaled |o 
1-ton (TNT) charges buried in 
dry soil.l 

also reasonably valid for saturated sand. 

The crater curves for dry rock and 

saturated clay shale may be regarded as 

the lower and upper limits, respectively, 

for crater dimensions in materials not 

mentioned above. 

For maximum efficiency, a cratering 

change is ordinarily buried at a depth 

that will assure the greatest apparent 

crater volume.    In the three materials 

considered here the optimum depths of 

burial and the resulting crater dimensions 

are listed in Table 20 for the range of 

typical charge t izes.   The burial depths 

and (iimensions for the 10- and 50-ton 

charges are simply those for the 1-ton 

Table 20.    Single-charge crator parameters for optimum depth of burial. 

Charge size (tons) 
1 10 50 1 10 M 1 i D   n 

Material TV-pth >f buri il Rl Crater rad us /m Crater depth mi 

Dry rock 18 3 6 M 20 40 G5 10 20       32 

Dry soil 20 40 65 25 50 81 12 24       3'- 

Saturated clay shale l| 36 5K 28 54 87 13 26       4 2 
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Charge multiplied by 100,3 and SO0-3, 

respectively. 

Supplemental Crater Parameters 

Although the apparent crater radius 

and depth are the first criteria for explo- 

sive excavation design, parameters that 

describe the crater lip, the extent of the 

ejecta,  and the extent of the rupture zone 

are useful.    In Table 21 these parameters 

are given in terms of crater radius,  or 

crater depth,  and apply to craters pro- 

duced by charges detonated at optimum 

depth.    With the exceptio i of lip crest 

radius, these parameters may vary over 

a considerable range.   The lip height,  for 

example, may vary by a factor of 2 around 

the perimeter of a typical crater.    Com- 

parable variation may be expected for the 

radius of continuous ejecta and the size 

of the rupture zone. 

SINGLE-CHARGE CRATERS 

Because maximum explosive efficiency 

is desired for excavation applications, the 

design information used here is based on 

burial at optimum depth; i.e.,  the depth 

below ground surface at which the detona- 

tion will produce the largest apparent 

crater.    Explosive engineering projects, 

such as quarrying or underwater blasting, 

may require that charges be placed at a 

different depth. 

Experimentally obtained single-charge 

crater dimensions for three materials 
1 s VI-I;^ 

are given in Figs.   54 through 56.' 

The optimum depth of burial and the 

radius, the depth,  and the volume of the 

apparent crater are read directly from 

these figures.    This information,  which 

is used to select the weight and correspond- 

ing depth of burial for single charges,   is 

also used to design row-charge craters 

and will be referred to frequently in this 

chapter.   The optimum scaled crater 

dimensions are shown on these charts to 

permit computation of crater dimensions 

for charge weights outside the range of 

the graphs. 

To illustrate the use of these charts, 

assume that a single crater with a depth 

of 27 ft in dry rock is desired.    Figure 54 

shows that a charge of 27 tons of T\T 

will excavate the desired crater,  and that 

it will have a radius of 54 ft and a volume 

of almost 4,000 yd3.    The depth of burial 

is computed from the optimum DOM shown 

in the figure and the scaling factor: 
,0.3 DOB     18 X 27' 48 ft. 

Table 21.   Supplemental single-charge crater parameters. 

Parameter Dry rock Dry soil 
Saturated 
clay shale 

Lip crest radius (RJ r al 
Liphe;ght (Hal> 

Radius L:" continuous ejecta (R-i) 

Radius of rupture zone at surface 

Radius of rapture zone at charge 
elevation 

True crater radius (RJ 

1.2 Ra 

0.25 Ua 

3.0 R a 
4.4 R„ 

1.1 H. 

1.0 R. 

1.2 Ra 

0.15 D 

2.2 R a 

1.0 R 

1.4 Ra 

0.45 D8 

3.5 Ra 

4.0 R„ 

2.0 R 
i 

1.1 R 
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It is pertinent at this time to point out 

that the crater dimensions in Figs. 54 

through 56 are based on averages derived 

from experimental Hatathat are character- 

ized bj' appreciable amounts of scatter. 

Considerable departures from the values 

given by these figures could be experienced; 

thus it is prudent to think of the crater 

dimensions as reliable to within a 20% 

margin. 

When the material to be excavated 

varies widely from the materials repre- 

sented by Figs,  54 through 56,  it is 

suggested that test charges be detonated 

and the resulting crater dimensions be 

scaled up to the required charge-weight 

level. 

CRATERING IN MEDIA OVERLAIN 
RY WATER 

In some applications of explosive 

excavation, especially those related to 

navigation improvement, the rock to be 

excavated lies under water.   The water 
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■i   1 Fig.  i35.    Crater dimension data for dry soil. 

overburden has a pronounced influence 

on crater c-harat teristics.    The inrush 

of displaced water after the detonation 

redistributes ejecta and may wash mate- 

rial into the crater that would otlu-rwise 

remain outside [♦, 
There are BO reliable scaling relation- 

ships for predicting the size and geometry 

of underwater ( raters.    Although the 

i rater radius scales well when half the 

water depth is utilized to deternuno the 

total charge depth of burial,  the crater 

uepth may not scale similarly. 

T') make use  of underwater cratenng 

on a practical basis,  it is necessary to 

perform experiments to determine crater 

geometry under the particular conditions 

at the site.    As a first approximation,  the 

underwater crater radius is the same as 

for a land crater  in similar material, 

and the depth   is  half that of the land 

crater.     In determining  charge  depth  of 

burial,   the  water layer may be re- 

garded as a  layer  of the  bottom  mate- 

rial having a  thickness   equal to one- 

half the  water  depth. 
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ROW-CHARGE CRATERING 

Concept and Background 

Row Charges 

In many applications,   it is necessary 

to use an array of several charges to 

produce a crater of suitable geometry. 

The most simple and most common array 

is a row of charges.   The charges,  usually 

five or more in number, are buried along 

the alinement of the desired crater with 

a horizontal spacing approximately equal 

-89- 

to the crater ndius for a single charge 

having the weight of one row-charge 

member.    A properly designed row of 

charges will excavate a trench having a 

smooth and uniform cross section even 

though the charges are separated by MOM 

distance.    Furthermore,  the excavated 

volume per ton of explosive m the row is 

greater than for a single charge in the 

same material. 

Factors that influence the size and 

geometry of row-charge craters include 

—-—— 
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those involved in single-charge cratering 

with the added factors of charge spacing 

and time delay,   if any,  between detonations 

of adjacent charges.    Although the depth 

of burial of a single charge may be varied 

over a wide range to alter certain crater 

characteristics,  current row-charge 

design procedures have been tested for 

depths of burial of row charges over a 

faiily narrow range near optimum.    There 

are as yet no reliable design procedures 

for row charges having depths of burial 

other than near optimum. 

In the discussion of single-charge craters, 

it was noted that crater dimensions and 

depths of burial for any size charge may be 

scaled from the crater dimensions and 

depth of burial for a one-ton charge.   Row 

crater dimensions and charge depths of 

burial may also be sraled. The manner in 

which this can be done will now be described 

and the scaling parameter developed. 

A characteristic of row craters is that 

their width,  W  ,  and depth,   I)    ,  are a ar 
generally larger than the diameter,  2H„, 

and depth,   I) ,  of a single-charge crater 

excavated by a charge equal in weight to 

one of the charges in the row.    This in- 

crease in dimensions is called enhance- 

ment, and the size of a row crater "an be 

expressed in terms of single crater 

dimensions by means of an enhancement 
an 

factor (the scaling factor).       Mecause the 

enhancement of row crater dimensions 

Uiin-ases as the charge spacing is de- 

creased,  the size of a row crater can be 

altered by changing the layout of the 

charges as well as their weights.    The 

characteristic of enhancement is used in 

the design of row charges. 

As previously mentioned,  the excavated 

volume per ton of explosive in a row of 

charges has been found empirically to be 

greater than for a single charge in the 

same material.    This experimental 

observation can be stated by the following 

equation: 

Are2S KV a ' (7) 

where 

A       cross-section area of optimum r 
single-charge crater or unen- 

hanced row-charge crater 

e     enhancement of row-crater 

dimension relative to single- 

crater dimension 

S     spacing between charges in 

row 

K - empirically determined ratio 

of volume excavated by charge 

in row to volume of single- 

charge crater (V  ) 

V       volume of the optimum single- 

charge crater. 

The terms on the left-hand side of Kq. (7) 

simply represent the volume excavated 

by each charge in the row.    The enhance- 

ment factor, e,  is squared btranse the 

width and depth of the row crater are en- 

hanced by equal amounts.    Equation (7) 

can be rewritten: 

KV 

O" 

1/2 

(8) 

to show that the enhancement of row crater 

dimensions is inversely proportional to 

the square root of the charge spacing. 

Further,  Eq.  (8) may be written as: 

c2 *Va 
ArRa'S^al 

(9) 

Experiments have,  to date, covered 
only a range «if spar inga of 0.55 •  S'Ha 

1.4. 
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in which charge spacing is now expressed 

in terms of the optimum single-charge 

crater radius, this being the most con- 

venient method of expressing row-charge 

spacing.    Now,  it has been found that the 

dimensionless quantity, V /A R ,  which 

appears on the right-hand side of Eq.  (9) 

has a value nf approximately 1.1 for an 

extremely wide range of crater geometries. 

This factor can be considered a constant, 

and so Eq.  (9) can be rewritten again as: 

2     1.1K 
^I' (10) 

The factor K, which can be thought of as the 

efficiency of a charge in a row compared 

to a single charge,  has been determined 

from several field tests.   The best cur- 

rent estimate for the value of K is approxi- 

mately 1.3.   which means that a row charge 

is about 30% more efficient than a single 

charge.    Putting this value into Eq.  (10) 

results in the following approximation: 

1.4 (11) 

Equation (11) relates the enhancement of 

row-charge crater dimensions to the 

charge spacing in the row.    It can be seen 

that a spacing of 1.4R    will result in a 

row crater with no enhancement.    Equa- 

tion (11) is relied upon to design row- 

charge craters. 

An important adjunct of the concept of 

enhancement is the fact that the depth of 

burial of charges in a row must lie the 

optimum single-charge depth increased 

by the amount of enhancement.    Enhance- 

ment is discussed in greater detail in a 

later section. 

The nominal length of a row crater 

formed by N charges is S(N' I I). The 

length of the crater segment having uni- 

form cross section is equal to the distance 

between the first and last charges, or 

S(N - 1).    If the distance between the first 

and last charges is less than twice the 

crater width,  the crater will not be linear 

but will resemble a single-charge crater. 

For charge spaemgs of about 1 crater 

radius,  a minimum of five charges is 

needed to assure that the distance between 

the first and last charges is appro>imately 

twice the crater width. 

In theory there is no reason why the 

charge weight and spacing cannot be 

simultaneously decreased to the point 

where adjacent charges are in physical 

contact.    In practice,  however,   it appears 

that certain end effects occur when a row 

of many small charges is substituted for 

one having a few large charges.   These 

end effects are recognized by a reduction 

in depth over the end charges and the 

consequent flattening of slopes as illustrated 

in Fig.  57. 

It is not necessary that the charge 

weight and spacing between charges within 

the row charge be uniform.     In fart, tnere 

are many applications in which the ( harge 

weight and spacing must be varied to 

produce a uniform cut through varying 

terrain. 

In the preceding discussion it was 

assumed that all charge;; in the row were 

detonated simultaneously.    If time delays 

are used to reduce groind shock or air- 

blast from the detonation, a reduction in 

crater volume results.    The magnitude 

of this reduction will be influenced by 

the delay interval that is used.    Experi- 

ments have indicated that time delay 

firings of charges in a row will tend to 

decrease the depth Of the row crater.   As 

the delay time is increased the decreaf e 

i 
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I I II 11 
(a)   Standard configuration - charges Y at spacing S 

I    I    I    I     I    I    I    I 
(b)   Charges Y/2 at spacing S/2 

(c)   Charges Y/4 at spacing S/4 

Fig.   17,    Effects of charge size and spacing on row-crater erid slopes (not to scale). 

in crater depth approaches a limit as the 

delay is made ino-iinitely long.    For long 

delays the crater depth is approximately 

half that for the same row of charges 

simultaneously detonated.    The crater 

width is reduced only slightly.   Criteria 

for use in designing delay intervals will he 

discussed later. 

Multiple-How-Charge Cratenng 

In applications m which crater width is 

more important than depth,   it may be 

advantageous to use two parallel rows 

of charges.    Such a charge configuration 

is detonated with .» delay between th" rows 

and can be designed to produce a crater 

typically one and one-half times as wide 

as the crater from either row of charges 

acting alone.    The crater depth will be 

approximately tho same as for a single 

row-charge crater.    The design of two 

parallel rows is discussed in detail in a 

later paragraph.    Investigations into the 

procedures for designing excavations 

with three rows of charges have just been 

initiated. 

Design Procedures 

As discussed previously,   if a row of 

charges is properly emplaced and detonated 

simultaneously, a smooth channel or linear 

crater will be excavated.    The design of 

row-charge craters is hased on single- 

charge cratering data and the enhancement 

of row crater dimensions that occurs 

when  iharges are   spaced  closer 

togetluT.      The  enhaiu «rni-nt  phenomenon 

permits  flexibility   in  the   choice  of 

individual   charge   weights   ti>  <x< avate 

liiifar  (.raters, 
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Fiat Terrain 

The design of a row-charge crater in 

Hat,  level terrain is less complicated 

than the design of a similar excavation 

through varying terrain, and will,  there- 

fore,  be taken up first. 

The first step in designing a row-charge 

crater in level terrain is to select the 

single-charge weight from the appropriate 

single-charge dimension chart (Figs.  54 

through 56 ) that will produce the required 

half-width (i.e.,  radius) and depth of the 

cut.    It is likely that only one of these two 

dimensions will be required to determine 

the weight; for example, a given weight 

may be adequate for the depth of a cut but 

not the width,  and therefore the width 

requirement would govern the weight to be 

used. 

After the single-charge weight has been 

determined, the weight and spacing of the 

charges in the row can be al'.ered,   if 

desired,  in response to vonstruction con- 

siderations involved in emplacing the 

charges.   This also is done by considering 

enhancement which,   from the derivation 

earlier in this chapter, can Le expressed 

in terms of charge spacing: 

M 
s if (12i 

wn^ 'C 

R 

e enhancement of single-charge 

i rater dimensions (both width 

and depth are equally enhanced) 

S     charge spacing 

- (optimum) single-charge crater 

radius. 

If S H        1.4,  tlien e      1 (no enhancement) a 
and the single-charge weight 'lelenn.ncd 

from Figs.  54 through 56 would lie the 

weight required for a row of charye» 

spaced 1.4 R    apart that achieves the 

required width or depth.   The charges 

would be emplaced at optimum depth of 

burial as for single charges of this weight. 

If a closer spacing is used (S/R        1.4 and 

e s 1),   it is no longer necessary to use the 

same weight charges to obtain the required 

crater dimensions; however,  the smaller 

charges would still be emplaced at the 

depth of burial used for the 1.4 K    spacing a 
(i.e.,  at tho optimum depth shown tor the 

single-charge weight on the crater dimen- 

sion chart). 

Assume that the single-charge wei  ,it 

that will produce the required half-width 

(radius) and depth of the row crater is 

Yc, but that it is desirable to use charges 

of lower weight,  Y ,   in the actual excava- 

tion of the row crater.    The required 

amount of enhancement can then be ex- 

pressed by; 

feT (13) 

When Eqs, (12) and (13) are combined, 

an expression for the proper spacing of 

the smaller charges,   Y  ,   is obtained: 

S 
1.4 

\     S' 
(14) 

where Hr  is the single-charge crater 

radius of a charge of weight Y ,.     The 

radius,   Ha,  is read from the appropriate 

single-crater dimension chart.     The 

depth of burial for charge weight,  V ,  is 

obtained from the same chart,   but it 'oust 

be increased by the amount of enhance ment. 

This increase in depth is equivalent t« 

burying Y   at the depth indicated for S 

OC the single-charge crater chart. 
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It may be noted that the enhancement 

phenomenon implies that if the charge 

weights determined for 1.4 R    spacing 

are used at a closer spacing without in- 

creasing their depths of burial, the design 

no longer achieves the efficiency 

associated with optimum depth of burial. 

For a smooth excavation, charges in a 

row should not be spaced farther apart 

than 1.4 R  ; spacings greater than 1.4 U a a 
will result in cusping of the crater sides 

and bottom. 

Kxample — Suppose it is desired to 

excavate a diversion channel 75 ft wide 

and 23 ft deep in dry soil.     Figure 55 

shows that the depth of the channel 

determines the charge weight,  and that 

it will require a single-charge weight 

(i.e.,  unenhanced row-charge weight) of 

11.0 tons.    However,   assume that 2-ton 

charges are desirable because of con- 

struction problems in emplacing charges 

larger than this size.    Fquation (13) gives 

the required amount of enhancement as: 

fef m0'3 1.67. 

The charge spacing for the 2-ton charges 

is found from Eq.  (14): 

K 
1.4 dM 

0.Ü 
0.51, 

where R    is 31 ft for a 2-ton charge: 

therofore: 

S  - 0.51   Ha      0.51 X 31   ■  15.5 ft. 

The iiep»h of burial of the 2-ton charges 

is the optimum depth obtained from the 

iMMd of Fig.  5J increased by the amount 

of enhancement and the charge weight 

scaling; i.e., 

20 X 20,3 X 1.67 ■ 24.5 X 1.67     41 ft, 

which,  it will be noted,  is the same depth 

of burial that would be required for an 

11.0-ton charge, the original single-charge 

weight,  Y  ,   The 2-ton charges placed at 

a depth of burial of 41 ft and spaced 15.5 ft 

apart will produce a crater with the 

following width and depth: 

mm ■ 2 (eR)     2 (1.67 X31)      103 ft 

1) el)    ■ 1.67 (14)     23 ft. 
Hi 3 

So far only the width or depth of thp 

apparent crater has been considered as 

the design criteria; however, these criteria 

may not be sufficient for specifying the 

desired cut.    If a project requires the 

excavation of a channel that can accom- 

modate a specific navigation prism (i.e., 

one in which the width of the channel, I., 

is specified at some depth,   I), below the 

original ground surface),  then Eq.  (15) in 

Fig.  58 can bo used to compute the neces- 

sary single-charge weight.    The concept 

of enhancement can be used as before to 

reduce this weight in a row of charges. 

Fxample—Assume that it is desired to 

excavate a canal through hard, dry rock 

with a width,  L,  of 30 ft at a depth,  D, 

of 10 ft below ground level.    The single- 

charge weight is computed by Eq.   (15) 

with the crater constants p and fa given if. 

Fig.  58: 

». i h Q 
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■ (1.52)3-33 

= 4.0 tons. 

This charge weight can be reduced by 

close spacing and enhancement with the 

procedures previously discussed. 

Varying Terrain 

The design of a row of charges to 

excavate a channel through varying ter- 

rain is an extension of procedures de- 

scribed in the preceding section.   There 

are two design procedures that can be 

applied to a cut through varying terrain, 

and the choice of the one to be used in a 

particular case must be based on a con- 

sideration of operational factors.   The 

two design techniques are very similar 

and differ only in the manner in which 

the concept of enhancement is applied. 

One method will result in a row of charges 

with varying weights, and the other will 

result in a rcw with all charges equal in 

weight.    For convenience,  the former is 

termed the "constant-enhancement" 

r* ground surface 

a 
/ 

\ 

1- 

V- 

C i 

Crater cross 
section (hyperbolaK 

2         20   2    B2               ' y    - ton 9 x    = B                  > J7 s 

D X 
t 
B 

1 

^^       s\ 
^— Asymptote 

c 1 

where 

Y = 

p= 2b Tl 

.    2fl 2     , 
\ m mrif • 1    (andB^bD    ) 

/ or 

Eq.  (15) 

(Note:   Values fcr the parameters r,b, 
p, and 6 are given in Figs. 54 through 
56 for the three cratering media 
discussed in this chapter.) 

Fig.  58.    Typical hyperbolic row-crater cross section. 
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method (i.e.,  constant S/R  ),  and the other 

as the "constant-charge-weight" design. 

In some instar.ces,  particularly those in 

which iie terrain relief is not great,   it 

may be Tiore economical to use the 

constant-tharge-weight method because 

Of the consti uction advantages of having 

a large number of charges or emplace- 

ment holes of the same size.    If one is 

cutting through sleep terrain for which 

only a few relatively large charges are 

required, the constant-enhancement 

approach may have a slight advantage. 

Constant-Knhancement Method — The 

constant-enhancement approach is dis- 

cussed first.   The first procedure is the 

determination of the single-c barge weight 

of the largest charge in th<   row,  this 

being the charge directly beneath the point 

of highest elevation (or deepest cut).    This 

•"barge weight is reduced to a convenient 

value by the use of close spacing and 

enhancement,   if necessary,   and then the 

remaining charges iu the row are com- 

puted.    The charg'- spacing (in terms of 

S H   ) selected to reduce the largest charge 

to a convenient weight is maintained over 

the length of the detonation.    Computing 

the weight and positioning of the remaining 

charges in the r >w requires a slightly 

different procedure dep^ryUng on whether 

the excavation is a channel with a specified 

bottom elevation or one that will contain 

a navigation prism. 

Consider,  first,  a cut with a specified 

bottom elevation.    When the maximum 

single-charge weight has been determined 

according to the highest elevation (or more 

exactly,  the greatest depth of cut) and the 

appropriate crater dimension chart,  this* 

weight can be reduced tu the desired level 

by Eq.  (14),   which establishes the char^ 

spacing in the row in terms of S/Ha.   The 

weights required in the remainder of the 

row are determined by means of a modi- 

fication to the crater dimension chart. 

The modification consists of shifting the 

depth curve up the vertical axis by the 

amount of enhancement,  this amount 

being computed by Eq.  (13).    Weights for 

any other depth of cut can then be read 

directly from the modified graph.   Charge 

spacings are the appropriate fraction 

(S/R   ) of the unenhanced radius for a given 
Si 

charge,  and depths of burial are read at 

the intersection of the depth of cut and 

the untrhanced depth curve. 

In tnc typical case of a cut through 

varying terrain,  there will he adjacent 

charges of unequal weight.   The spacing 

between adjacent charges should be the 

average of the spacings computed for 

each of the charges. 

Horizontal positioning of the charges 

is then determined by the following 

process.    Assume that the weight of a 

charge in a row is Y     and that the crater m 
radius for this charge is ■      .    The 

am 
spacing,  S    ,   for this charge would then 

be: 

S £- H m      H       am a 
(16) 

Similarly,  the spacing for an adjacent 

charge,   V   ,   would be: 

S Jr-   \{ 
n      M       an 

a 
(17) 

The actual spacing between V     and Y    is r        ^ n- n 
the average of S     and S  ; i.e.. ^ m n * 

m-n (18) 
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This procedure is repeated for the 

remaining charges in the row.    An 

example of designing a cut with a specified 

bottom elevation through varying terrain 

is given below. 

Example — Assume that it is desired to 

excavate a channel with a constant bottom 

elevation through dry rock along the 

profile shown in Fig.  59.    The deepest 

cut is 25 ft (i.e.,  37 - 12),  and from 

Fig.  54 the maximum single-charge 

weight (Y  ) required is found to be 21 tons. 

However,  assume that emplacement 

considerations dictate a maximum weight 

of 5 tons (Y  ).    The necessary amount of 

enhancement is given by Eq.   il'.i): 

1.54 , 

and Eq.  (14) gives the required charge 

spacing in terms of S H    as; 
3 

s 
TT 1.4 ©" 0.C1 

It will now be convenient to modify 

Fig.  54 by shifting the depth curve 

vertically up on the figure by the amount 

of enhancement; i.e.,   a factor of 1.54. 

An appropriately modified form of the 

crater dimension chart can then be ust-d 

to read required charge weights directly. 

A modified Fig.   54 for use in this example 

is shown in Fig.  60. 

It has been established that the first 

and largest charge is 5 tons.    From 

Fig.  60 it is found that H    for a 5 ton 

charge is 32 ft.    Designating this first 

charge as Y.,  then: 

Sj   -- 0.61 X 32      10.5 ft. 

This charge of 5 tons will be buried at 

the same depth as the 21-ton single 

charge; i.e.,  44 ft. 

Proceeding with the design to the left 

of the highest point of the profile,   one 

measures the depth of cut a distance S, 

(i.e.,   1 f».5 ft) to the left of V       This 

The charge spacing of S H        0.61  will be depth of cut is 17 ft,   and from the en- 

maintained throughout. hanced depth curve in Fig. 60 Y, is 

19.5 ff 

16.5 ft 

Maximum elevation  ■  37 ff 

Desired bottom elevation 
of channel   ;   12 ft 

Fig.  5;'.     Kow-charge design to excavate channel with constant bottom elevation.1 
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Fig, 60.    Modified crater dimension chart to be used with example in Fig. 59 1 

1.4 tons,  Ha is 23 ft, and the depth of 

burial is 31 ft.    It follows that: 

S2     0.61 X 23      13.5 ft. 

The actual spacing between V    and ¥„ is 

adjusted to be: 

1-2 

sl .s2 
 •,  

19.5 t 13.5 
T ■  16.5 ft. 

The wight of the third charge, V„, is 

determined by measuring the depth of cut 

a distance S2 (i.e.,   13.5 ft) to the left of 

Y2.    The depth of cut is 13 ft,  and. 

according to Fig.   60,   V, is 0.55 tons, 

R    is 16.5 ft,  and the depth of burial fur 

Y3 is 23 ft .    Thus: 

0,61 X 16.5 

and 

'2-3 
13.5 4 10 
 2  

10 ft. 

11,1 ft. 

A« this procedure is continued, the design 

of the row charge proceeds to the end of 

the cut,  to both the left and right of V   , 

Consider now the design of an excava- 

tion that will rircumsenbe a navigation 
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prism.   This design procedure requires 

more computations than the foregoing, 

although essentially the same steps are 

followed.    Rather than the determination 

of charge weights directly from a 

modified crater dimension chart,  the 

basic single-charge weights must be in- 

dividually computed by means of Eq. (15) 

in Fig.  58.     The enhancement,  e,  and 

spacing, S/R  ,  used to reduce the largest 

weight to a convenient level is also used 

for the other charges in the detonation. 

Example — The procedure for designing 

a cut to accommodate a navigation prism 

is most easily illustrated by an example. 

Assume it is desired to excavate a channel 

through dry rock represented by the pro- 

file in Fig.  61,    Let the design specifica- 

tions for the channel be a width of 25 ft at 

elevation zero.   Starting at the highest 

elevation of 33 ft, the required single- 

charge weight is determined by Eq.  '15) 

65 tons. 

If it is desired ti> reduce the 65-ton charge 

to 30 tons,  then Eq.  (13) gives the re- 

quired enhancement; 

fer-«r 1.25 , 

and Eq.  (14) gives the required charge 

spacing: 

,0.6 

S/Ha - 1 ■<©'    ■•<©' 
0.6 

1.4 (^-j 0.9 

The 30-ton charge will be buried at the 

depth for a 65-ton charge,  which,  from 

Fig.  54,  is 62 ft.    The appropriate charge 

spacing for Y.  is S., and is computed as: 

Sj  - 0,9 X 56      50 ft, 

where 56 ft is the crater radius for a 

30-ton charge. 

When one proceeds to Y,, the next 

charge to the left of Y., the elevation 

S. ft to the left of Y.  is determined to be 

22 ft.   The single-charge weight for Y2 

is computed by Eq.  (15): 

Y, H$ 
31 ft 43 ft 

Fig. 61.    Row-charge crater with navigation prism through varying terrain. 
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This charge weight is reduced in the same 

proportion that Y.  was reduced,  so that 

now: 

Y, 20 8»' 9 tons. 

The 9-ton charge is buried at the depth 

for a 20-ton charge,  which is 44 ft.    The 

appropriate spacing for Y™ is S2 and is 

computed as 

S2     0.9 X 39 - 3 5 ft, 

where 39 ft is the crater radius for a 

!t-ton charge.   The actual spacing between 

Y.  and Y2 is: 

1-2 

Sl  -S2 
~T  

50 4 35 
-2  43 ft 

When one continues to the third charge, 

Y~,  the elevation, a distance of S™ (35 ft) 

to the left of Y„ is determined to be 15 ft; 

so that: 

[»•- Q 

s/0.n2 foj) ♦ T77OTT - y-^ ITMJJ 
33 

7.6 tons. 

The reduced weight will be: 

Y3      '.«©=3.5 tons. 

The depth of burial will be 33 ft and the 

spacing for Y . is: 

S..     0.9 X 29     26 fl. 

The spacing between Y? and Y,. is then: 

'2-3 

S2 +S3 

3 5-» 26 _  ,.,  , 
 s  - 31  ft. 

This procedure is continued until the 

excavation design is complete. 

Often it may be advisable to excavate 

the canal or channel by interconnecting 

row-charge craters.    A connecting row- 

charge crater may use a different charge 

spacing,  and often it will be advantageous 

to increase the charge spacing as the depth 

of cut decreases because fewer charges 

will lie required.    The connection of row 

craters is covered later. 

Constant-Charge-Weight Method — In 

the constant-charge-weight method, the 

relative spacing between charges, S "H , I 
is varied rather than the weight of the 

charges. 

In the case of a cut with a specified 

bottom elevation,  the initial step is to 

select the charge weight that is to be used 

throughout the detonation.    The spacings 

between the remaining charges are 

determined by means of the appropriate 

crater dimension chart and Kq.  (141.   The 

method can be illustrated by using the 

profile and channel depth shown in Kig. 62. 

Kxample — Assume thut 3-ton charges 

will be used.    The deepest cut is |1 ft, 

and Kip.   54 shows that a single-charge 

weight of 21 tons is required; therefore 

the charge sp.icmg is given by. 

SM 
.1 

A   \0-6 ,,..0.6 
1.4 (y iA^) 0.43, 
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Fig.  f)2.     PJxample of cut with constant bottom elevation and constant charge weights. 

and,  because K    for a 3-ton charge is 
d 

2H ft,  then: 

Ij      0,43 X 28      12 ft. 

The 3-ton charge is buried a*, the depth 

for a 21 -ton charge, 44 ft.   The next step 

is to look at the depth of cut, S.  ft from the 

first charge,  and in Fig, G2 it is 23 ft. 

According to Fig.  54 this depth of cut re- 

quires a single-charge weight of 17 tons 

and a depth of burial of 42 ft.    The spacing, 

S2,  for charge V» is computed as follows: 

SK 1.4 /3\0-6 

and therefore. 

S2     0.00 v 28     14 ft. 

As with the constant-enhancement method, 

the actual spacing between V. and V„ is 

the average of S. and S  ■ 

Sl  ' S2      12-14 
1-2 "T 13 ft. 

To compute the spacing between Y2 and 

\ ...   look at the depth of cut S« ft from 

V0,    Hec ause this depth in Fig,  62 is 

21  ft,  a single-charge weight of 14 tons 

and a depth of burial of 40 ft are required, 

S„ is computed: 

0.6 
S1{a      tAw'        0-56: 

a - VTT> 

therefore. 

and 

S3 - 0.56 X 28 = 16 ft. 

_ S2 * S3  ,  14 ♦ 16      . r ... 

The process is continued in this manner 

until the end of the cut.    In some instances 

it may occur that the spacing (S"M  ) com- 

puted for a charge is greater than 1.4. 

Hecause this is the upper limit of row- 

charge .^pacing,   it will be necessary to 

select a lower yield for the remaining 

charges such that S 1{    is everywhere less 

than 1,4.    Otherwise,  the procedure as 

described above has no exceptions. 

The procedure for designing a constant- 

charge-weight row to excavate a crater 

for a specific navigation prism is similar 

to the above.    Individual single-charge 

weights are cum puted by Eq.  (15) rather 

than by obtaining them from a crater 

dimension chart,  but the spactngs are 
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computed in the same manner as the ahove 

example. 

The use of enhancement to reduce in- 

dividual row-charge weights is subject 

to an important constraint.    As smaller 

charges are spaced closer together,  the 

number of charges detonated at one time 

must be increased in order to avoid a 

short,  elliptical crater.    As a general 

rule,  each row-charge detonation should 

result in a crater the length of which is 

at least twice its width.    The following 

relationship gives the number of charges 

in a row that should be detonated to main- 

tain this minimum ratio: 

W   =3.5 W /2 
c a 

N 4 
SIT (18) 

where N is the number of charges in a 

row. 

Parallel Hows of Charges 

The use of multiple rows will be war- 

ranted whenever a broad,  shallow excava- 

tion is required and where a single row 

of explosives, of sufficient .size to 

achieve the desired width,  would result 

in unnecessary overexcavation of depth. 

At the current level of development of 

explosive excavation technology,  the only 

experimentally verified alternative to a 

single row of charges is a set of two 

parallel rows, the two rows being deto- 

nated with a small time delay between 

them.11 

The design procedure for two parallel 

rows is described below,  and reference 

is made to Fig.  63 which shows a schematic 

cross section of the crater produced by the 

configuration.    As shown in Fig.   63 the 

separation between rows should be 1.5 

times the half-width of a crater produced 

by a single row of charges,  and the width 

1.5 W  /2 
a 

Fig.  63.    Schematic cross section of 
llel crater produced by two para 

rows of charges. 

of the channel,   W  ,   fct Ww preshot ground 

surface will be 3.5 times VV   12.    The a 
bottom of the crater between the rows 

will be relatively flat with perhaps a 

slight mound of fallback. 

The single-charge weight,  Ys (i.e., 

unenhanced row-charge weight),  which 

will produce the required width,  is 

determined as follows: 

^a/2 R as 

W c 
33' (20) 

where R      is the crater radius correspond- 

ing to the single-charge weight of V . s 
With K „ known,  ¥    can be read directly 

from the crater dimension charts.   To 

use a smaller charge,   Y  ,   rather than 

Y ,  Eq. (14) gives the required charge 

spacing as: 

S 1.4 ©". 
where K      is the crater racius correspond- ar 
ing to Y  .    The rows are separated by 

1.5 R      and the charges are buried at the äs 
optimum depth for Y   . 

The time delay between the rows is 

given by: 

I) 150 ^ .1^ (msec)      (21) 
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where Y is the weight (in tons) of an in- 

dividual charge in a row. 

For example,  when it is assumed that 

it is necessary to cut a channel 100 ft 

wide and 10 ft deep through soil, then 

from Fig.  55 it is found that a single row 

of lO-ton charges spaced 70 ft apart 

would meet the width objective,  but the 

maximum depth of the channel would be 

almost 25 ft,  a considerable overexcava- 

tion. 

A design for the required excavation 

with a double row of charges would be 

performed as follows: 

From Eq.  (15): 

W 100 
V2  R

a8-xr^-~28-5ft' 
and, therefore,  Y       1.5 tons (from s 
Fig.   55).    A double row of 1.5-ton charges, 

each with a charge spacing of 40 ft 

(    1.4 X 28.5) and separated by 43 ft 

(= 1.5 X 28.5) would excavate the required 

channel with a maximum depth of 

approximately 13 ft. 

^he time delay between the rows is 

given by Kq. (21). 

I) 
150 Y 1/3 172 msec. 

The nearest commercially available delay 

cap is rated at 175 msec,  and this rate 

would be acceptable. 

In the example above, the single row 

would require 10 tons for 70 ft of channel, 

or 0.14 tons ft; the double row requires 

only 3 tons 40 ft,  or 0.075 tons/ft of chan- 

nel,  a reduction of approximately a factor 

of 2. 

lnter< otmec ting Craters 

After a row of charges has been de- 

signed to excavate a channel,  other con- 

siderations such as safety may limit the 

total weight that can be detonated at one 

time.    It may be necessary to detonate 

the charges as a series of separate row 

charges rather than all at once.    It is, 

therefore, desirable to connect smoothly 

one row crater to another.    The designer 

should be aware of this requirement ahead 

of time in order to establish the limits of 

each detonation and to provide for the 

connection of the row craters.    All charges 

in a long row may sometimes be emplaced 

before any portion of the row is fired,  in 

which case provision for connections must 

be made prior to emplacement. 

At the point of connection between two 

row craters, the distance between the 

end charges of the two rows should be the 

optimum crater radius of the larger of the 

two charges.   This distance is obtained 

directly from the crater dimension charts. 

In the event that only one row of charges 

is emplaced at a time, the end charge of 

a follow-on connecting row should be 

placed beneath the end lip crest of the 

existing row crater.    No adjustment to the 

charge weight is required to compensate 

for the lip material. 

The technique of connecting one row to 

another is not well-developed.     Th'? con- 

nection of row craters may result m the 

deposit of a low mound of material in th« 

first crater when the second one is formed. 

Remedial excavation with conventional 

methods will be necessary should the 

mound obstrjet the channel. 

Delayed Row-Charge Intonations 

Some app.ications of explosive excava- 

tion may not appear to be feasible because 

of the proximity of buildings or other 

structures a-.d the consequent risk of 
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ground-shock-induced damage.    Should a 

first analysis indicate that a project is not 

feasible for this reason,  consideration 

should be given to excavating by means of 

delayed charge firings.   A limited amount 

of experimental data has been acquired 

on relatively large charges (1-ton) 

cmplaced in rows and fired in some 

ordered sequence.    These data indicate 

that if the delay between charges is great 

enough,  the peak seismic motion generated 

is that due to the individual charges rather 

than the total. 

For sequential detonations,  a time 

delay on the order of milliseconds is 

introduced between ch.irge detonations in 

the row.    The detonation sequence begins 

at one end and progresses toward the other. 

Delay intervals can be achieved by using 

coi.imercially available delay caps or 

delay connectors.   The delay interval 

between charge detonations is computed 

according to the following equation: 

TD     25 V .13 
(msec)   (22) 

where V is the individual charge weight 

in tons,   or the average charge weight 

in a row consisting of a mixture of charge 

si/es. 

Delayed firings can be expected to 

result in a reduction of crater depth com- 

pared to a corresponding similtaneously 

detonated row.    Widths are apparently not 

affected.    This depth reduction can be 

compensated for m the design by m- 

creasmg the charge weights lö"» above 

these required for simultaneous firing. 

The ground shock from a delayed row can 

« rtdicted on the basis of the largest 

chaife m the row, rather than the total 

Alight Of the explosive used in the row. 

Underwater Cratering 

Experience in underwater cratering is 

limited and considerable experimentation 

remains before quantitative design criteria 

can be fully established.    For the present, 

the design procedures outlined for dry 

land cratering are assumed applicable; 

however, the water overburden must be 

accounted for.    because water is much 

less dense than earth materials and 

possesses no shear strength,  less energy 

is required to displace water than is re- 

quired to displace an equal volume of 

rock or soil.    When cratering detonations 

under water are designed,  the water 

overburden should be treated as an added 

layer of bottom material that is one-half 

as thick as the depth Cf water.    This 

means that all crater depths and buria! 

depths should be referenced to a 

hypothetical surface one-half the depth of 

water below the water surface. 

The presence of water may drastically 

alter the process of crater formation be- 

cause ejeta may be washed back into the 

crater.    The extent of this washback will 

depend on the water depth and the material 

being cratered.    Kjecta throwout ranges 

will also be less when water is present. 

Underwater craters will generally tend to 

be shallower and wider than a (rater on 

dry land.    It is strongly recommended 

that extensive experimentation be carried 

out prior to the designing of any large- 

scale underwater cratering project. 

CHAROI OKOMETRIU AND 
STKMMl.V, 

Thus far,  the charge has been impln itlv 

assumed to act as a point source of energy. 

Many chemical explosive cratering ex- 

periments have been conducted using 
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spherical,  center-detonated charges. 

There is evidence, however,  that al- 

though a spherical charge is the most 

desirable shape,  it is not a requirement 

for successful results.   The degradation 

of cratering efficiency caused by minor 

departures from the spherical shape are 

not significant.   The most recent experi- 

ments have used cylindrical charges. 

Cylindrical charges have been tested in 

cratering experiments with length-to- 

diameter ratios of almost 10 to I,  and the 

evidence suggests that ratios of 4 or 5 to 

1 can be used without necessitating the 

increase of the charge weight to com- 

pensate for degradation of crater size. 

When the height-to-diameter ratio of the 

charge is 4 or more, the effective center 

of the charge is currently assumed to be 

at a point one-third of the charge length 

from the bottom,  and depths of burial 

should be referred to this point. 

All cratering charges should be 

stemmed to prevent loss of energy from 

premature venting through the emplace- 

ment hole.    The emplacemet t hole should 

be filled with stemming material all the 

way to the surface.   Stemming materials 

can be sand,  gravel, or soil.    If the 

explosive is a water-resistance slurry, 

the stemming material should be saturated 

with water prior to detonation.    V\ater 

alone can be used for stemming if no 

other material is available. 

SlNC;l K-CHAMGK MOUNDING 

A refined system for determining the 

depth of burial neceasary to prf>iiuce a 

mound of fractured material without 

throwout ha» not been developed to date. 

It is possible,  however,  through the use 

of the empirical scaling laws and associated 

ligures for the referenced I-ton TNT 

charge (Figs.   51 through 53) to determine 

the "threshold" depth for mounding.    My 

threshold depth of burial is mt'anl the 

depth of burial at which a specific charge 

would be as likely to produce a mound 

as to produce a small crater.    The 

system functions simply — by extrapolating 

the curves to the point where the radius 

and depth curv3S appear to be zero.    For 

the curves developed thus far,  the in- 

formation extrapolated corresponds to a 

scaled depth of burial of: 

Dry rock 

Dry soil 

Clay shale 

25 ft/(ton) 

32 ft/(ton) 

28 ft/(ton) 

0.3 

0.3 

0.3 

(Knowing this dob and the empirical scaling 

law,   one can calculate the threshold depth 

of burial.) 

Example — It is desired to use a 5-ton 

TNT charge to create a mound of broken 

rock that will be used as quarry rock. 

Use Fig.  51 or the value given above: 

Threshold dob     25 ft (ton)0,3 

From Kq. (2).   P      (V)0'3      (5)0,3      1.62 

From  Kq. (3).   DOB      1.62(25)    40.5 ft. 

Experimental excavations have been 

performed using mounding charges in 

single and multiple rows.    As with craters 

an enhancement factor appears to be in- 

volved with these tests.    Research suf- 

ficient fjr the presentation of even gen- 

eral empirical relationships has not been 

accomplished.    The effects of the media 

on mounding appear to be more pronounced 

than on c ratering,  because it ll possible 

to fracture large amounts of rock m place, 

yet not be able to excavate all that is 

fractured.    Additionally,   the actual radi is 
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and depth of broken rock are difficult to 

predict accurately. 

SUMMAKY 

Trnpirical data have been used effec- 

tively to develop scaling laws that predict 

the size and shape of explosivp'v produced 

craters to an acceptable degree of 

accuracy.    This information is used as the 

basis for the design of explosive excava- 

tions.    Single-charge craters are easily 

designed based on the required depth or 

radius and the Ut-sign curves (Figs.   54 

through  Ai).    The design of row-charge 

craters is based on single-charge crater- 

ing and the enhancement of row-crater 

dimensions that occur when the charges 

are spaced close together.    The enhance- 

ment phenomenon permits flexibility in 

the choice of individual charge weights to 

excavate linear craters.   There are two 

design procedures that can be applied to a 

cut through varying terrain; the choice 

of which is to be used in a particular case 

must be based on a consideration of the 

operational factors.     The two are very 

similar and differ only in the manner in 

which the concept of enhancement is 

applied.     The constant-enhancement 

method will result in a row of charges 

with varying weights,   while the constant- 

charge-weight method yields a row with 

all charges equal m weight.    Hy coding 

thest- two design methods for a computer, 

it is possible to determine a wide range 

of feasible designs with various size 

charges and configurations.    This coding 

allows greater flexibility in the final 

design selection.    The technique of 

mounding,  while still in the early develop- 

ment stages,  appears to offer an attractive 

alternative in explosive excavation design. 
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Chaoter 7   Optimization of Cost and Time 

for Single-Charge Cratering 

SCOPE 

A prin.ary objective of the continuing 

research by EERL is to reduce the cost 

of emplacing large chemical explosive 

charges.    Alternate methods to the 

expensive full-bore drilltng of large- 

diameter emplacement holes are being 

investigated.    Emplacement time for 

large explosive charges is anothc* factor 

of tremendous importance, especially 

for military uses in the battlefield.   One 

possible method of reducing emplacement 

cost and time for single-charge cratering 

is to use long cylindrical charges in 

i datively small-diameter emplacement 

holes.    Another method is the relatively 

new technique developed for obtaining 

large-diameter charge cavities at depth 

without crilling a large-diameter hole 

from the surface.    This technique,  is 

known as an underreaming,  and the 

desired results are obtained by a specially 

designed expanding tool (see Chapter 5). 

Cost and time models have been 

developed by EERI. for use in a computer 

code to generate cost and time curves. 

In order to analyze the cost and time for 

the two drilling methods,  a parameter 

study has been performed on a variety 

of explosive types,  charge sizes,  drilling 

techniques,  charge length-to-diameter 

ratios,  and geologic media.   This param- 

eter study requires unit drilling cost 

relationships for full-bore drilling and 

underreamed charge cavities of the same 

diameter and charge length.    \S ith varia- 

tions of these design parameters,  the 

cheaper and faster drilling method is 

determined over a range of L/D values 

from 1 to 12. 

COST AND TIME MODELS 

Cost Optirm/ation Model 

The cost model is derived by first 

considering the two most important 

parameters of an explosive charge de- 

sign,  the depth of burial and the charge 

weight for a specified medium type.   With 

these design parameters,   charge geometry, 

and corresponding cost parameters,  a 

cost model for a single-charge design can 

be derived,  using cylindrical cavities. 

For the full-bore drilling case depicted 

in Fig.   64,  a cost equation for a single- 

charge design is: 

PC      DOH (Dl'F) I {L,2 or F. ^3} 

.   TTNT (DI>T) 
x (DHF) * g (VOT.FTn '    U  ' 

or 

PC      DOM (DPF) • {12 or 1/3) 

x (I,/D)(D)(DPF) ♦ rrvOCCTFl . '24) 

where; 

VOI.EFF,  the cratering volume 

effectiveness. It given m 

Fig.  65. 

When the charge length-to-diameter 
ratio,  I,/I),  is 3 or less,  th«  IK3H is 

A list of symbols used in this model 
may be found at the end of this chapter. 
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Geometry for 
full-bore drl'ling 

Full-bore 
drill hole 

Ideal geometry for 
underreaming case 

Actual geometry for 
underreaming case 

Explosive 
1 -ton charge 

Access hole 

Explosive 
1 -ton charge- 

Access hole 

Underream 
section 

Fig. 64.    Comparison of emplacement hole geometries. 

1 1.4 !     1     i     I     1     I     I     1     ! 1     1 

1 > 
1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

^VOLEFF = 1.0 

r> 
1 
4) U. 

VCLEFF ■ -0.0487 
(L/D) ^ 1.291- 

o 0.4 - - 

1 0.2 
1 

0 
C 
III!!!;.. i 

u »2468 10        1 

L/D 

For L ^0 > 6 

VOLEFF      Crater volume^- L'D-   12)  . 0.0487 (L^D) O . 291 
Crater volume (L 'D) ^ 6) 

For L   D     6 

VOLEFF      Crater volume ( 1 -  L /D - 6) _ j 
Crater volume I L 'D     6) 

Fig.  63.    Cratenng volume effectiveness degradation as a 
function of charge I. I). 
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assumed to be located at the renter of the 

charge.    However,   when the I. J) is 

greater than S«  the DOB is assumed to 

he located at the lower one-third of the 

cavity,   which is I-/3 from the bottom of 

the cavity.    The craterlr.g volume effec- 

tiveness,   VOLKFF,  shown in Fig.  65, 

illustrates that for an L/Ö more than 6, 

a greater quantity of explosive is needed 

to excavate the same crater.     This 

volume effectiveness curve is an approxi- 

mation of the degradation effect of the 

crater volume when l./D's greater than 

0 are used. 

Given a charge weight,  TTNT,  the 

required cavity volume is given as 

„        TTNT (2,000) 1 *      pFWÜCfPF) (25) 

For a given 1, 1),  the v^ ' ime effective- 

ness,  and the diameter can easily be 

computed,  after which the unit drilling 

cost for a given charge weight can be 

determined.    Values of p and E for various 

explosives are given in Table 22,   and 

VOI.FFF is found by jsmg the assumed 

L/D in Fig.  65,    Fora given I, I.) and 

computed cavity volume,  the cavity 

diameter is calculated from: 

D 4 (CV) 
wlLfb) 

1/3 
(26) 

After the diameter has been computed, 

the unit drilling cost,   DPF,   is found for 

the diameter and media type from 

Table 2.'J.    With this approach (assuming 

I- 'D's and computing the cavity volumes 

and diameters for a given design),  the 

full-bore cost—Eq.(23)—is used to com- 

pute costs for various L/U's of a given 

design.    The results of this approach are 

presented later in computer-generated 

cost curves,   with the lower value of the 

cost data shown in Table 23. 

The alternate drilling method is under- 

reaming,   which produces a large-diameter 

Table 2^.    Explosives data. 1 

Specific 
gravity 

Density 
p ■ 

Cratenng volur.'e 
effectiveness3 '.n 
relation to T.NT, 

I 

Required cavity 
volume (2,000 pKI 

(ft;,ton  TNT or 
equivalent) 

Cost,  c (OPTl 
Kxplosive 

rompoöitiun 
rielivereil 

t'> site ' 
"Wim. 
hole' ,,.l 

hwrct 0.93 58 1.0-1,1 31.35 40-200 120-.120 

2'> Al-A\ 8lurrye 

(hlastuiK agent)' 
1.30 81 1,0-1.2 20.57 60-2».0 140-380 

AN slurry ',40 87 1,0-1,2 It.lf 200-400 2>'0- J2U 

9*, AI-AN slurry 
iblastmg agent) 

1.33 83 1,2-1,4 17,12 160-360 240-480 

20% Al-AN slurry 
(tilasung agenti 

1.20 75 1,5-1,7 15.6!* 260-540 340-660 

35% Ai-AN ■Uurnr 
iblatiting agent) 

1.50 (•4 1,6-1.8 ! 1,82 300-/00 180-820 

Hased on small-scale tests in sand. 

Add $25 per 1,000 ton-rules for overland transportatcn from explosive« manufacturing plant to site. 

Allow« $80 to $120 per ton for emplacir.g.  arming,  and firing, 

VH suitable for u«e ■•   «ret environn ent, 
lAll »lurries are suitable for u«e in a wet environment. 

' Itlaotirig agents have no high-explosive omponent, 
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Table 23.    Estimated drilling costs. 

Matrr M 
( lasslfK ;itlnl, 

MiKh-strcnjjth rixrk (IV) 

IntiTmodiatP-Ktrrrigth ruck HID 

Weak nick (I') 

Common excavation (II 

UneanftMd 
lompreHsivo 

streiifc'th IUR 
(|)Ht) tVIM- 

•16,000 Drive-in 
rutary 

4,000 to Drive-in 
16,000 rotary1' 

1,000 to Drive-in 
4,000 rutary1' 

(nit ilrilUriff costn for various hole size» 
10991 

12 24 
Diarcter <in. 

36 48 r.n 

1,0011 Dnvc-in 
aut;err 

15-30 2r)-40 3 5-80 50-100 

K-20 15-30 25-45 3 5-tiO 

5-10 8-15 10-30 20-40 

3 — 4                  5 

TO-MO Ü5-185 

45-80 70-140 

30-45 35-70 

6 7 

'l»ata are baned on drilling at least 300 linear ft of hole.    Hig (24-hr day-rate),  cutter,   and drilling floid coats 
are included,   hut no allowance it* maile for loss of circulation fluid.    Hig day-rate include« equip: ent rental,   profit, 
overhead,  depreciation and crew salanea.    Cost of mohilization,   demolnlizatlon.   Rite preparatio-i,   rig set up and 
rig tear down are not included. 

'Mohili/ation and demobilization COSCH ahout $1.20'mi plus rig standby costs during travel time.    Site prepara- 
tion costs about $1,500 to $2,500. 

Mobilization and demobilization coats aboi.t  $0.70 nil plu> rig standby cost« during travel tune.    Site prepara- 
tion coBlg comiidered negligible. 

cavity at a specified depth, suitable for 
4 5 emplacing the required explosives.   "   For 

the purposes of this study, the diameter 

of the access hole is assumed to be one- 

half the charge cavity diameter.   This is 

the smallest possible ratio of access hole 

diameler to cavity diameter attainable 

with prt-sently available equipment, '    A 

schematic representation of an under- 

reamed cavity is compared to a full-bore 

cavity in Fig.  64.    This idealization of 

the underreamed cavity geometry is 

necessary to simplify the drilling cost 

relationship of the cavity,    hased upon 

this simplifi« ation of the underreamed 

cavity geometry,  the unit cost of pro- 

ducing a cavity of a fixed diameter is 

assumed to be a constant multiple,   K„, 

of the unit cost of full-bore drilling the 

same cavity.   The drilling cost relation- 

ship is expressed as: 

DPFT     Kc (I)l'F) , <27) 

K   which Kf, is assumed to vary from 

1 to i and DPFF is the unit drilling cost 

I      • derream a charge cavity. 

The cost equation for underreaming a 

single-charge design is written as: 

PC      DFFA (DOB) - {W2 or 2L/3} 

X OPFA 4 (1.) (DPFU) 

TTNT iDlT)     ou. 1 E /VOI.PFD' '28) 

or 

PC ■ DPFA (I)OH) - (1/2 or 2/3} 

X (L/D) (D) (DPFA) 

+ (L'D) (IJ) (DPFU) 

TTNT UHT)    ..„, 
* F /vw.prn •(2" 

The negative L 2 or 0I. \i results from 

the terms (IX)H - 12) or (IX)P - 21. tn, 

which are the actual lengths of the access 

hole depending upon the location of depth 

of burial. 

The values of DOP,   I. D,  and the 

volume effectiveness degradation used in 

the full-bore case are also relevant to 

the underreaming case.    My assuming 
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rsrlMi I. h* §mi BOMpVtim the cavity 
'li^rr.ei.Ts ,'or «*arn, the inderreaming 

^'/Ht,  Eq.  'fji,  is  ised to corr.pute costs 

for VlrtOM I, D'B of a giver, design.   The 

results of this approach are represerited 

i j"' r in romput'-r-u^-n'-rated cost curves 

wi'h thT Icjwpr value of the cost data 

shown in TtMi 2". 

1 irr f ^)tirr. i/atiof. Moo'«?l 

A time model is derived with an 

approach similar to the derivation of the 

rost model.    A^ain the two most im- 

portant parameters of an explosive 

charge d» sign, depth of burial and the 

charge weight for a specified media 
42 I type, must he considered.    With 

these design parameters,  charge 

geonr-try,  anci corresponding drilling 

and emplacement time parameters, a 

time model ran he derived for a single- 

f harge design assuming cylindrical 

cavities.    For the full-hore drilling case, 

the time equation is written as 

FT      /X)H (MI'F) I {1.^2 or 1.^3} 

TT\T (KIT) 
xmprM pV/nT.Frn-   (30) 

<.r 

FT     l><)M fHPTJ t (1^2 or 1/3} 

TTNT (IIIT» 

replacing DPF arc L-PT,  respectively, 

to convert frorr. tirre tc cost.    Downhole 

err.placerr.er.t tire, HPT,   is a function of 

the explosive type considered and U.e 

rretnod of err.placir.g the explosive.    For 

the parameter study presented m the next 

section,  estimates of HPT are of little 

significance m the total time.    The values 

of the DOH,   L  D.   and VOLEFF used in 
the cost model,  are relevant m the time 

model. 

Equation (31) is used for computing the 

time,  assuming various L D's of a given 

design.    The results of these calculations 

are displayed in computer-generated 

time curves.     The unit underreaming 

time of a cavity diameter is assumed to 

be a constant multiple, KT, the drilling 

time factor.    This time factor is expressed 

as: 

HPFU     KT (HPF) , (32) 

in which the unit drilling time is for the 

cavity diameter,  D«    After the cavity 

diameter has been computed, HPF, a 

function of the cavity diameter and 

geologic medium,  can also be determined. 

The access diameter is assumed to be 

one-half the cavity diameter.    Drilling 

time rates have been produced from 

penetration rates for .aimerous sizes in 

various geologic media (described in 

Table 23) as follows:36 

Note th«- similarity of this equation to the 

full-b.>re cost equation with HPK and HPT 

See Fig,  66. 

A condensed version of this report 
appears as Chapter 4. 

Media I 

Media 11 

Media HI 

Media IV 

■ 

See Fig.  67. 

HPF 0.0021) (D, in.) 

HPF 0.0031) 

HPF 0.0051) 

HP» 0.009H 
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The underreaming time model is 

written as: 

PT     DOB (HPFA) - {1-/2 or 2L/3) 

X HPFA 4 L (HPFU) 

TTNT (MPT) 
4 E fVOI.EM'l (33) 

or 

PT      I)OH (III'K) - (VI or 2/3} 

X (I. HMD) (HPFA) « (L/DXDXHPFU) 

TTNT (HPT)        ,„., 
* V. (VÖI.EFF) •    (34, 

The procedures for developing the pre- 

vious cost and time curves are also 

applied to the underreammg model for 

time. 

PAHAMETEH STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to 

analy/e the cost and time of using full- 

bore drilling and underreaming techniques 

for l,,'l) s in the range of 1 to 12.   In the 

parameter study time curves were com- 

puted for a variety of explosive design 

paranifters.   The following questions 

were to be answered in this parameter 

study: 

(1 I What is the effect of changing the 

unit drilling cost relationship,  K^,,  m 

Eq.  (6),  for underreammg as compared 

to full-bore drilling a charge cavity of the 

same diameter'' 

(2) What effects do geologic medium, 

explosive type,   charge size,  and I. I> 

have on the relative costs of underreanung 

and full-bore dnllir g a charge cavity 

(31 Does underreanung lead to signif- 

icant cost reduction for large values of 

I    l» with cratenng di'gration incorporated'1 

(4) For what \J\) ranges,   considering 

numerous Kp values for various explo- 

sive designs and explosive types, are 

each of the two drilling techniques most 

economical' 

(5) For what I, 1) ranges,   using 
P 7 

assigned values      of KT     1.0 for Media 

I and II and KT      1.5 for Media 111 and IV, 

is underreanung faster than full-hore 

drilling'' 

(G) What is the effect of cratering de- 

gradation on the cost and time of drilling 

cavities with large L/D's? 

The following parameters were con- 

sidered for each of three cases as shown 

below: 

I.  1 Tl ST 

Me.ha 

I 

—  II 

III 

■ IS- 

AM-O 

.  8», Al-A\ 

■20*. Al-A\ 

2.  I TTV1 

1.   10 TTNT 

Thus,  each of the four media (Table 23) 

were considered for the explosive types 

listed above.    For each medium the charge 

sizes 1, 5, and 10 tons TNT equivalent 

were used in the study.    To evaluate these 

charge sizes,  the optimum DOM's in 

Tahle 24 were used. 

Kp is considered as 1.0,   1,5, 2.0, 

2.5,  and 3.0 for each of the designs and 

explosive types.    The minimum value of 

Kp is 1; however,  past experiences and 

limited available underreanung cost data 

show that Kp is greater than 1 68 

RESULTS FOR SINGLK-CHARGE 
CRATERING 

Results oi Cost Optimization 

Several observations can be made 

ab->ut the cost curves generated m the 
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Table 24. Optimum depth of burial for 
media types and charge sizes 
used in parameter study. 

DOB (ft) 

1 ton. 5 tons, 10 tons;. 
Media TNT TNT TNT 

1 20 32 40 

II 19 31 38 

III 18 29 36 

IV 18 19 36 

parameter study.    With reference to the 

cost curves for ANFO in Fig.  66., the 

decrease in cost at the L/D ratio of 3 

should be noted.    This discontinuity 

appears in all the underreaming and full- 

bore drilling cost curves.    In the deriva- 

tion of the cost models it was assumed 

that if the L/D is greater than 3, the 

IX)n is located at the lower third point 

of the charge cavity rather than at the 

center.     Shifting the DOB to the lower 

third of the charge cavity results m ;>n 
.-mplac t-mt-nt hole of L/G less in total 

depth.  As a result of the shifting of the 

DOB. a shorter emplacement hole is re- 

quired resulting in a lower drilling cost. 

This rapid down shift of the cost curve 

occurs at the 1.   I) ratio of 3.0. 

The discontinuity is apparent in cost 

curves for both drilling methods; however, 

the cost decrease is more significant in 

the full-bore rase.    !n the underreaming 

case the access diameter was assumed to 

be one half the charge cavity diameter; 

whereas,   in the full-bore case the access 

hole and charge cavity have the same 

diameter.    For the full-bore case a 

greater decrease in volume of material 

to drill at the I. I) Of I is apparent; there- 

fore, the cost decrease is  greater for  full- 

bore cirilhng than in tht  underreaming case. 

When the cratering volume effective- 

ness remains 1  for values of I, 1) greater 

than 6,  cost curves level off as the 1,1) 

increases above G (see Fig.  GGb).   How- 

ever,  when crater degradation is assumed, 

the costs increase near the l./l) at which 

the degradation commences.    In this 

parameter study,  the degradation factor 

given by Fig.  6b was used for F D's 

greater than G. 

Several cost curves were generated 

varying the cost relationship,  K^,  be- 

tween the two drilling methods.   L/D 

values at which underreaming is cheaper 

than full-bore drilling were determined. 

These results are given in Table 25 for 

ANFO, 8% Al-AN slurry, and 20% Al-AN 

slurry.   Generally,  for Kp values greater 

than 1 and a given medium and explosive 

type, the value of the I, 'D below which 

underreaming is cheaper increases as the 

charge size increases.    As Ihe value of 

K- increases,  the value of L/I) below 

which underreaming is cheaper decreases, 

as shown in Fig.  66. 

For a given explosive type,  charge 

size, and Kr,  the underreaming and full- 

bore cost differential for specific L D's 

increases for Media I to IV,  as shown in 

Fig.  IT,    These cost differentials at an 

L/I) of 5 for the four media show that 

underreaming costs are greater than the 

full-bore costs.    The increase in cost 

differentials for the higher strength media 

is a result of the increased cost of under- 

reaming the charge cavity.    For a specific 

medium,  charge sue,  and explosive type, 

the cost differential of underreaming and 

full-bore drilling increases as the I,'I) 

increases to the right of the intersection 

of the curves. 
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700 

(a) Kc - 1.0. 

700 

1000 

900 
Geologic medium: III 
DOB:  18 ft 

700 

400 - 

300 

Geologic medium: III 
DOB:  18 ft 

When VOLEFF ■ 1 

5 7 9 

L/D 

(l))Kc - 1.5. 

11 

900 

Geologic medium: III 
DOB:  18 ft 

(<i) Kc - 2.5. 

Fig.   66. 

(e) Kc     3.0. 

Lower bound cost curves (underreaming and full-bore -trilling) for Medium III 
using a 1-ton TNT-equivalent charge of ANFO. 

A» the I. I) increases the cavity diam- 

eter decreases, resulting in a decreased 

unit drilling ci>et (DF'F) for underreaming; 

however,  the cavity length increases, 

resulting m increased cost 10 drill the 

underreamed cavity (see Fig. 67),    in 

• i;4- 
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I   300 

I 
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o 

Geologic medium:   I 
DOB:   20 ft 

800 

400 

Full-bore cost ■ 

Underreoming cost- 

5 7 

L/D 

(a) Medium I. 

Geologic medium:   IFI 
DOB:   18 ft 

Full-bore cost- 

5 7 9 

L/D 

(c) Medium III. 

600 

11 

11 

Geologic medium:   11 
DOB:    19 ft 

Underreoming cost- 

-Full-bore cost 

5 7 

L/D 

(b) Medium 11, 

1300 
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M 

I 
■ 

1100 
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1 
•- 
8 u 

900 

*- 
u 
« 
o ■ 
a. 

800 

700 

600 

500 

Geologic ir,  dium:   [V 
DOB:    18 ft 

Underreoming cost 

5 7 

L/D 

(dl Medium IV. 

11 

11 

Fig.   67, Lower hound cost rurves (undcrreaming and full-bore drilling) for 1-ton 
TNT-equivalent charge of 20% Al-AN   (Kc - 2,5). 

other words,  as the L tl increases, an 

optimum L l> is reached at which the cost 

of lengthening the underreamed cavity 

and using smaller diameters is more 

significant than the cost of using shorter 

charge cavities and larger diameters. 

The underreamed cavity becomes longer 

as the I   I) increases; therefore,   higher 

Kp values for a specific medium,  charge 

size, and explosive result in greater cost 

differentials. 

Also,  from Table 25,   for various media, 

charge sizes,  and Kp values,  the ranges 

of the I, I) at which underreaming is 

cheaper are generally greater for the 

more expensive explosives,   S^o Al-AN 

and 20% Al-AN,   than for the lesser 

expensive ANFO.    ANFOhas a greater 
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Tahle 25.    Comparison of I,/I) ranges at which underreaming and lull-bore drilling are 
cheaper. 

'C    Media    TTNT 
L/D at intersection of full-bore and underreamin 

' AVFO  nC Al-AV slurry ITK 
costcurves 
L-AN slurry 

1.8 

2.0 

2.5 

:<.ü 

1 1.0 2.2 
I 5.0 3.5 
I 10.0 4.2 

II 1.0 4.7 
II 5.0 5.4 
II 10.0 6.3 

in 1.0 5.3 
in 5.0 5.7 
HI 10.0 5.8 
IV 1.0 4.6 
IV 5.0 4.6 
IV 10.0 5.3 

I 1.0 1.2 
I 5.0 2.1 
I 10.0 2.5 

11 1.0 2.2 
II 5.0 3.4 
II 10.0 3.8 

III 1.0 3.1 
III 5.0 3.1 
III 10.0 3.1 
IV 1.0 2.5 
IV 5.0 3.1 
IV 10.0 3.1 

I 1.0 1.0 
I 5.0 1.4 
I 10.0 1.6 

II 1.0 1.4 
II 5.0 2.6 
II 10.0 2.8 

III 1.0 2.0 
III 5.0 2.0 
III 10.0 2.3 
IV 1.0 1.5 
IV 5.0 2.0 
IV 10.0 2.2 

I 1.0 1.0 
I 5.0 1.0 
I 10.0 1.2 

II 1.0 1.3 
II 5.0 1.9 
II 10.0 2.0 

III 1.0 1.4 
III 5.0 1.9 
III 10.0 1,1 
IV 1.0 1.0 
IV 5.0 1.5 
IV 10.0 1.7 

3.0 
3.3 
4.2 
6.9 
5.6 
6.5 
7.1 

« 
6.6 
5.9 
5.8 

1.3 
2.1 
2.7 
3.1 
3.3 
4.2 
3.5 
3.8 
3.9 
3.1 
3.1 
3.4 

1.0 
1.5 
1.8 
1.8 
2.7 
3.1 
2.4 
2.7 
2.7 

2.2 
2.^ 

1.0 
1.2 

1:1 
2.1 
2.5 
1.8 
1.9 
1.8 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 

3.0 
3.3 
4.7 
7.2 
5.9 
6.3 
7.3 
7.1 
7.3 
6.9 
6.0 
5.7 

1.0 
2.0 
2.7 
3.2 
3.3 
4.3 
3.7 
3.9 
4.0 
3.2 
3.1 
3.5 

1.0 
1.5 
1.8 
1.9 
2.6 

1:1 
2.8 
2.0 

2.5 

1.0 
1.2 
1.3 

?:»5 
1.9 
1.8 

1:46 
1.8 

For I. D's less than the values given,   underreaming is cheaper; for larger l-I/s, 
full-bore drilling is cheaper (I. I) range - 1 to 12). 
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required cavity volume per ton TNT 

equivalent than the other two explosives, 

resulting in a larger required charge 

cavity volume for an equivalent size 

charge.    The higher underreaming costs 

for A NFC) result in greater cost differ- 

entials between the underreaming and 

lull-ljore drilling cost curves (compare 

Figs.  6ßd and 67c). 

One general conclusion that can be 

made from examining all the cost curves 

presented in this chapter is that full-bore 

drilling is the cheapest drilling method at 

the L/D in which the cratering volume 

effectiveness decreases less than 1.    The 

results in Table 25 are based upon the 

lower drilling and emplacement costs 

given in Tables 22 and 23.    Whenever these 

drilling and emplacement costs are 

changed,  the results in Table 25 should 

also change slightly; however,  the con- 

cepts should remain the same. 

Results of Time Optimiy.ation 

Similar to the cost curves,   a dis- 

continuity intime at an L/D of 3  is 

apparent m all the time curves for under- 

reaming and full-bore drilling.    As dis- 

cussed in the previous section    of this 

chapter, shifting the IXW at an 1. 1) of 3 

results m a shorter emplacement hole, 

which in turn decreases the drilling time. 

This downward shift m the time curves 

comes at an I. O of 3.0.    At an 1. 1) of 

3.1 the ( urves level off to a small slope 

as shown in Fig.  68a. 

In the full-bore case, this discontinuity 

or dowrmanl stuft in time is greater than 

the downward shift for the underreaming 

time of the same design and explosive 

typ«'.    The reason for t.iis difference in 

the tine curves       the same as for the 

difference in the    ost curves. 

As previously discussed,  the drilling 

time for underreaming a charge cavity as 

compared with the time for full-bore 

drilling the same cavity is described by 

a drilling time factor,  K,.,.    In Media I 

and II the drilling time factor is KT      1.0, 

and in Media 111 and IV this drilling time 

factor is KT     1.5 (Mef.  67).    When it is 

assumed that K-,      1.0 for Media I and II, 

underreaming is always faster.   This 

study used lower time estimates because 

the investigation was concerned only with 

the relationships of the time curves for 

the two drilling methods.   The results of 

the time curves are given in Table 26 for 

ANFO, 8% Al-AN,  and 20'' Al-AN. 

As the charge size increases for a 

given medium type (III or IV) and explo- 

sive type,  the value of L/D below which 

underreaming is faster decreases for 

full-bore drilling. 

For Media III and IV and various charge 

sizes, the value of L I) below which 

underreaming is faster increases from 

ANFO to 8% Al-AN to 20% Al-AN because 

the required equivalent cavity volume 
3 

(ft   ton TNT) decreases,   resulting m less 

drilling times.    As the required cavity 

volume increases for these explosives, 

the drilling times increase accordingly. 

EXAMPl.K I'HOHI.KM:   TANK  MAHHIKK 

The following problem is an example 

of a typical situation in which the method 

developed can be utilized: 

Problem 

A single-charge m dry rock with a 

depth of 20 ft and a radius of 40 ft is 
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—i r 
Geologic medium:   I 
DOB: 20 ff 

Full-bore cost 

Underreoming cost 

3 5 7 

L/D 

(a) Medium I, K, 

11 

1.0. 

Geologic medium: III 
DOB:  18 ft 

7 

L/D 

(c) Medium III, KT - 1.5. 

u 

o  * 

Geologic medium: II 
DOB:  19 ft 

f   *— Full-bore cost 

Underreoming cost 

7 9 

L/D 
(b) Medium II,  KT i 1.0, 

11 

I           ! 

L                   Geologic medium: 
\                DOB-. 18 ft 

1          I 

IV 

\    Underreoming cost -, y 
1      Full-borr» cost —V 

\/ 

^VVtr^ 
\r 

1     , 
7 

L/D 
(d) Medium IV,  KT     1.5. 

11 

Fig. 68.    Lower bound time curves (underreaming and full-bore drilling) for 1-ton 
TNT-equivalent charge of ANFO. 

needed as a tank Harrier.   Two explosives, 

8% Al-AN slurry  .nd ANFO,  are readily 

available and the properties of these 

explosives make either explosive accept- 

able for this project.    Hattalion Operations 

has avail .ble undt-reaming and full-bore 

drill rigs for cavity Jiameters ranging 

from 24 to 60 m. 

Hequired 

The requirement is to excavate the 

tank harrier in the minimum time possible. 

Solution 
I irst,  the optimum depth of hunal and 

charge size (tons TNT) must be computed. 

Figure 54 with the required crater dimen- 

sions,  shows that a charge of 10 tons TNT 

equivalent buried at 36 ft will excavate 

the desired crater.  Given th«- depth of 

burial,  charge size,  and medium type for 

the d« sired crater,   one enters the 

computer-generated curves to find the 

L/D ratio,  drilling method,  and explosive 

type to -mnimize the time. 

To save time the engineer on ü c W\\\v 

field would have available a manual in- 

cluding computer-generated curves for 

various explosive types and designs to 

aid him in selecting the optimum design 

parameters. 
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Table 26.    Comparison of L/D ranges at which underreaming and full-bore drilling 
are faster. 

Explosive 
type Media TTNT Kr 

ANFO 1 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 1.0 
11 1.0,5.0.10.0 1.0 

111 1.0 1.5 
111 5.0 1.5 
111 10.0 1.5 
IV 1.0 1.5 
IV 5.0 1.5 
IV 10.0 1.5 

8% Al-AN I 1.0,5.0.10.0 1.0 
11 1.0,5.0.10.0 1.0 

111 1.0 1.5 
111 5.0 1.5 
111 10.0 1.5 
IV 1.0 1.5 
IV 5.0 1.5 
IV 10.0 1.5 

20% Al-AN I 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 1.0 
11 1.0,5.0,10.0 1.0 

111 1.0 1.5 
III 5.0 1.5 
III 10.0 1.5 
IV 1.0 1.5 
IV 5.0 1.5 
IV 10.0 1.5 

L/Ü at intersection of full-bore 
and underreaming time curves3 

 j  

5.6 
5.2 
5.0 
5.6 
5.2 
5.0 

7.0 
6.9 
6.7 
7.2 
6.8 
6.7 

_b 
_b 

7.5 
7.1 
7.0 
7.7 
7.1 
6.9 

For L/D's less than the values given,  undrreaming is cheaper; for larger 1, 'ü's 
full-bore drilling is   cheaper (L'U range      1 to 12). 

Underreaming is always faster because Kj - 1.0 and the curves never intersect. 

Solution for H% Al-A.\ 

Drilling method:   I'nderreaming 

I. 1)     3.50 

I)     2.(i4 ft 

Drilling time:   5.33 hr as a lower 

estimate (refer to 

Fig. 69), 

.Solution for A MO 

Drilling method (full-hore drilling): 

ID     7.5 

D      '..86 ft 

Dnlhnp time:   6.85 hr as a lower 

estimate «refer to 

Fig. 70>. 

The above information obtained from 

the time curves.   Figs.  69 and 70,  leads 

to the conclusion that the optimum solution 

would be the 80'o Al-AN slurry using the 

underreaming technique with the charge 

eruplaced in a 44-in.   (3.64-ft) charge 

cavity with an L/D ratio of 3.5. 

Sl'MMAKY AND CONCI.rSlONS 

Mathematical models have been 

developed to optrmze the cost and time 

for emplacement ol chemical explosives 

for single-charge cratenng.     These 

models have been used m a computer code 
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to provide a fast method of determining 

the OOSI and the time of explosive emplace- 

ment.    The models have been used in a 

parameter study to analyze the cost am' 

time relationships of full-bore drilling 

and underreaming.    Resultant cost and 

time curves can he used to select 

optimum I, D's for various designs and 

explosive types. 

The L/D ranges at which each of the 

two drilling methods is cheaper and faster 

for various single-charge cratering 

designs was determined.    Underreaming 

proves to be cheaper than full-bore 

drilling at smaller I,D's depending upon 

the design,  explosive type,  and Kp con- 

sidered.    An approximation of Kn should 

u 

"o 
n 

k Geo 
DOB 

ogic medium 
1 36 ft 

/—Full-bore 

11! 

cost J 
~       — 

reaming cost     j -^—Under 

i            3 5             7 9 n 

l"ig. 19. 

L/D 

Example problem time curves 
for 10-ton TNT-equivalent charge 
ofH":   Al-AN. 

he in the range of 2.0 to 1,0,   depending 

upon the geologic medium.    Large t    D's 

in urulerream'.ng produce no significant 

coal reduction regardless of whether 

■ 
E 

u 

o 
a. 

Fig. 70.     Example problem time curves 
for 10-ton TNT-equivalent of 
ANFO. 

crater volume effectiveness is considered 

or not.    In fact,   when this degradation 

effect is considered,  the cost curves in- 

crease rapidly for the L/D at which the 

degradation commences. 

One general conclusion is that full-bore 

drilling is the cheapest drilling method at 

the L 1) ratio in which the cratering 

degradation commences. 

The drilling time relationship,  KT,  of 

underreaming a charge cavity as compared 

to full-bore drilling the same cavity was 

assumed to be equal to 1.0 for Media I and 

[I and equal to 1,8 for Media HI and IV. 

In other words, for Media I and 11,  under- 

reaming is faster than full-bore drilling 

for the complete I.I) range of 1 to 12. 

Mowev r,   m Media I, I and IV,  the ranges 

of the I    I) at which underreaming is faster 

vanes with the explosive type Mid charge 

size. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

CV ■ cavity volume,  ft' 

D ■ cavity diameter,  ft 

I)OH depth of buruil,  ft 

])PV ■ full-bore unit drilling cost,  DPF 

DI'FA ■ unit drilling cost of the access hole diameter (D/2) for underreaming 

Dl'FU ■ unit drilling cost to underream a charge cavity 

DI'T = downhole emplacement cost of the explosive,  DIT 

I cratering volume efiectiveness in relation to TNT 

IIPF full-bore unit drilling time,  hr/ft 

MI'FA unit drilling time of the access hole diameter (D/2) for underreaming 

UPP'U ■ unit drilling time to underream a charge cavity 

HPT ■ downhole emplacement time of explosive,  hr/ton 

Kp drilling cost factor 

K— drilling tin e factor 

I. - length of charge cavity,  ft 

L/D ■ charge length-to-diamoter ratio 

1*0 - project cost, $ 

PT • project time, hr 

TTNT = charge weight, tons of TNT equivalent 

VOl.EFF volume effectiveness as a function of the L/D 
3 

p = density of the explosive,  lb/ft 
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Chapter 8   Conclusions 

This report has presented a discussion 

of some of the factors affecting the 

potential employment of explosive excava- 

tion techniques in barrier and denial 

operations,  target destruction,  and 

military construction (e.g., bunker cm- 

placement).    The discussions have shown 

that commercial hulk explosives have 

demonstrated their potential applicability, 

effectiveness, ai d versatility for many 

military applications.   The potential 

application of bulk explosives to target 

destruction is uncertain because there 

have been no experiments upon which to 

judge their effectiveness,    h'vcn those 

applications that have been demonstrated, 

such as excavation,   would be difficult for 

the military engineer to implement. 

There follows a discussion of the three 

basic reasons for this problem with pos- 

sible corrective action: 

1 .   Procedures have not been established 

to permit the engineer to determine which 

explosive to use for a ^iven application. 

Selecton of the best explosive for a given 

project depends on many factors that are 

not fully understood.    It is possible |0 

develop a bulk t-xplosive for military use 

that could be in the form of a single 

specified chemical composition or in the 

form of several inert mgredi -nts,   which, 

when mixed according to various "recipes," 

would yield a "family" of explosives, each 

suited to a particular mission or for use 

in a particular medium.    It is not yet 

km wn whither it i» better to have a 

single multipurpose explosive that per- 

Nrms well ir all media,  or to have a 

family of explosives that could be matched 

to the media or mission. In addition, the 

best packaging, or on- or off-site mixing 

configurauon, must be determined. 

2. A majority of the projects suggested 

for explosive excavation with bulk explo- 

sives require the capability to emplace 

rapidly large quantities of explosives in 

deep, large-diameter holes.   The Army 

does not presently have the capability of 

nrilling deep, large-diameter holes. 

Thus, the military engineer is presently 

unable to use explosives for large excava- 

tions.    If the Army is to take advantage 

of the capabilities of commercial bulk 

explosives within the near future,  an 

accelerated program Of testirif; and 

evaluating portable drill rigs similar to 

those available commercially must be 

implemented.   The drill rigs must be 

capable of creating in rock an emplace- 

ment hole up to 24 in.  in diameter and 

100 ft in depth. 

3. An extensive prototype experimenta- 

tion program must be conducted before 

many of the larger explosiv? excavation 

and target destruction projects can be 

approved and design procedures accepted 

as a part of Army practice.    Despite the 

experience that has been gained from 

using commercial bulk explosives for 

large civil works excavation projects,  it 

is still necessary to prove that these 

techniques are applicable to the battlefield. 

Realizing the potential ( apabilities of 

i omm< r> ial bulk explosives and the 

Army's present lin itations for exploiting 

this potential, the Waterways Kxpenment 

Station has proposed a research plan that 

would investigi. e .he feasibility of using 

• < 
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oulk explosives as a military engineering 

tool.    The proposal is for Military 

Kngineering Applications for Comnercial 

Kxplosives (MEACK) and is directed to- 

ward evaluating the potential of com- 

mercial hulk explosives for future military 

applications such as harriers, target 

destruction,  and military construction. 

The proposal addresses explosive and 

emplacement rig selection,   cratering,  and 

the associated effects, as well as applica- 

tion experimentation.   Final action on the 

proposal by the Office of the Chief of 

Engineers (OCE) will depend on the re- 

sults of an ongoing study into the antic- 

ipated applications of explosives in a 

theatc r of operations, the present and 

proposed explosive systems available for 

these applications,  and a comparison of 

the relative merits of the present and 

proposed explosive systems. 

EEHI- is continuing cratering and 

obstacle effectiveness experiments to 

maintain its expertise in the military and 

civil construction aspects of explosive 

excavation.   Research in the area of new 

explosive systems and equipment to sup- 

port them is also being conducted by other 

agencies.    For example,   Ficatinny Arsenal 

is currently managing a development con- 

tract for a portable mixing i nit for slurry 

explosives. 

There is much research that remains 

to be done in this field.     The Army can 

keep abreast of the progress with   the 

MKAC'F Program.   This report has merely 

introduced the concepts.   Many important 

questions must be answered if the Army 

is to take advantage of the very great 

potential savings in time and manpower 

that are possible now with commercially 

available explosives and equipment. 

• m- 
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Appendix A 

Barrier Demonstration Projects 

INTROm CTION 

Three recent field experiments and 

one planned for the near future are dis- 

cussed in this appendix to illustrate some 

applications of slurry explosives for 

battlefield use.    Project Diamond Ore,   a 

nuclear simulation program,  has t.'-mon- 

strated the capability of slurry explosives 

to produce tactically significant craters. 

Projects Tank Trap and Armor Obstacle! 

have evaluated craters produced by nuclear 

and chemical explosiv, charges as tactical 

vehicular obstacles.    Project Armor 

Obstacle II is designed to reevaluate the 

Army's deliberate road crater and pre- 

chamber obstacle designs and to evaluate 

alternate designs with slurry explosives. 

The Diamond Ore program will continue 

to e. aluate new explosive configurations 

to produce craters with largf explosive 

charges.    These projects mark the initial 

effort in evaluating slurry explosives for 

the military theater of operations. 

MAMOND ORK 

Cu neral 

Diamond Ore is the name for a series 

of explosive crati-nng experiments 

imt-au-d by KKRL in 1 "7 1  to simulate 

nuclear cra'eriiit detonations emploving 

various stemming    materials.    The initial 

tests,  conducted in the fall of T'Vl  in 

Pearpaw c lay shal»- at  »'ort Peck,   Montana. 

consisted of three 10-ton detonations. One 

was at 6 m (20 ft) and the other two at a 

depth of burial of 41  ft.    A photograph of the 

crater produced is shown in Fig. Al. 

Diamond Ore Phase I 

Diamond Ore Phase I was designed to 

fietermine the chemical explosive to be 

used in the experimental program and to 

define its detonation characteris.ics.  This 

phase also developed the data acquisition 

and analysis procedures for the project. 

The explosive selected for Phase IIA was 

an aluminized,   ammonium nitrate slurry. 

The explosive    characteristics of this 

■lurn are found ^n Table Al. 

Table Al.     Kxplosive data for Diamond Ore- 
Phase IIA. 

M:t;»Tials BtiliMd lO Ml UM err.pl.n •■ 
men? hole above the explosive charge. 

Type:   alumimzed ammonium nitrate- 
slurry w   10^   sanda 

f  Aluminum:   30^ 

Density:    1 .fi4 g  cm 

Total energy:    1,411 cal g 

a. Shock energy:   531 cal g 

b. Pubble energy;   HHO Cttl   V. 

Detonation velocity   4,700 m   se. 

Detonation pressure   HO kbar 

Booster;   Composition r-4 (10 11) 

TNT ♦quivalence:    1.4 

( ost:    r>4f   lb (downhole) 

Sensitivity to No. I detonator cap 
No reaction 

Kffect of M.-O:    No effec t .xpenenc »■ 

Kffect of storage:    No known effec t 

Shipping class:   Oxidi/er 

San! use i for fallout simulation 
experiment. 
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Fig.  Alt   Crater produce'! during 
Phase IIA of IJiamond Ore. 

Diamond On- Phase IIA 

Phase IIA consisted of a series of 

three eratering detonations.    Two of these 

detonations were .it a depth of burial of 

41  ft with one detonation fully stemmed and 

on«- unstemmed (air-stemmed).    The third 

dj'tonation was at | 6-m (20-ft) depth of 

burial and was fully stemmed.    Kach deto- 

nation consisted of 10 tons of slurry explo- 

sive,   which Rave an energy equivalence of 

about  14 tons  of TNT.    The ;u ecss holes 

were 'M\ ins.   in   iiameter Mid the charge 

cavittc; were mined spheres.     Charges 

were i enter-detonati-d.    The stemming 

utilized was a specially prepared groul 

that closely matched the properties of 

the in situ material.    Stemming was keyed 

into the access hole to prevent premature 

venting of the explosive.    Pach de/onation 

was heavily instrumented to include 

surface motion measurement,   (lose-in 

ground motion and earth stress measure- 

ments,   uniformity of detonation measure- 

ments,   seismic motion,   < lose-in airblast, 

and stemmint; pressure measurements. 

Postshot surveys wen» conducted to 

determine crater size and shape,   eject a 

limits and composition,   ;.nd missile 

ranges and densities.     Features of »he re- 

sulting craters are listed in  Table A2. 

Summary 
 H. 

The Diamond Ore nuclear simulaMon 

project is investigating the use of chemi- 

cal explosives to model nuclear detonations. 

In conjunction with the testing program, 

computer simulation work is heing carried 

out to refine the cratering codes to reduce 

the need for future larye-sc ale testing. 

Additionally,   Diamond Ore field testint,' 

has been scheduled to continue this study 

of explosively   produced craters in various 

media and in various stemming 

configurations. 

r.ible   \2.    Preliminary crater measurements for Projecl Diarrond Ore Phesc IIA. 

Dimension 
i Mtemmed 4 1 ft       St< n tned 41 it 

i\-n (A-2) 
Si >mmed 

(A-3) 
.'d •■ 

80 3 

SI, 1 

:. 4 

74. ■ 

•2,1 HO 

\pparent  radius (K  ) 

Vppereni depth < D ) 

Lip heigM 'H .) 
Lip crest radius <H, .) 

Vpperenl •. olumc < V   I 

Mexitnum missile r-m^e (R       ) 

63, i 

24. I 

ii. a 
H:I 

I,  .nn 

1,040 

82.7 

22.f. 

11.9 

HI 

4.200 

1,1 10 

*Liaeer dimensions,  ft, «resume,  vi 
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PROJECT TANK TRAP 

Generftl 

Project Tank Trap was a joint researc h 

effort of the 1 ,S.   Army Kngineer Nuclear 

CratcrinK Group (now KKRI.) and the Land 

Locomotion Laboratory (LLL) of the Army 

Tank Automotive Center, 

The purpose of Project Tank Trap was 

to determine the capability of selected 

tactical vehicles to traverse craters typi 

cal of those that could be produced with 

Atomic Demolition Munitions (Al)M).    The 

vehicles included in the test program were 

the M-f.O tank,   M-113 Armored Personnel 

Carrier,   and an articulated two-unit gen- 

eral purpose vehicle called the Polecat. 

The characteristics of these vehicles are 

found in Table A3.    The testing program 

did not involve the use of engineering 

effort (earthmoving,  bridging,   surface 

stabilization,   etc.) to assist the entry and 

ex't of the vehicles.    Project Tank Trap 

was conducteil in existing craters that had 

been created with chemical explosives at 

the Nevada Test Site to model possible 

nuclear tests.    The Jangle-V crater was 

produced by nuclear explosion.     Features 

of these craters are given in   fable A4. 

The original plan included the Danny 

Ho\ 1 is.dt < r.iti r {0,42 kt ••mpla( Ml at a 

irpth of burial of 110 ft) and th«- Pre- 

Muggy Row M alluvium crater (13-1,000 lb 

chemical explosives detonated in ■ row at 

near optimum depth of burial and at varying 

spacing).    The vehicle testing results in 

the Pre-Schooner Hravo crater indicated 

it would be unsafe to attempt entry and 

exit of the Danny Roy crater and it was 

believed that little additional information 

concerning traffic ability of rock craters 

could be obtained by so doing.    After ob- 

serving vehicle testing operations in the 

Scooter and .langle-l   craters,   it was 

decided that the Pre-Puggy Row H crater 

(average radius,   23 ft; average depth, 

13 ft) was too small to obtain meaningful 

test results.    Vehicle testing,   therefore, 

was limited to the Scooter,  Jangle-l   and 

Prc-Schooner Hravo craters.    These 

crater sites were selected for the vehicle 

trafficability study for the following reasons; 

(1) The crat< rs are representative of 

those that could be produced by Atomic 

Demolition Munitions rietonated at very 

shallow depths of burial (.Tangle-l ) and 

near optimum depths of burial (Scooter and 

Pre-Schooner Pravo). 

(2) The media in which the craters 

were produced represent a wide range of 

materials (dry soil to hard rock); there- 

fore,  the test results could be used to 

predict the performance of tactical 

vehicles in several different types of 

material. 

Table A3.     Charac teristics of test vehicles. 

(iross 
weight 

(lb) 

V. ■hide track Vehicle 

Vehicle 
Width 
(in.) 

Ground contai r 
length (in.) 

Length 
(in.) 

W idth 
(in.) 

H.-ight 
(in.) 

Polecat 

M-l H   \PC 

\1   '-O tank 

9,100 

i'',7sr> 

95,300 

20 

15 

2K 

156-1   2 

105 

166.7 

317 

191-1   2 

273-1   2 

81 

105-3  4 

143 

98 

ff-1   2 

126 

i 
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Table A4.    Desrription of tfst craters. 

Code name 

Scooter 

langle-l 

I're-Schooner 
Hravo 

Cratering 
medium 

,.     ..     ru         i  Hadius Depth, F-ip Mope 
...   ,,        )epth of burial     ,, ,,/ u   •   u.            i 'i leid ^    . .»    -     Ra. Oa, height angle 
(kt)      (ft)  (fi/kt       )   (ft) (ft) (ft)       r) 

Alluvium      0.5   HK    125        (153) 155        75 12.5       30-35 

Alluvium       1.2   Nuc     17        (   1 ti) 130 53 I 20-32 

Basalt 0.02   HK    51 (160) 4ft        25 I 27-30 

Scooter Crater 

The BeoOtor crater is typical of cra- 

ters produced by explosions at or near 

optimum depth in desert alluvium.   Desert 

alluvium may be described as a loose 

silt-sand-gravel mixture with densities 
3 

ranging from 1,5 to 1.7 g'cm" .   Particle 

sizes range from cobbles of 1 to 2 ft 

maximum dimensions through gravel and 

sand to very fine rock flour. 

The Scooter crater was formed in 

October I960,  by the detonation of 500 tons 

of high explosive at a depth of 125 ft 

(scaled depth of 153 ft  kt1   ,#*|.    The 

ScOOter crater has ;tn average radius,   at 

the original ground surface,   of 155 ft and 

depth of 75 ft.    The lip averages 12.5 ft in 

height.    The «rater slopes average 30 to 

35 deg,   flattening slightly near the top and 

bottom of the crater (Kig.   A2),    As is 

typical of craters produced by detonations 

at or near optimum depth,  the slopes and 

bottom of the i ra'er are composed of fall- 

back material.    This material is unsorted, 

very loose ami lies at its angle of depo- 

sition.    The cohesion of the fallback 

material as determined from field soils 

measurements ranges from 0 to 0.15 tons 

ft" and the angle of internal t rut ion f^) 

.aries from 30 1   2 to 33 1   2 deg. 

Since the formation of the ScOOlor 

crater in 1960,   the wind has blown some 

of the fine sand and silt sized particles in 

the fallback material down the crater slope 

and deposited them at the base of the slope. 

Although this action has altered the proper- 

ties of the slope material somewhat,  the 

fallback material in the region of the crater 

rim remains quite loose and moves freely 

when disturbed.    No crust or hardened 

surface has formed on the crater slopes 

(see Fig.   A2). 

The Polecat was able to exit this cra- 

ter without assistance. 

The M-113 APC required winch assist- 

ance to exit the slopes of the Scooter cra- 

ter.    The force required to assist  m 

exiting ranged from 3,200 to 4,000 lb.    The 

rim angle of the M-113 relative to the 

slope increased significantly while the 

vehicle was exiting under its own power. 

\s shown in Fig, A3,   the M-60 tank 

required assistance to exit the Scooter 

crater.   Assisting forces of 2,000 ml 

20,000 lb were  recorded during the two 

exiting operat mtis.    The slope requiring 

20,000 lb of fore «■ appeared to have a con- 

siderable layer of loose gravel on  thf 

surface.    This was  not  tin-  COM on the 

slope requiring 2,000 lb ahsistance.    No 

other  observations   c an be offered  to 

account for the significant variation in 

required assistance   on   slopes   with 

essentially the same inclination. 
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I it.'.   A2.    Aei-ial view of Scooter irattT. 

.Ian^l»'-I   Cr.i!<r 

The .i.tnt'lt-i   Crater ia typical of i ra 

•i pa produced in alluvium hs explosiona ul 

,i ry ahallo« deptha.    ri;«  alluvial material 

la eaaentj illv the aame aa thai of the 

»ter < rater. 

Jangle-l   waa formed in fio\ 

■   letonation of a 1.2- k1 nucl« ir d< 

:. pth of 17 ft epth of .6 fl 

).    The tangle  '   crater ha 

ge i    liua at thi    rigina]    round aur 
far« .        .        i, pth <••       • .    The lip 

■• in height.   Th< 

• .   . •    nd an 

■ •    • i ii\ irrt . ■ ■.. hing 

M lg,  VI).    Field soils meaaurementa in 

()i( ated that ihe i oh< aion of the fallback 

m tterial on the crater alopea rangea from 

ii 'oO.l tons  ft    and the angh   of internal 

friction (o) rangea from TJ 1   2 to 36 deg. 

i xpoaurea of th<  true i r it< r  ire ■     lent 

near the nrn at thi   i rater,   an I finea  ir* 

i oni i !   ■   ■ •      n the ben< hed  in n   ,- tlu 

crater il 'i"   'n''  •' the bottom of the 
i rat« r. 

Since the formatic n    • •■ •   ' ••   ■•   t 

i ■ .-.-r in I BSl    the fall! M k m it« ri i! 

been blown by the wind from lh< 
•   ■ ,     •   •, 

the i  ■    •    ■ 

• •n.    Aa      • • ■ ■  ■ 
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UM r«-m()val of tht- loose sanrl and silt 

sized j.articles from the slop»» surfaces, 

a crust has formeri on the crater slopes. 

The crust on the crater slopes  initially 

assisted the vehicles in exiting the crater, 

but the crust was easily broken and could 

not support the full \ chicle weight.    The 

fines that were deposited in the bottom of 

the crater constituted a soft area that re- 

duced vehicle mobility. 

The Polecat exprrienced no difficulty in 

exiting the Jangle-l   crater slopes (see 

Pig.   A'd. 
The Ml 13 APC was tested on the same 

routes as the Polecat.    It required winch 

assistance only on the northeast slope. 

Winch assistance (400 lb) was required to 

negotiate the bench that occurs at approxi- 

mately half the distance up the slope.    The 

M-ll.'<   AIT tended to labor in the fines on 

the bench.    This phenomenon WM also 

noticeable on the other route,  but the 

lit!.  AS« M-(iO tank exiting Scooter crater 
\*iUi assistance from M-8H VTH. 

Fig.A4.    Kntry and exit slope of Jangle-U 
crater. 

vehicle was finally capable of exiting with- 

out winch assistance.    The M-llS AFC 

exhibited a high trim angle with referem c 

to the slope angle while exiting flu- 

langle-l   c ra'er. 

The M   (10 tank WU capable of exiting 

the southwest slope without winch 

assistance.    ()n   he northwest slope it re- 

quired a winch assistance of 4,000 lb to 

negotiate the fines  in the henc h area.     No 

assistance was  required throughout the 

remainder of the llope.    On the ROrthl Ut 

slope the- M-()0 required an assisting 

fore«- of Hi,000 lb during the first quarter 

• it the -dope.    \ft,.f clearing the ben« h 

ar< ,i the \l-f.0 required no winch 

MelataiM •■. 

I'n   St hnoner Hravo Crater 

The Pre  s, hoon.-r Pr IVO c rc r :> 

typical of t raters pnidv.i »■ i i.v detonations 
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t i^.   A.r),  PMacal fxitiiiK .Jangle-r rrater. 

at (ir nt'ar optinium dcptll m har<l rock. 

ihc Pre-SdxMXMr Kr.ixo erster is tocatod 

an BuckbM*d MCM m \r«-a 18 of NTS. 

i'h«- ^IMI overburdM >>n Buckboard Mess 

i onsistfl  "f residual sad ti clitn •'.•n l 

tn I >il'.^ 'A ith largfl (ju.iiit itics of yrav. I 

tu ! i oul k f ilsod rragmenti of veai4 ulsr 

hasalt.      rhi>   n irhur !• n avaragaa 9 ft in 

•< pth. 

I'h«- I'rt'-Si hoont-r Uravo i rat« r s\.i> 

fi>rni«-l m I «•|)ru,«rv [994 by the exploaion 

of 40.000 lb of high expiOOivc   it   i   Itpth of 

51 ft (a« .:• i daptk of IfO ft kt1   f-4).   The 

crater has an averts   rod    ~   •' UM ornjinal 

irouad aurfac« of 40 A Md   B average 

dt'pt i of 2.ri.r) ft.    The lip height averages 

B ft.    C'rati-r slofx'H vary from 27 to ^0 <\vf< 

with a genera! Steepening in th«- lip area 

to S6 to 38 ()«•(>.    Tb« fallback mat.'rial 

COOOiatS of angular hasalt  fragments 

ranging from sand si/«' to fragments with 

maximum (Jimensions of 12 ft.     This fall- 

hack materia' results in very rough ami 

irregular crater slopes. 
There has heen no alteration of the 

I're-Schooner Bravo < rater sim e its for 

nation.    The slopes sppcar tO he at the 

angle of repose for the fallhaek material. 

Heeause of the largi-,   angular,   hasalt 

rock that ebaracterised the material in 

th«1 «-jecta field surrounding the 1're- 

Schooner Bravo crater,   M well ai the fall- 

back mat« rial on the «rater slopes,   it was 

necessary to make a careful ri'connais- 

■ancc of possibl«1 routes of entry and «-x t 

through the crater prior to vehicle testing. 

The large houlders located on the «rater 

slopes (Fig. A6) limited the choice of 

entry and exit profiles to two or thn-e at 

the most. 

The Polecat was not t«-stcd in the cra- 

ter because it was bclu-ved that its sh«'«'l 

metal underbody would b.   Mverely 

f ig.  Afi'.    Slope of Pre-S« hooner Hravo 
crater showing entrv profile 
used for 11*111 and NWiO tanks. 
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rlnmagiMl by the jagged edges of the basalt 

ejerta and fallback material. 

The M-llI AFC negotiated the lip of 

the crater under its own power with no 

difficulty and was then lowered into the 

crater by a M-88 VTR,    After the Al'C 

reached the bottom of the crater,   the 

driver attempted to maneuver around the 

large boulders in order to get into a 

position to exit but was unable to do so 

using the power of the vehicle only 

(Fig.   A7).    At this point in the testing 

sequence it was determined that the APC 

< ould not maneuver into a favorable exit 

position without assistance.    Hy moving 

rocks ranging from 4 to 12 in.   in diameter 

by hand and maneuvering the AFC by 

means of the M-H8 VTR winch it was pos- 

sible to get the vehicle in a position to 

exit the crater.    \Miile attempting to exit 

the crater under its own power,   the M-113 

APC displaced much of the rock sur- 

rounding the tracks.    As a result,   loose 

rock became lodged in the track assembly. 

The M-113 AFC was not able to exit the 

slope without assistance,   and the 11-88 

Fig.  AT.    M-113 Armored Personnel 
Currier immolulized m Pre- 
Schooner Mravo c rater. 

VTR was used to winch the vehicle out of 

the crater. 

The M-()0 tank negotiated the crater lip 

and was lowered into the crater in 

essentially the same manner as the II-113 

AFC.    The large boulders in the bottom 

of the crater prevented the M-BO from 

maneuvering into a favorable position for 

exit; and,   consequently,   rock was moved 

by hand to fill in the voids between the 

boulders so that the M-60 tank could 

maneuver without becoming lodged on one 

or several of the boulders.     The M-GO lank 

attempted to exit the crater without 

assistance but the tracks simply rotated 

in place and the vehicle became embedded 

in the rock (see Fig.   5 of this report).   As 

the M-60 tank was attempting to exit the 

crater with assistance from the M-88 VTR 

winch,  the right track jumped off the drive 

sprocket when rocks   became  lodged in 

the track assembly system.     Ffforts to 

get the track back on the sprocket while 

the tank was in the crater were unsucccss- 

ful,   and the vehicle was winched from the 

crater with only one track pro\ iding 

traction.    Inspection of the right track and 

sprocket showed that the track system was 

damaged considerably. 

Summary 

Based on the results of Project Tank 

Trap it is cone luded that: 

1. Cra'ers formed in dry soil by the 

detonation of explosives at »he surface   ml 

at very shallow depths of burial (approxi 
1   I 4 matelv 20 ft  kt       "   ) do not p-esenl sig- 

nificant obstacles to tracked tactical 

.•ehules.    This is pnmarilv due to »he 

fact that these craters have flat slopes 

and are relatively shallow. 
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2.    Craters formed at or near optimum 

depth nf burial'(160 ft   kt     ' '   ) in dry soil 

are ■ t rafficability obstacle to tartical 

tracked vehicles.     The slopes of this type 

of crater are greater than the slopes of 

very shallow depth of burial craters. 

I,    ("raters formed in hard rock,   such 

as basalt,   cannot be negotiated by tracked 

vehicles without major modification of 

the crater and 'or assistance by heavy 

duty equipment either mobile or fixed. 

The random arrangement and size (several 

inches 'o several feet) of the rocks ejected 

by the detonation cause the primary 

t rafficability problem.    Visual observation 

of craters formed in basalt by detonation 

of explosives in the ADM-yield range in- 

dicate that detonations at scaled depths of 

burial considerably less shallow than the 

I're-Sihoon'r Hravo depth of buris^ would 

also constitute formidable barriers to 

tracked vehicles. 

4.     A two-unit articulated vehicle such 

as the  1'olecat is able to negotiate crater 

■dopes in dry soil much more readily than 

tactical tracked vehicles such as the M-113 

KPC <>r the M-fiO tank.    Tins is du«- pri- 

marily to (he fact that the center of gravity 

of the two-unit  vehicle lies forward of the 

rear unit (there IM essentially no weight 

transfer between units of tin- arMculated 

vehicle); and.   consequently,   the ground 

pressures at  the rear of 'he second unit 

are i onsiderablv less than the rear pres- 

sures of a .single-unit tratkcl vehicle. 

\MM' d{ OB8TACLI I 

(it neral 

\rmor Otatacl«   I was OOWtacted m con- 

jutKtion w.th Diamond Ore UA lunng •b. 

fall of ' '7i  it Pori Peck,  Moatam,   The 

three craters produced by the Diamond 

Ore detonations were tested to determine 

their value as obstacles to vehicles and 

men.    Test equipment  included an infantry 

squad,   one Mfi!) APC.   and an M48 tank. 

The medium involved was Hearpaw clay 

shale. 

Project  Description 

The dimensions of the craters produced 

in Diamond Ore IIA are listed in Table A2, 

The infantry squad experienced little dif- 

ficulty in c rossing the craters,   their 

average traversing time being 1  min. 

Although these craters will only slow down 

the foot  soldier's advance,   the soldier, 

while crossing the crater,   becomes a more 

vulnerable target    (see  Fig,  A8), 

I nfortunately,   *h* A PC developed 

mechanical difficulties thot Uiuited its 

testing to the 'raversing of the crater 

lips.    These it climbed witli little diffi- 

culty,   however.    The tank also experiemni 

little difficulty in climbing the crater lips. 

Inside the craters,   however,   there was a 

different story.    The tank was only ,,ble 

to exit from Crater 11A ( Kig. A8) under 

its own po.ver.    This exit   required  IS 

attempts and took 1 ü min.     During this 

time,   its vulnerability to antitank weapons 

was high.    In Craters IIA-2 and DA'S,   'he 

tank was able only to traverse two-thirds 

of the way up the exit slope before stalling. 

After 20 min of unsuccessful exit attempts 

in each «rater,   the tank was winched out 

(Kig.   MO). 

After the tank was unable to negotiate 

Crater IIA-.T   • doaer worked in the 

crater preparing an exit ramp.    Ta MHUI- 

late actuil field conditions,   the do/er 

pushed ■ ramp into the crater and back 

hladed the Men) ildi of di« t ratei to 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. AH.    Infantry squad crossing and exiting Crater IIA-2. 

(•) 

V\£.  A".     lank exiting Crater IIA-1. 

(b) 

ii>nstru<t tlM «Bit rafl^t (Pig.   1!).     I» took 

'In   dwnr -4 1  nun to complrtr tlw »'ntram» 

UMi • xit  1 h.irun 1>.     I lie tank w.is fina!l\ 

aM<' to «xit  aftir 1 L' attimpt-. ipMlding 

9 mm in 'tu   1 rator (Pig.   \12). 

Summnn 

rhr . ratort torm« lb]  M   <I ■ liaisod 
r rv . iploohr« in Diamond Or«- Pfc 

IIA proved to hv excelh-nt  ohstai hs vvhm 

evaluated in Armor Olislatle I.     Not onlv 

was it extremely  iifficult for tht- tank to 

exit thest' ira'.-i-.s,  but remedial   !<)/«r 

n 'ion prorad only marginally «ff«-. Mw 

and quit»' time (onsumin^;,   not COttatiBg 

■ r nobilisation tino.   Th« crator 
widths in all 'tirtt- - MM <\i < •   :•   . 'be 

1 ap... Itj of ativ known,   rapidlv install aid» 

- 
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fix«'(i brKigint,'.   Strategically pUicwi, the 
obstacles (iemonstrated in I'roject Armor 

Obstacle I would have impeded the enemy's 

advance and created significant tactical or 

logistical delays. 

Fig. A10.    Signs of unsuccessful attempt 
by tank to exit unassisted. 

' 

(a) 

Fig. All.     Hulldozer preparing exit channel in C -ater IIA-3, 

Fig.  A12.    Tank exiting Crater iIA-3 after bulldozer w<>rk, 
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tht- crattTS produced in those two st-ru-.s, 

as well as those produced in the Diamond 

Ore I1H series were determined by eaeh 

crater's ability to stop or to impede the 

movement of an M*M tank. 

Series I 

The VC series was designed to compare 

the cratering ability,   in terms of crater 

dimensions and obstacle effectiveness,   of 

equivalent quantities of TNT and an alumi- 

Bixed•lurry in ■ specific charge configura- 

tion.    In o-der to evaluate adequately some 

Of the handling requirements associated 

with employing TNT and slurry explosives 

III specified charge configurations,   the 

time,   equipment,   and manpower required 

to load a three-hole row was recorded. 

In addition,   the effort required to unload 

one cavity of TNT and slurry was also 

documented to simulate the receipt of a 

mission abort order. 

Series 11 

The DHC series was designed to 

laVMtifftC   the   potential   advantag< s of 

using slurry explosives to create a DHC 

and to compare the i ratering ability,   m 

terms of crater ditm-nsions and oh.-tai le 

itlet'iv truss,   of small,   equal,   and 

equivalent quantities of ammonium nitrate 

. tniatera kod an tluminited tlurry. 

DHC   1 L',   and -S.    The Armv's 

standard DHC   it sign was followed,   em- 

ploying  M-M shaped charges to crea'e the 

required ttnplat t-ment    avities.    Handling 

requirt tiient.-^ for loading shallow t as it 

in terms of time,   manp ■    r.   and equip- 

ment for l five-hole row were n')"- 

■rded,   and <\ ahut« !.     \-sutningtht 

. ,i'u i-üation .>f   . rood v r '"• r   Mission,   the 

effort required to unload one cavity of 

slurry was documented, 

I )HC-4 and -5.    These detonations were 

designed to test the feasibility of using 

slurry explosives to produce a DHC with 

smaller charge weights of explosives or 

larger charge weights and greater hole 

spacings.    An H-in.  diameter drill was 

utilized to construct the cavities for these 

detonations.    The craters produced were 

compared with DHC-1.   -2.   and -3 in terms 

of crater dimensions and obstacle 

effectiveness. 

Series III 

The AN-ANFO series (ammonium 

nitrate - ammonium nitratt   fuej oil) was 

designed to compare the crater dimensions, 

from a canister of straight ammonium 

nitrate with a similar canister of nrilled 

ammonium nitrate and fuel oil.    Two 

3-ft deep cavities were constructed with 

an K-in.  diameter drill.    After the detona- 

tions,   the small craters were measured. 

Figures Al'.i through A15 illustratt 

the designs of two of the three experi- 

mental series.     The dooigQO lor Scriei I 

and II (Figs.   W'.i and   \!4) Were based 

upon existing Army practice! and the de- 

sign procedures presented m Hef,  1.    The 

experiments in Series 1 (Pig.    M .D in- 

vestigated the possibility of reducing the 

total weight of the slurr\ explosivt- b] 

SQ      and prOdUCiOg an ObOtO« !<   tqimalent 

in crater   HmeMiOns and effectiveness. 

\ total of 1,390 lb of  IN r M i l,00€ R) 

of slurrv was t-mploved to produce tWO 

li.ters of equivalent size.    Serici I! 

■.• ii  d-Mi intf it-1 to'.enfv'tie i.   crater« 

ing effct tiver.ei-  • i> • >i  • >r   ■ 10' 

,i!i.;;::ri:.-.  | -.hirrv  nn ■ imolk r H  il< . 

- 



TNT 
configurafion 

Emplacement 
hole 

Concrete 
culvert pipe 
2-m sections 

Slurry 
configuration 

TNT and slurry 
charges buried at 

15 m 6-m depth 

Plan view 
hole spacing 

192 c 

TNT 
source 

Slurry source 
(1000 lb) 

Cross section 
emplacement hole 

Fig.  AH.     Design for Series I (PC-1 and -2). 
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Armv's Standard Deliberate Road 

Crattr DRC-I (i'if>. A14a)«s«d «ight 
40-lh ammonium nitrate canisters, 

l)Hr-2 O'ig,   A14b) used the same hole 

size,  spacing,   and depth as DHCl  and was 

designed to determine whether bagged 

aliiminued slurry produces the same size 

c rater as the ammonium nitrate cratering 

charges.     l)Rr-3 (!• ig,   A14c) also used 

the same design as I)RC   1; however,   the 

total weight of the explosive was reduced 

to 240 lb which was poured into the em- 

placement cavities according to the 

typical hole configuration (Fig, A14c), 

Series II verified the effectiveness of 

(hanging the Standard DRC design by re- 

ducing the number of emplacement holes 

and the quantity of explosives. To produce 

a crater equivalent to the ones produced 

in DRC-l,   -2,   and -8,   Kxperiment l)RC-4 

DRC-1 

w W\v 

^ 

1 
#« 152 cm 

80 lb 40 lb 

152 cm   — 
80 lb 40 lb 80 lb 

NOTE I.   •   1-lb boosters will be placed at bottom of each hole. 

2.        Hole depth and spacing tor DRC-2 and 3 some a» DRC-1. 

DRC-2 

40-lb bog 
f   of »lufry 

DRC-3 

P^ m? r^^' 
Typical holes 

43 cm 

86 cm 

/ 
Plan *iev* reduced scale 

80   b   40 lb   80 lb     40 lb   80 lb 

14.     l>eRign for Series I!  tDHC-l,   -2,  and -3); same hole configuration for all 
•iirif stu'ts  with varying charge heights. 
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40-1 b bag 
of slurry 

DRC-4 

/Kwm 

131 cm 

•    1-lb booster will be placed at bottom of each hole. 

120 lb 
305 cm 

120 lb 
305 cm 

120 lb 

DRC-5 

\ 

w$?^ 
1/ 

40-lb bog 
of slurry 

244 
80 lb 80 lb 

244 cm 
80 lb 

Fig.   A15.     l>f.sigri for Series II (l)IU"-4 and -5); same size hole used in Imth shots. 

(Pig,   Al 5a). reduced the nurnlur of em- 

placement luiles tt three,   increased the 

hole spat ing by IfJ t m,   and had a ion 

slant hole   h-pth of 21.< em.   also im reased 

the total amount of explosive require«! hy 

40 lb.    Th<' se« cxid » xpenment design 

evaluated wa« Imr-fi I Kig.   A15b),   which 

used the same design as DRC  4 with the 

«xc eption of the hole spacing (reduced to 

244 cm - 8 ft)    and the total weight of 

the explosives (reduced by HO lb). 

The technical < oncepts of Projei t 

Armor (Xjstaile II are summarized in fhe 

following technical objectivea: 

•I3H- 



1. To rompare the cratcring rt'sults 

of equivalent quantities of an aluminized 

slurry vs TNT in the same charge con- 

figuration in terms of crater dimensions 

and obstacle effectiveness 

2. To evaluate the handling require- 

ments for loading and unloading both large 

and small quantities of slurry explosives 

in deep and shallow emplacement cavities 

3. To evaluate the utility of a field- 

expedient explosive container for loading 

and unloading bag or bulk slurry explosives 

in deep holes 

4. To verify the advantages of using 

slurry explosives to produce a Deliberate 

Road Crater by comparing the cratering 

results of both identical and equivalent 

quantities of an aluminized slurry in 

plastic   bags,   7 .n.   in diameter and 20 in. 

in length,   "i 40-lb ammonium nitrate 

canisters in terms of crater dimensions 

and crater effectiveness 

5.    To test the feasibility of modifying 

the DRC flesign to accommodate slurry 

explosives in the same configuration with 

a view toward reducing the number of 

emplacement holes and the quantities of 

explosives required 

R.    To compare crater dimensions 

produced by a 40-lb AN canister vs a 

prilled (converted into spherical pellets) 

ANFO canister of equal weight and approx- 

imately the same dimensions 

A final report covering the results of 

Troject   Armor Obstacle II is in prepara- 

tion. 
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